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APANA',YI OrANDCORPo 6 
_IORA
EIS ORY OF STATE TAXATION OF BANKS AND CORPORATIONS
In the Summary Report of the Tax Research Bureau submitted to
the People and the Legislature of California on December 1, 1932.
the history of bank and corporation taxation by the state was re-
2
viewed. It was pointed out that drastic changes in the methods
of state taxation of banks and corporations (excepting public i.til.
ities and insurance companies) were made in 1929.
Xield Reduced Under 1929 Act
Comparisons of actual yield of state taxes on banks and cor-
porations under the old and new methods of taxation, as made in this
report, reveal a marked decrease in these sourpes of revenue. 3
Allowance was made for the effect of the depression on this yield
by drawing further comparisons to determine the effect of the ame
economic conditidn 6 the gros oreoeipts taxes of utilities a~4
gross premium tax6e6oi Mt1iiance companies.. The report shows that
the revenue from &d corporation taxes has declined much mqre
sharply than that fotho other types of state taxation. The
ratio of loss in revenu from bank and corporation taxes appears
three times as grea athe corresponding ratio frpbi tlt
and insurancecomnytxtn.
Bank tax sh i1agei& 5~ to be responsible for a ma or part
of this-loss in re&i e.-ri&gt 
.8at three, years of teQe-
ation ofsthe eshda&tx i t4d-thcdtoa taxesa on bank shares were
$13) 4 99,374p,as contz 61§44-i"-t hidon-ly $22,2 during the fixt
three years of' thet*o 6:tf &cr i~too aue Y'ter
net income' subs tit utes -f OYrthe shaft a n 9 5 Althcthh iti
a]. Stat111111 J
apparent that the state is restricted in its ability to apportion
;more eauitably the tax burdens imposed upon banks and ot1er tax
wrers the report points out that the unsatisfactory condition
could be materially alleviated through the elimination of propt
tax offsets now allowed against the tax comuted on net income
and the adjustnient of bank tax rates so as to imoose on banks a
burden ecuivalent in terms of net income to that imposed on other
coroorFtions. The nature of1 the restriction on bank taxation,
the validity and economic effect of the property tax offsets, Ihe
desirability of the elimination of such offsets and the development
of an improved caethod of bank taxation, outlined in the Sur~mary
Report, will be discussed in detail in the following analysis
of the Act.
Eoualization Primary G blective
As -ointed out in the report, the problen is primarily one
of equalization of' xelative tax burdens. tudies have disclobed
that under the iaw noW in effect the burdens are apparently not
apportioned ecuitably according to what have generally been regarded
as acceptable standoards Moreover, certain administrative vieake
nesses have developed ini the law requiring correction in order
that it may be nibre effectively enforced. It is apparent that
these changes, Wuhi1e recuired principa lly in the interests of
equitable taxation, #111 uls0 tend to stabilize revenues from bank
and corporation tax& id1 mateially and to rncke this Act a more
productive source of ublic fund
In view of th- 61a foblems which will confront the
Legislature at fie Oi i8 g s6 sio a ,,thorough review of the Bank
arnd Cor"oration Frahe Tax At es a essential service to the
legrislators in it i ti f( q5estions inevitably arising
from the general obraosn the uiMInary fReport of this.
sub ject.
~nasisHade Of"fatters ecuiriG Chanr
ocordincly, there followis an analysis of the legal phases of
the oper-tion of the Bank and Corporation Franchise Tax oct, tQ
nether w',ith a discussion of the imethods for improvement of the
defects believed to exist in the present statute. The reasons why
certain su estions have been made in preference to others ar,
discussed at some lenrgth in order that the Legislature may arrive
at a considered opinion as to wlat may best be done to improve the
tax both from the standpoint of equity betveen taxpayers ,nd yield
to the state.
..ubjects Treated As They Anear In Act
.or the sake of clarity in treatment, the various sectiorns of
the Act are taken up consecutively in this analysis. As indi idual
consideration has been given only to those sections in which some
change is sugested, it will be noted that certain sections have
been om.itted entirelyr from the discussion. This does not imply
that there are no ptablems involved in the sections omitted in the
discus;ion but rather that we have no chcnges in their text to
suggest at this time. Because the discussion is arranged in the
order that the several subjects are covere2d in the Act, no attexapt
has been made to arrange thil with reference to their relative
importance for that is, after all, a matter of legislative judg nent.
Sections 1-4.
The ea1 ~t~~o ~ Cs~IS ProbabvInvali
Although the &o fidfn oVides fothehe otffet of personal
property taxes for, 1' ,6si i other than banks, it does not ex-
pressly provide f I 6,1@t W h r for bnks. Furthenaore, as to
the tax on bcnks, if ex'~re'ly att- that "'The amount of"the ta
shall be equivalant to 4f of tlheir net inoornombTG
Cal. Const. Art. XII I Section 13.
I! If
t q it
The act was possed under this constitutional provision.
Section 3 allows banks an offset of 10% of the taxes paid upon
their real property with the proviso that tie total amount of the
offset shall not exceed 75% of the total tax under this section.
That this provision violates the constitutional section is arguable
on several grounds.
In the first place, if an offset is allowed banks, the tax it
obviously not "4% of their net income" but something else, namely,
4% of their net income less the deductions allowed. Thus, the form
of taxation is not that contemplated by the wording of subdivision
1 (a) of the constitutional amendment. It ist be noted, hovever,
that subdivision 1 (b) of that amendlaent provides:
"The lergislature, two-thirds of all the members
elected to each of the two houses voting in favor there-
of, in lieu of such tax, may provide by law for any
other form of taxation now or hereafter Permitted by the
Congress of the United States respecting national bank-
ing associations; 2rovided, that such form of taxation
shall apoly to all banks located within the limits of
this state."
Although the statute 90crhaps does not conform with 1 (a) it
might still be valid if the tax is one "permfitted by the Congress
of the United States resocting national banking associations..
The Legislature Was apparently attempting to ipose the ta
permitted by the fo#7th alternative of Seotion 5219 of thQ United
States Revised Statutes, ntanly, a tax upon national banks, "accord-
ing to or measured ,8yitheir fnet income." The validity of the
statute, therefore, udder I (b) and Section 5219 depends on whether
or not the statue' with the offset provisions allowing deductions
for real property tae 1p' for a t.x "according to or
measured by net incom."
...-- Net M Inc om e
A contention t$hait tdid &tUt1 does not provide a tax 'accord-
ing to or measure b6-n, t i 66 1t zy b based u on the argument
that to allow uchdf fsc* is io lEvi & t6x that is not strictly
measurt y b b n income less something else for,
lip, if
I 41
althouh net inco ae enters into the computation of the taxj the
amount of thetax is nevertheless, seriously affected by a dedio-
tion the amount of which is independent of incom11e Although the
court ni'ht perhaps meet this objection with the proposition that
the tax in question comes roughly within the meaning of the phrase,
"according; to or measured by net income" it is none the less true
that net income measures, not the tax, but merely a sum inter-
mediate the determination thereof.
(b) Discriminator Effect Of Offset
The offset provision Iay possibly render the statute invalid
in that it results not only in a discrimination between banks not
contomlated by Section 5219 but in a discrimination that amounts
to a denial of equal protoction of the laws prohibited by the
Fourteenth Amendment to the federal constitution.
An example will clearly bring out the nature of the discriri-
nation effected by the offset provisions of the statute. Let ia
assurc two national banks, Bank A and Bank B, with an equal annqal
net income of $1OQO,00 so that upon this basis their franchise
tax as 4% of that idovie Would be 44,000 each. Bank A has real
property upon whidh it pays (O0 000 taxes. Bank B rents its
premises, has no real property and therefore pays no real property
taxes directly for which it may get an offset. Bank A gets a die-
duction of 10% of it# i'enl property taxes up to 75% of 4% of its
net income or inu othef Wvorid a deduction of $2,000. As a result,
Bank A pays a ?2,;0O ta4# whilo Bank B pays 04,000. According to
their not income, these banks should be taxed equally, yet Bank
B is required to pa a t2 'prittishly twice ;s great as that
oxacted from Bkh A t is o rswor to say that Bank B has paid
no real estate tax' aitectl and th8t this factor should affect,
t he comparison.
Section 5219 on pl ts that, in addition to the usual
ad l tUe pon a te owned by them, national banks
I jijjIL j
ifi
ifc e o''or oWil
may bo tpxac, aocordjng to or measued 1iHeiiHoo1
injec the element of real estat taxes aid as a direct bffs
fr'om a t~x calculatcd at a percentage of not income sees not c ly
an unwarranted varidtch frord the met oc prescribed but & dental
of equa1 protecti of tLe laws as well.
Discriminatio ithin the meaning o the equal protection of
the laws clause is defined as "the act o treat in differently
two persons or things tunder like circum'stanes." When difforen
treatment is accorded two ersons and ono invokes the elual pro
toctionclause, the question to bedecided is hether there is 0
any dissimilarity bctwcn their situatiods of a kind and dogro
which will justify t nike treatment coplained of. In the
case supposed, the unlike treat-1e1nt consists of uneqal fanchi1
taxes-molsured-by-net'incomo im0osed uwon two banks whose not a
comes are identical The dissimilarity of situation, which orQgtes,
and rist jus tify t nequality of taxati n, is the circupmstance
that one of the bank ois real prop(erty and the other does no t
It is submitted tht thet is no relation whatsoever between the
unlike tratr herIolved and the dissimilarity of situati0n
upon which it rt$ Itis quest ionable vihether owne-rship of real.
estate or otnership o vEnthing. else is 6 sufficient basis fox'
oxeraption from frohisqtaxes imposed upon others of the same
class as theo fa-orY saor~
(t Authrilatioi For Offset
Anothe cosi6~ pzoblmis raised by the atfabt 6f I
-elpoet a n I, thepp oisions Of -sectio 4 of thej Iltkt
The constitutionai Om '~~ta fstfrfiacaxe''
canti~, nufcturi~~ aribht 't 'xss orpfatifos peifi4yet
menion pesoal ~ ~t oe n~ metinci la1 oet
canti4c,
61aions1 if10611
taxes, v I z: V Ij<IrI
x* US. (7, &)l?7Ft 175O7I --7 -7 ~
IjiI!4 i4~771~II
III P~~ll il ~ ~ {4I~~~ II~I4 i ~ ~ I IIII~I
II I Ii~ I I1 1ji44 i K4 44pl.
14 I I~ 44 4 I 4~ 11141~.4 14
Such tax sh11 be subject o offee no mapor
to be proscxibcd by low in the aPout o osa
property tx ;paid b such corporotthons t to stto
or politico1 subdivisions thOreo , t t offst shl
not exceed ninety per cent of such stat tax*. 8 (Ephasis
add d) d
It should be 'oted, howcver, that subdivision 3 of the conatA-
tutiona 1provision rcads
"The Logislature, two-thirds of all the 'lmnbers eluctC
ed to each of the two hoises voting in T vor thereof, may
change by law the rctes of tax, or the percentage, amount
or nature of offset provided ±or in paragraohs 1 adria
hereof."9( raph4sis added
The question inidditely arises whether the word "nature" s
used in the constitiutional provision will be so construed by the
courts to usti the offset of rel po rt xes paA dupon thie
corporations' property as provided In Section 4 of the statuteq
It should b enoted that besides the provision for offset of
a percentge of real property taxes the statute differs from the
amendment in eliminating n offset for personal property taxes paid
to the stat an 011ow an offset for taxes paid "upopn" the core
porationnp proprty.
It might 1l Usibly be argued that eliminating~ the offset for
personal propert tae aid to the statel0 adalwn nofe
to t'he ~~ ~~~ ~ ~ and al ing1o an offsetfotaepid1 Pnlthe cr
for taxes aid t corporations property, changed the
"ncture" o the o t hithin the authority of subdivision of the
mendment, but, din for offset of real property tffes,
sorethin diib cidd which cn hardly be considerd the
"offset provided fist the "n-typ"of vbhich ancy ae :
8 al. Const. Arts ZiiI s 16
9 Ibid.
10 The cqr-orazte f ohi tx assessed under Section 14d ofArt ioleXItI would Oe cleary to be a personal proprtyt x<paid to the state in view of the definition of "propet ntaned in Co1±n . o Aticis XI, namely: "The wodtproperty' as used in this Hle and section, is hereby -
dared to include metes odi1 , bohdBtocks, duesfra h se
t o t kbueS Sro los s6p 22 osh ~ak
fraiochise taxTfo$ 1989 to be ifJAt tV t1he 92 franchigat
cud h erdu e hb19t a inmbiAn 0 0d
Sisign i ican m n an i i n 10Ae
Iti substanial reVenue was t e e pdifltemh6 Sa 1
it 's absol ~heod r imi to
st Iti erd 1 A t
'14'
'I ~ ~i II
changed is the offset "provided for" in paragraph 2. Real property
tax offsets are not mentioned in that paragraph. Is it merely
"oChe1"nging the nature of the offset provided for" to add an entirely
now offset? If the word "n: ture" is broad enough to cover the
offset of real property texcs paid in this state, it should be broad
enough to cover the offset of taxes paid in any other state, or, in
fact, to cover any kind of offset the legislture sees fit to grant.
It may be argued that although the offset for real property
taxes is not authorized by subdivision 3 of the amendment, it is
authorized by subdivision 2 (b) thereof t:hich provides:
"The Legislature, two-thirds of all the members
elected to each of the two houses voting in favor there-
of, may provide by lowi for the taxation by any other method
authorized in this constitution of the corporations, or
the franchises, subject to be taxed pursuant to sub-
division (a) of paragraph 2 of this section or subdivision
(d) of section 14 of this article."
In other words, it may be contended that allowing the offset
for real property taxes is providing an "other method" of taxing
corporations than the method set forth in subdivision 2 (a) of the
constitutional provision. This argument, however, renders super-
fluous subdividioh 3 insofar as it provides for a change in the
nature of the offi2t. If providing for a real property tax offset
is providing thl "other method" of taxing corporations, it would seem
thct changing the nature of the personal property tax offset provided
for in subdivision A2 k) would likewise be providing an "other
method" of taxing abrpof'ations. If subdivision (3) was necessary to
cuthorize a change in the personal property tax offset it seems that
a similar provision tidiod be necesso.ry to authorize the real
prooerty tax offset, It is a well cttled rule of constitutiona1
construction that no ofd or olase should be rejected as superfluous,
but that each must be giveh its due force and appropriate meaning. 1 1
11 ton (90) 178 S. 41; *eople v. St
2 l.209" Frech v TOShermakeF 1865{ ) 24 C1 5l8.
16W Nip&l
Ldl
It i ubitted tfrpt to pur os 9 $ubdiviio (t) is to
vauthorize the Lcisi ture to substitute an entirely different mthoc
of tc0xint corporations fo' thr.t set ;fo th in subdivision 2 (d) .e.
"cocording to or mes-surd by" net noe, and that if the metho4 so
set forth is to be trotinod it m.-,y be modified only as cuthorizod in
subdivision 3.
The Personal Proberty Ta-x Offset 0erZtes Unf i ly
Unnocessc!i1Y Complicates Te Administration
Of The Act And Reduces TIProductivity
Of The Tx
(a) Offset r1i1inted As Tempor. Expodient
The Commission reoommending the personl property tax offsO1
cdmitted th-At it ws defensible only cs temlporcry expedient til
all personl proper ty t xs should be dbolished nd a ste 0'cin
QoIio tax on 211 corpor t ions and individuals established. In t1
words of the commission
It was 6bvius from the beginning thht the allow-
ance of the Offsct wlould involve certmin administratiVe
difficulties and r7ould offer oppoidunities for abuse
through 'ol1uitin ith the lo1l ssossors, which would
orol. moro n cr1 ore serious with the pasage of time......
As a per nnt the offset orovisiont is fe ilty...."18
(Enphcsis Aded) 
_1
(b) Corworatitoz Aod nth S Aforded dOetr
If all p rsonal iroperty taxes are not abolishe a the te
offset reairs in the Bhank and Corporation 0ranchis Tax At, the
corporations taxable thoreunder will be iven an advantage not
afforded other taxphford Prior to thd enactmeont of this loot all
taxpayers we re taxd upi their property, and according to Article
XIII, Section 1 of the tato constitution:
"All pr6pe&t i the state except as otherwise in this
constitution p4 nti exe~rt tnde: the la ws of the, K I
United States sal, 1 tx .in propoxtion to its vue thbe ascertaincd b.6 iid b a or a hereinaftr proib'
vided. The word pedrty A t sd in this article And
soction, is herc' d1ct64 to iaclude moneys crcdit$bondsstocks, du j'6 lad a f other ter ndthings real, p Atx& ix cpable oft p e 0qez'-sh-ip; (n.. . ."4(E,-;&dd.
1-2 t hI ,Iff
i P1
It
H I
I I I
I ]
I II
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The gross receipt tax on public utilities is a property tax
and is justifiable when imnosed upon utilities engaged in interstate
commerce only as a property tax.13 In other words, corporations
until 1929 were taxed uoon their property the same as other taxpayers
in the state. The franchise tax measured by corporate excess was
designed to reach property values not touched by the other rea1 and
personal property taxes otherwise imposed. The corporate excesp, or
the difference between the total corporate worth, as determinedl by
the market value of the corvnoration's outstanding stocks and bonds,
the earnings of the compiany, or otherwiseand the value of its tangi-
ble or physical propertiesL4 wzas just as ruch property as any tangible
property owned by the corporation and was taxable accordingly.15
The present act substitutes a tax nicasure by net income for the
tax on corporate excess. To that extent, it substitutes taxes
based on net income for taxes calculated on the value of property
owned. If corporations are to be accorded the advantage of such a
substitution, it would seem only fair that similar advantages should
be accorded other taxpayers. In fact, that was the ultimate objec-
tive of the commission when it proposed the offset of personal
property taxes as a temporary measure in anticipation of total
abolition of all taxos on personal property.
Subsequent events have indicated that attainment of the comri
maission's objective it, at best, a remote possibility.
(c Eliminatio Of Personal Pggarty Taxes Not Feasible
No steps were taken by either the 1929 or 1931 Legislatures to
carry out the recdmmendation that personal property taxes be
abolished. On the deontiary, there is every evidence that any move
to deprive countiesi cities arid other local taxing units of this
substantial source of 'rvenue Would be bitterly opposed. The as-
sessed value of tax blefrpErty has diminished sharply within the
14 Eu11 an C. v ich adhn 185 cal. 484, 261 U. . 33
1446 ichia (1920) 102 Cal. 115.
v5 Q pe (i189) 16 US. 14. 1Aa Ep
A., gx*1es
past two years an-d there is no indication of early improveiient in
the conditions resoonsible for their shrinkage.
At least $28O00000 were derived from local taxation of tan
gible norsonalty in 1932.16Bemoval of this source of revenue from
the tax system would add measurably to the fiscal probleis now con-
fronting the various political subdivisions of the state. It seems
inevitable that real property, Cready heavily burdened, would be
subjected to additional burdens in the effort to balance budgets.
The Drospect of such a result iould.act as a strong deterrent to
the proposal to do away with direct taxes on personal property,
Moreover, substitution of net incoLe taxes could not be ex-
pected to yield commn.ensurate revenues, since estimates made by the
Tax Research Bureau show that any feasible personal income tax plan
would not be apt to yield more thhn $17,000,000 nnually.17 Even
assuming that the entire Droceeds of such a tax should be devoted
entirely to local purposes (an unlikely assuiption in view of the
shortage in state revenues), it would yield barely half what is now
derived from taxes on personalty.
A further complication inpedes abolition of local personal
property taxes. This arises from the fact that substantial portions
of operative pro erty values Lare attributable to tangible personalty
owned by utilities. If like non-operative property should not be
subjected to taxation1 somceadjustmaent would doubtless be demanded
in the gross receipit tax on operative property. Had the Com-
mission's recomme~cndation for abandonment of the gross receipts 
~ax
been adopted, this domplIc tion would not arise. However, ther lhas
been no legislatiop deh i ned to make such a change in our revenue
system and the fact tha tthe O;ros8 receipts tax is still in effadt
cannot be ign6fdt
16 Thetotal tax on 6a1- ibrl m-operte taxed locally e~;.6l,52l62( i~oi~Thlx FPesearch Bureau Sumnmary Report,p.18). T a;,bleper so n-al P' 1 roperty reopr'esented 10*94% of thetbnn e tive property assessed, and so susitainedC1 lifkCprop ion o th total tax(tb1d,17lliona Ta 
-ae~rch Bur eau 8u mry RepOrt. p 139~
'I
(d) Offset Can No Lon Be Justified As Temporar Expedient
If the Coarrission could have foreseen the events which have
followed its proposals it is not too much to conclude that the off-
sot would never have been recommended. It is also reasonable to
assume that if the same problem were now presented to that body it
would urge the Legislature to abolish the property tax offset des-
cribed by it "as a temporary adjustment, undesirable in itself,
which should be eliminated at the earliest practical moment." Again,
in the words of the Commission, "If continued for a long period, it
is almost certain to be subjected to abuse. 1 8
For the reasons above stated, there is no basis for assuming
that the goal of entire elimination of personal property thxes may
soon be achieved. Consequently, the offset, which was expected to
disappear upon early attainment of that goal must now be regardOd
as about to become a permanent feature of the tax, unless definitely
abolished in pursuance of the recommendation of those who were
responsible for its introduction and who frankly recognized its un-
desirable features.
(e) T Offset Operates Unfairly And Iuitably
Allowance of ofhfet operates unfairly and inequitably between
corporations subject to the Act. Corporations that have net income
but which pay no r@81 or personal property tcaxes are required to pay
the full amount of th franchise tax, i.e., 4%o of their net income.
In other words, sueh 66r#6rations do not benefit from the offset
allowance. Likewise, c~rporations that have no net income but which
pay real or persdnal pr7raty taxes do not benefit by the offset
allowance. Corporione which have not income and which pay real or
personal property taxes befit fr allowance of offset but in
varying amounts, d6 ef 6O the relation which their real or
personal property te bear to theif franchise tax prior io offset.
18 Final R to T Of The Cliforni Tax Comission of 1927, p. 01.
A .~J 4 I o
Cor6rations which pay real or personal property taxes in
iouits sufficient that 10 of their re l property taxes and 100% of
their personal property taxes exactly equal 757 of their franchise
tax obtain, arid are the only corporations which do obtain,the full
advantafe of the offseto Such corporations are onabled in all cases
to reduce their franchise tax to 1% of their net income. Other cor-
porctions which pacy re1 or persona1 property taxes, subject to
offsct, in aioints either loss or greater than 75% of their not in-
come do not get the full advuntage of the offset.
If their real or personal property taxes are less thfn 75% of
their net income, tney are not enabled to reduce their franchise tax
to 1% of their net inconc and are consequently actually required to
pay franchise taxes at a greater rate than corporations whose real
and personal eroperty taxes, subject to offset, amount to 75/ of
their net incomeo.
.On the other hand, if their real and personal property taxos
cre greater than 750 of their not incoIe, they will not be enabled
to offset all of such taxes and consequently their total tax burden
will be greater in tenms of nut incore than the tax burden of corp-
orations which pay real and personal procrty taxes exactly equal to
75%o of their net incon0.
(f) IScduti Tn Eigat Rircr Than Allowance Of Offset
It is submittod that the benofits supmosed to accrue from: the
a 1e oance of offset~dad iore fairly~ and equitably be obtained by
disallowing offset and by reducing the rranichiso tEx rate. On the
basis of 1931 returth, c6rporations, other than those subject to
minimum and arbitrary a680Mint not based. on not income, actually
paid fronchise taxes Kt the awefgo rate of 1.89% of their nt ir
come. In other wordS' if ofs4et hud been abolished, and the rate
reduced to 1.89%, the SaIe Ar6unt Of GVenue would have been obtained
from corporations thubjet e t s was actually obtAined. But,
if the rate had bon r6cd to 1.8v and offsets abolished, 9.38% of
corporti ns a 6 ct to th e would have paid lbss taxes than they
^ctu 8. bu 401A hao pc id the aniToQ cliount of t&c
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DJUSTIs9ENT OF JI NKAT RATE
Tax Burden On D-nks And Co'rrtions Should Bo Eg1u
hatever rate is fixed for corportions, tho rate on banks
should be higher becr'use they pay no personai property taxes. The
allov.nce of !n offset for Dersonal property taxes to corporations
could be justified only u on the as2unhtion that taxos on banks
imposed ii c964 fhoo ~1 thb restriptiy~ condit ions dft1ofk 1
statute ate in shbatitiho fo a ny taxes on bunk perhi lt. 2
On the as is9of 19X returnl banks ott1 &ad t the rateof
3.37% of their net income, or a 1.48% iher rato than that 0mp00
on cooretions. There is no cssuronce th t this differential will2
be the saome in the future for it is dependent upon tho amount of
personal property hold by corporations and the tax ssessnnts
posed on that property by the lockl subdivisions of the state.
If the Le islLture desired to ipwose uon banks tt burden i
ter0s of net income equival4nt to that imposed on corporations the
rate of tax on banks should be hi her thn the rte on corporations
in an mount equal to the fverde percent e of net income of corp-
ortions paid in eobl oroerty taxes. It should be observed,
however, that under tis proposIc1 a reater burden m tay be imposed on
b nks than is no imo0ssd for the reason that corporctions cre not
in all cases enbled to offet the full amount of ersonale property
taxes due to the lioltItion that the offset must not exceed 75 pe
cent of the fronclise tx (such full 'niounjt being used only hion it
does not exceed 75 19r cont of the tax) mnd due to the fa~ct that
somo corporations y Pson1 pronrtty t xes but do not have net
incomc. nd conseuotiy drnt t k adv-nt e of the offset pro.
vision. In other wvisfd : ven ith the offset provision, corportions
are nou subjected to a Creat-. tot: tax burden in terns of not in-
come than banks. It i difficit to see hy this discrimlinat, ion in
favor of b nks should bd V oitinued
La0 B nk T;ti0nifn 17 Cal.
V 5 6
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~it I I
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property taxes by virtue of the fact that, by hot allowing the 't&~
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State banks, as a matter of policy, are not taxed up41ih
sonal pro:erty for to tIf thi on such prpterty would u
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to a burdoxsone discrimdnct ion in fav@r of national beY or 11'
corporations are taxed qn their peVsonal ipropertyr but tii ac si
now reads allows them sh ofest frbmi the franchise tax of al 11I i
personal property taxes and 10Q0 of real property taxes pa 6,~ tne I
total offset being limited to 75 of 4o of their net iIqoe.
To allo deduction of personal property taxes ro the ran
chise tax on euch coroorations, but to re t uire national banks o pay
the full franchise tax (less, of course, 10 of their rqapoerty
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income of such corporations, and due to the fact that some corpor-
ations do not nake any net income but nevertheless pay persohal
property taxes.) The division of the tax of these other corporations
into a franchise tax less than that iimosed on bAnks and a personal
property tax equal to the difference is simly a convenient ad-
rinistrative device for distributing tax revenues between the state
and its subivisions.
It may be argued that the p rovisions for offset of personal
property taxes render the tax on national banks invalid under the
rule and reasoning of National Life Insurance ComOany v. United
States. 22 This case involved a federal incomea tax on life in-
surance conmanies. In determining the "net income", i.e., the tax
base, certain deductions were allowed, including the following:
(1) the amount of income from tax exeIpt securities; (2) a sum
equal to 4% of the comp-any' s legal reserve less the amount of the
first deduction. The effect of the statute was such that insurance
comnies deriving incoae fro.a exemntlt securities amounting to not
mnore than 4% of their reserves, nevertheless, )aid an income tax in
an amount precisely the saae as if they held no exempt securities.
The court held the statute invalid so far as it recuired the de-
duction of the tax exeumt incom~e from the sum of 4% of the reserves.
The court was of the opinion that to deny the full 4% deduction to
exemout secu'rity holders, allowed to those not holding such
securities, was in -effect unconstitutionally to tax such securities.
In the words of the court, "One may not be subjected to greater bur-
dens imon his taxable pro perty solely because lie owns sorme that is
free."
It is submitted, however, that the rule of the National Life
Insurance case is not viol ted by the California statute. That
case involved what was held to be an encroachment upon the exemption
22(1928) 277 U.?. 508, 48 Sup. Ct. 591
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frqnto ion of the income from tax exeipt securities, and this
ex i1 tj.fO iEs a real exem'Iption; these secu riies areinte e;dto e
9cdotWl1L favored over other iroperty in the Iatter of taxation.
utthe "exerption" of the personal property of national banks fro
dAW~jltaxation is a different matter. In enacting Section 5219 Con(,ress
d did not intend that the personal 'roperty of national banks should
actually be exe i-t froi all taxation; it intended siply tat the
formi of state taxec on national banks should be that prescribed in
6 the statute. In order to insure ageinst discrimiinatory tax burdens
4 e M r nationaCi banks, Con§ress Drescribed certcin alternutive methods
exin,- them which should be in lieu of all other taxes. The exemp-
tioninvolved in the Mational Life Insurance case is an exem-ptfon
rom taxation eithuer in formy or in effect of the Dro)erty exemted
e"oxem:tion" from taxCtion of 'ursonal roperty of national banks
.0~, 
: Ijc u l xeL(p io f o
on the other hand, was not intended to be an actual exemption from
01La rrt taxation but merely a ubstitutin for any Lorm of taxation except
the forris ecxpressly consented to. In this view the California
statute is uncxceItionable. So for as the rent objection is
concerned, the tax courlies ith the fori prescribed and its siAb-
stantial operation in no way violates the puroses of Congress.
ihVbke the rUle of the NAtional Life case in this situation woul
7 lc be a lcar misread inr of the intention of Conress and of
aA4A" It)1k
fat~osed Bank Tax Vc lid If' Offc Vali
If hooverthe Stosent statuite in its attempttoeu
burden betucen b: hki nd otmer corpor tions by ollhowin§ an offset~
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banks are concerned, the difference is purely formal. The tax
burden of banks in relation to other corporations would be no
different (except that the present 75% limit prevents corporations
from being treated exactly on a par with banks; but if the offset
is valid up to 75% of the tax surely it is val'id up to 100% thereof).
In substance and effect there is no difierence between equalizing the
burden of taxation betcen banks and other corporations by allowing
an offset to the other corporations or by increasin§, the rate of tax
on banks to equal arproximat(ly the additional burden sustained by
the other corvorations. In zither case the franchise tax, con-
sidered clone, is hiigher on banks than on other corporations. The
imp)rtant fact in both cituations is that the other corporations
p-ay ersonal property taxes ecual to the difference.
Pronosed Tax Permniitted By ection 5219
It may be contended, however, that to have oe rate for
financial, Aercantile and manufacturing cor)orat ions and a higher
rote for banks would be an obvious violation of tie lain words of
c-ection 5219 providing that if national banks are taxed on their net
incoie or according to or measured by thdir net income "the rat
shall not be higher than the rate assessed unon other financial
corrorations nor Mi than the highe st of thle rates assessed by
the taxing State upon mrercantile, maonfcturing, and business corp-
orc tions doing business Within its limts." This contention, it is
submitted, fails to co0Iprehlend the ceanin,; of the words "the rate
shall not be hither'" and their purpose to Drovent discriminatory
t xes on national banks
(a) ' te" Means Burden
Under the shaE mtIod of national bank tfxation the "tax im-
Dosed shall not be at a at ratethan is assessed uoon other
moneyed capital i ah hands of individual citizens." The judicial
history of t hcse woda demonstrates that the word rate refers not to
the arith r etical figur or ecehtae but to the actual incidence
J:
and orctica1 birden of the tax ui on the taxpayer. The decisions of
the tnited States Sup-reme Court under the share method have per-
itted the taxation of "other aoneyed capital" by different methods
frorm those employed in the taxation of national bank shares so long
o t1-e ultimate tax burden when translated into the kind of taX in-
posed on national bank shares did not discriminate ag;ainst national
bnk shaics. Tho states have thus been allowed what see1s a quite
proper and harmless froodoi in the method of taxing other moneyed
capital. The law is Puite forcefully stated by Mr. Justice Miller in
Dgvennort Nat. Bank v. Bd. of Equalization 23.
"The proposition of counsel seemcs to be that the
caEital of savins banks can be taxed by the State in no
other way than by an asessmnt upon the shares of that
capital held by individuals, because, under the act of
congress, the cajital of the national banks can only be
taxed in that way. It is stron ly urhed that in no other
iode than by taxiin the stockholders of each and all the
b. nks can a perfect equality of taxation be obtained.
The arguent is not conclusive, if the proposition were
sound; for the act of Congrress does not require a per-
fct equality of taxation between state and national
banks, but only that the shares of the national banks
shall not be taxed at a hi'gher rate thAn other moneyed
capital in the hands of individuals. That this does not
mean entire equality is evident from the fact that, if
the capital of the national banks were taxed at a much
lower rate than other moneyed capital in the State, the
banks would have no right to comylain, and the law in
that respect would not violate the provisions of the act
of Oongress for the protection of national banks.
"Ilt has nevier been held by this court that the states
should abandon systom;s of taxation of their own banks,
or of money inct hands of their other cornorations,
which they may~ think the -aost wise and efficient miodes of
taxig teiroV) corporetion orgynizations, in order to
make that taxtion donform to the system of taxing the
nrtional banks upon the shares of their stock in the hands
of their ownef§s All that has over been held to be
necessrv id thit the system of state taxation of its own
citizens, of its n4f banks, and of its own corporations
shall not -ork a disifiintion unfavorable to the hold-
ers of the shatas of tne national banks. Nor does the
ct of Con fe5s re ire auything more than this; neitherits language 0 c, itz ouaote an be construed to go anyfarther. hithi nhso liits, tho -manner of assessing
and collecting ll txct ,b, the tates is uncontrolled
by the act of 0an jreSts
2,3 (18"7) 123 . 3. 8B
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In San Prencisco ational Bank v. Dode24 the tax imDosed on
national bank shores by the statute there involved was hold invalid
because the ultiite burden on the shares was discriminatory when
compred with the burden on "other moneyed capital" in the taxing
state. The court admitted, however, at Pa:;e 79, that
"As...no conflict necessarily arises between the act
of Cong;ress and the state lawi, solely because the latter
provides one iethod for taxation of state banks and other
m:oneyed corporations and another muethod for national banks,
it follows that the contention that the state law for that
reason is repu:nant to the act of Congress is without maerit."
In Amoskeag Saving; Bank v. Purdy25 the court soookin.C of People v.
Wveaver 2 6 , declared:
"This court hold that the clouse in section 52l9--
'that the taxrtion shall not be at a greater rate theni is
assessed upon other lornoyed coital1' etc. , mecant that the
taxation unon shares should not be &reater than on other
moneyed capital teking~ into consideration both the rate of
assessment and the vP luction. In other words, thet the
restriction contained in the at of Con: ress had to do with
the. actual incidence and prctical burden of the tax upon
the taxpayer."
If the court construes the words of the condition attached to
the incomne tax mnethod of national bank taxation, namely, "The rate
shall not be hig]er" as it has construed the words of the condition
attached to the share tax miethod, "the tax shall not be at a greater
rate", and it is difficult to find an:, reason whly it should not,
then, if national banks are taxed according to or measured by net
incom~e, the tax on th4 other corp-ortiens mientioned need not be in
forma an incoe tax so lon as the ultimate tax burden when translated
into an income tax does not violate the conaitions above quoted.
If the stat6 does not desire to imose an income tax on the
other cor1orationL 28)c iie d in Section b219 2nd im-ooses on the
other cor )ortions ta xe sufficiently hich to leave no doubt that if
translated into income taxes they vould be free of discrimination
against notional b he , there is no reason why it should drot tax
thes;e other cor ortions by ny raethod it chooses. In other words,
2 (1913) 5 1 .S.TT- , 38
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Section 5219 does not require that the some method of taxation be
used for other corporations that is em1loyed for banks. The re-
strictions of Section 5219 are net when, all taxes (other than real
estate taxes) imoosed on corporations are translated into an in-
come tax, the coiipcrison then made with the bank tax is not un-
favorable to national banks. Exclusion of real property taxes
from the coimarison appears proper for the reason that banks and
corporations are alike sulbjected to such taxation without distine-
tion.
If the proposal here suggested is adooted and a 1igher percent-
age of tax is imposed upon banks under the bank and corporation
franchise tax act than upon other corporations, in comparing the tax
on banks with the tax on other corporations it will be insufficient
to make the compoarison simply with the tax according to net income
on other corporations. Suppose that in addition to a tax according
to their net income at a rate lower than the rate on banks, corpor-
ations were taxed on their gross receipts, and also on their personal
prooerty. Surely it could not be said that a discriminatory burden
was imryosed on banks if the net income tax plus the gross receipts
tax plus the personal property tax when translated into a single
combined net inc-m4e tax exceeded the burden on bnks. If the
according-to-netdncome tax plus the personal property tax when
translated into a combined single net income tax is not discrimina-
tory, the result shpuI~d be the samec.
(b) LQal. Tae Mgy Be Considered In Cooaring
TAX Burden Of Banks And Corporations
It may be bontended that Section 5219 in oroviding that "The
several states Ia (1) ttX said shares, or (2) include dividends
derived therefrom 1n the tofbe income of n owner or holder there-
of, or 3-) tax ach 8ocitJions On their net income, or (4) accord-
inv to or measured by their nt income..." means state taxation only
and does not perilt ta tion by the local subdivisions of the state.
roi this it would be 66nClud d that in comp)a ring the tax burden on
ifh
national banks and other corporation(s only state and not local taxes
can be considered. However, Section 5219 and the cases arising
thereunder have 1on p ermitted local as well as state taxation of
the shares of national bCnks. 2 7  It is difficult to see any reason
for making a distinction with respect to the incomie tax methods of
taxation. What )urpose could be served by such a strict interoretae
tion of the word state? Why should Congress desire to confine the
taxation of the income of national baiks to the state as a unit to
the exclusion of the political subdivisions but permit local taxation
of bank shares?
The following cases suport the proposition that the word
ustatell includes counties, cities and other political subdivisions
of the state ;hen used in a statute or constitution limiting or
periitting state activity.
State v. Lev, Ct. (1899) 43 Atl. 522,524
George v. City of Portland (1925) 114 Ore.418
Louisville & N.R. Co. v. Bosworth, (1915) 230 Fed. 191,206
EX Parte Powers (174) 129 Fed. 985,988
AmCrican TeleDhone .: Telegraph Co. of Alabama v. New
Decatur (1910) 176 Fed. 133,136
Des loines City r. C. v. Des >oines (1902) 151 red.
875T30, ISr 5 9
San Frpncisco Gas & Elec. Co. v. City & Couly of San Fran-
cisco Tiffl7 109 Fed. 943,949
Burden Of Provine Discriminati on
Aust Be Borne By Taxnever
Under the share method of~ bank taxation a national bank share-
holder wishin§; to escape taxation of his shares has the burden of
proving discrimination in favor of other moneyed capital. He must
establish that a substantial amiount of capital favored by thq state
tax lesas is employed in actual compnetition xiith the business of
national bonks This burden of proving discriin:tion must be borne
by the taxpayer even though the state emiloys on the face of the
lraw a different method of tayin. bni sharcs fromi that used in taxing
othr meomyed capi tal In .,,10 'oc v sBk v. P 28 the
court was cDlled uin to determine the validity of a New York Statute
27G~rceomNetio ia c xkv-6 TvcF-arla-nd (927?) 278 U.S. 568
213 T91 231 U.5SL:.3
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which taxed national bank shares at a rate of one per cent on their
book Value capital, surplus and undivided profits of the bank
divided by the number of outstanding shares) and which left out of
consideration other elements such as good will and the like which
enter into the determinction of the cotual market value of such
shares. Other Doeronal Droperty, including capital of individual
bankers, was taxed directly upon its full value, which presumably
ieant nurket value, at a hi her r:te then that im-iposed upon national
bank shares. From this value, however, the taxpayer was permitted
to deduct personal debts. These deductions were not allowed owners
of national bank shares, and it was therefore contended, upon the
authority of People v. Weaver 2 9 (holding invalid as regards national
bank shares a New York statute alowing debts to be set off against
all fons of ersonal propert. 7 excet national and state bank shares)
that national bank shares were discriTina ted aginst in violation of
Soction 5219. Tie court Pointed out the difference in method of
taxing b-nk shares and other nersonal property asa a boasis of dis-
tinguishing the law in question from the one in the heaver ocse.
In tle course of its oninion at page 39, the court declared:
"M1 oreoVer, we agree with what ~as said by the Court
of Appea:ls of New York in the Feitner Case, 191 N.Y. 88,
96, that 'The State is not obliged to 2.pply the same
system to the taxation of national banks that it uses in
the ta.xat ion of other property, provided no injustice,
inequality or unfriendly discrimrinc tion is impoosed upon
them.'... *8 hegainst the owner of bunk sh-ares, who ,b
and who ftails to show that the method of valuation is
unifevorable to hint, it iy be assumed to be advantageous.
P laintif-f in error contends that the statement of
the New York codft that 'When all thins are considered
the rate, even lithout the rivilege of deducting debts,
is not greater than that a1plied to other mioneyed capital
in the hands df individual citizens of the state,' is
based unon ho Idit of exrerience or investigation, and
amounts to oa", sfPirse . \ve do not think it is to be
so lightly aIted; but if it were, it stiLl remains to
be said that it M 3amibent unon claintiff in error to
show ffiruitelhr thbT th e itn eom d is
iran'tetin Loot a'aio thh holders of shares in national
bZnks befo re 111 gualon thQ courts to overthrow it and no
si8h owing abeen de-
2-
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It ma further held in tlhis case that Section 5219 deals 'with
shareholders as a class and not as individuals so that if the tax
is fair to the class the fact thut an owvaer of national bank stock,
who is indebted, mvcy sustain a heavier tax than another, likewise
indebted, who has invested his ioney otherwise, 'will not render the
tax invlid. The ianguage of Section 5219 "Iclearly prohibits dis-
orimination egainst shareholders in national banks and in favor of
the shareholders of compi-etitive institutions, but it does not recuire
that the schemae of taxation shall be so arranged that the burden
shall fall upon each and every shareholder alike, without distinction
crisinr from circumstances personal to the individual."
The rule of proof of discrimination is emphatically set forth
by the court in its opinion in First National Bank of Garnett v.
A,yers 0
"In order to come to a decision in favor of the plain-
tiff in error it would be necessary for this court to take
. . . judicial notice of what is claimed to be a fact, viz..,
that the amount of moneyed caital in the State of Kansas
from which debts may be deducted, as comred with the moneyed
capital invested in shores of nat ional banks, was so large
fnd substantial as to amount to an illegal di scrimiin2tion
against nationl bank shareholders. This e cannot do
The relative troportions in which the 'oneyed cuital of theState of Kansas is invested in the various kinds of securi-
ties to be therein found, this court cannot judiciallyknw
Uhen Droof shall be made regarding that natter, it may tebe detormrinod intelligentlyr vhether ... there has been a real
discrimninotion against the holders of notional bank shares."
Ceorgeton~n E1ikal Bank V. Mic~rlnd31, is the latest case in
which the Suprre Sourt refutsed to invalidate astate tax upon
national bank shares bedUuse of laok of mroof that a substantial
amount of capital favofed by state ,tx laws was emloyed in actual
coMmetition w#ith the bu~intes of national banks. The state taxed
money, notes, bonds and other oredits for state purposes at a rate
of 40 cents per $100. Ntional ad tte bank shres vere subject
to this tax and, in adlitiad V l0 .tattCcion as well. There was
thus a clcr case 6f drimination on the fce of the law and it
70 (1896) 160 U.S 660j 667
31 (0 2 7) 273: u S 566
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,,s contended br plaintiff bank that .here all moneyed capital is
cxcmDt from locl taxation except bnk sha.-rs the law11 is void on
its facc without proof. The court rejcted this contention and
refused to invalid. te it on the ground that the
"evidence with respect to c Dit i invested byindividuals, taken as PxwholC, flis short of
establishing that the c.pitl thus used is era-ployed substantially as in the loan and invest-
ment fectures of b"n:ing in iaking investraents
by >ay of loan or disoeount, or in notes, bonds2nd othcr securities, xwith a view to sale or
repayment cand reinvestmient."1
Since tho state is not oblied to apply the se system to
notional b.nks thet it uses in the taxation of other corporations,
provided no injustice, inecuality or discrLiinAtion is inflicted
upon national banks, or in other words, since the word "rate" as'used
in Section 532l9 means t: x burden and does~ not refer simiply to the
crithnetica.l figure or percentage, ond since the burden of proving
discrimination must be borne by the taxc er it sees necessarily to
follow thct a complaining bc nk does not m:ake a case of discrimination
by showing a difference in rjrithmetical fioeure or percentage used
but rust prove discrimination in fact by shown that the tax burden
on banks exceeds the tx burden on the corpor tionse with regard to
which the bunk xi must be comoared.
. Burdon On Banks >us;t Nlot 80c Grc taor -Then
, waTFinol Cor1porations
It should be noted th .t in determinin, tie. validity of the tax
on ntinai b nks Pnder the income tax uethd, two comparisons must
be m do; the bank taxi7t be compared (1) .ithi tie tax on "other
fin no 1 corporati-n o (2) iyn8th the tax on dercntil-e, manufactur-
ing 'C.ndbusiness *i orations, for the tax on national banks a
must not be higher than the tax on other fin!ncial corpor: tions, nor
(b) higher than the ihl t of the rates on merccntile, manfacturing
end business corportionf8d cyid business within the limits of the
state.
Tt is regrettab1e th t Section 5219 is not more specific, that
it does not state what is maeant by a fi1 nancia l corporation or what
is most by a manuf-cturin,, imercant ile or business corporation.
Until such time as the federal courts define these terms as used in
ection 5219 state legislatures must use their own judgient in de-
terinining their 2ening. The word "other" pe rhaOs gives some clue to
the leaning of "financial corporetions." hen Conrress states that
in the case of a tax on or according to or measured by net income of
a nationa.l bnk, "the rate shall not be hi:her than the rote assessed
upon other financical corpor tions" it necessarily states that
nationcl b:nks are financial corporctions. Other financial corpor-
ations, therefore, ore corn)oretions like national b nks, but not
necessorily b' nks only for Congress could iply that bcnks are
fineni1 corporatiors vithout imlyin th.t Ai financil corpor-
ations are banks. Following the court's purposive connotation of
the analogous provision that the rate on banck shares meust not be
gre tcr thkn the rate on other moneyed caIltal it would mppear that
the term "financial cororation" includes all corporations that-
engage in the sca1e kind of transactions in chi-vcch national banks
engage.
The tax on "other financial coraortEions" uhen translated into
income taxes must not be at a lover rate thl n the tes on rtional
b t nks. Tn mheking thi oomarri0on the recl esLtate t1xes should not
be taken into consider tion if the real property of national banks
is lso t xed, fi ieotion 219 provides thictU the real1 property of
n- tionl b nks is taxable "to the saIe ex tent, according to its
value, as othe1 fiU1 Iorty is taxed." f1 other financial corp-
orations pay real proerty tcxes such t xes h- ve already been used
in I~kin-;the conmp: riion With the tax on the r-el 1roperty of national
banks. The incone tQx on banks is in addition to Lthe tax on their
re-l proocrty a:nd should be coapared with the tL xes on other
finv:ncial corporations that are addition1 to tleir real property
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In briefii the incom1 tx on n-tsionl; s should be col-.,red ith
the tax burden, in termis of income tortion, imposed on other
finencial corporr tions, of 1l taxes other thrn r onrty taxes.
Not Necessrv Thvat Burden On All MeKrcentbile Manu-
fic tur in( And Busin..ss Cor or, .t ions
ul burden On B-1ks
The liKit-tion that tie r-te on ntioI1 bnks shall not be
"hi her th. n the hi host" o-L the rates on rorc'ntile, mnufaturing
nd bus iness cornortions din buiness witin i the limcits of the
stto, r teir thn limit tion thrt thc r t shall not be "hiG{her"
tha Ithe- rt 1imPoscd on suan corportionsc, llous the satet a
son bie deree of freedom in clas ifyin corner-t ions of this
kind for purposes of texction.
110 viords "hhigst of the rteos1 nece'ss r ily iml i-is that the
r tes on somei of these cornor tions miay be hi her tn n tie rates on
other cr ora tions for any other interpretAti-n ould rendor
moeninrgless both the ;;ord "hi hest nind teo pluirol form~ of the word
"'r5tos" . In other words , some corpor t ions xwhich the stwte mray
cit to encou Ue . be rod a Ioxir rate thian the bank rate with-
out invclidatin tbo bank tx, but n'tiornl hbInks connot bc taxed
higher than the leist favoined class of merc ntilec, manufacturing and
bus1inss cororttiond toin) busiE)os within the limiits of the state,
or in oth r .ordo, a tionl b nia c nnot o, s reci;rds state tax-
ation, the oIst f y i d 1c i s cf corpor tions doing business with-
in tnv1stTte.
In rn king~ the coilparison under the ;nondi limi U tUion, just as
under tt firsat liitution, re l ustLte t:aes should not be taken
into conIde~rat ioinf t he 1il1 iroody be used in dotor; lining the
v!lidity of the tax on the rail s t 0te of atiUne 1 b nks. The in-
com- p x on n ti oni bunks Abuld bo 00m:red with the tcx burden
in terms of incorme tx t dn :iiosed on those other corporations by
cl os othcr than fE i ofr-rty trxes
MoOle if th icr ontcil...i .fnturini and husiness corporations
0 O
will unI outefly p y personal or-yper'ty taxes in such imounts that
when translated in t: poreon t' ;os ofI nut income onJ COle to the per
centao oeCf not incou exacte as a: fr.nchis tax, they will be taxed
at e rate either equ:.l to or hiher thn the rate n national bunks.
If so u Gmercuntil, mnufacturin aknd ,usiness corp)rations are tax-
e at r,-to ccnsi orin; oth .urs nal proerty txes an' the frtan-
chiso tax) oither equI to or hi her than the rate on national baInks,
the conditions ,f Sction 5219 are net.
Arithaotical Rto OL Banks An Financial Cororations
Mus BGIdolltical
However, Scti-n 5219 proviies that the r,-te on national banks
shall not be higher than the rates ssesse. upon other financial cor-
por tions. If thu franchiso tx rato on other financial corpor-D
tions is fixoC at loer porconto j uf net inc c than the percent-
ago roquire of nati-nal inks, it ry h ppen that some financi1
co rp rti ns will nt pry in pers n: property tes anounts suffi-
cient, when translate into percountajes of nut income on ae"e. to
the rcentage of net incone exacted s a franchise tax, to make the
total c;ratino rate equal ta the rae on natinal banks. It is con-
coivablo that sone financial co)rporatio)ns night not pay any personal
pr0 rty taxes nn woul thorofo);o nt ) o e n t the sao rate as
nation 1 banks. Hence, t insure copliance with Section 5219, it
is visale t fix the rate n finnci' l co)rprations at the so
p'rcontare of their not ince as in the oc'so of national banks.
Financial Gxi/prttons Shul' Bu .AllwoK LimiteK Offset
If financial o)nIpotions re t xo n th1eir franchises at the
soa ~ratQ as banks ban are alas tu jocto t tax on their personal
roporty, such coffofitinhs will obviously be iscriinato ainst
as compare to banks ah likeivfse as coup(ro; t orantile, mranu-
focturing and7 busheds~ di rati as. In nany instances it ay hp-
Doen that their total tar, will represent ;rootor percentage of
their nlit inede than in the caso of 'anks, an recntilo,
ruanu oturin n u sini d rorotions.
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This difficuty an be miet by ilo in fin niol corporotions to
offset their personmi propeAty txs '1gainst their fr-.onchiso t-x.
Thus, if fin noi 1corpor tion pys no per son]1 property tcxes,
it ill p'y fr nchise tx t the s'mo r te :s b nks. But if it
p ys pJerson 1 prop~rty tcxe, then its fr. nchiso t:x ill simply
be the difference bctucen the iersonl property t xs mnd the cmount
of tx coiputed at the s msie rrte 's is im)osed on b nks.
Hlonover, finncial corpor:tions should not be ellowod to offset
their personI property t:xes up to 100% of their fr nchise te x,
for to Clilou theim to do so Jou1ld in m1n1-y int.nces result in the
fr-nchiso t. xes of fin7nci 1 cor-er tions recresenting less per-
cent go of their net incoe th n in thii c so of rier ntilo, m rnu-
f-cturing nd bueiness corTr tions. To inure th-t financic.
corpor.tions wtill p4.y t nchise t es 1t te s m r to smo .rontilo,
manuf oturinE; cnd bus inss corpwor ti ons, thtey ,chSould be Deiltted to
offset their Cpron:lt property t us only up to th' t porcetrgeof
their not incomr uhich is cr1 -to the difference in the ( rith-
metical) r te of fr nchise t x imerrd upon t hera nd non merc.n-
tile, m nuf cturin - nd business cor ortirs.
Offscts on principle, 
- s stted bove, 
- r objuctio nble. In
this c-so., houcoer, there soomis to be0 no other altern tive if a
v'dil t x is to be liiposed on b nk-s thit ma kos their tax burden
correspond fairly tith the t x burden on other corpore tions.
3Ugested Amoindroonts
The '2bove suggottibhs could be carried into effect by amonding
sections 1, 2, .3 nd 4 d .ddin uvno moction, nuimbrcd 4. to
the st tuto. as follo.S:
Seo. la E~vof nrtian. L banking s1ociation loactd within
thI limit of thi .t; to, shll U nnu 11u py to the Stt a tfx
ccording to or moe ured by its not income, to be corputod, in
the n~ nnor hoinf~r ofro)Vic~d~ upon the bosis of its not in-
oroor the rCx pr-codingC fis- 1 or clrnd r yo , ct the rate
nrovidcd for in q6tin 4 The St to is hereby adopting the
00 0
method nmiribered (4) uthorized. by the oct of MLrcL 25, 1926,
,lmcnding S-ction 5219 of the Raviscd St tuto of the United
St teS.
Soc. 2. EvryT bcnk, other t1r.n nr.tion-l banking ,ssocia-
tion doing business within the limits of this Stote, shll
onnu'lly poy to the St tc for the privilogo of excrcising its
corpor to franclhises within this St.ato, a tx -ccording to or
meosurcd by its net income, to be comouted, in the m-annor
hercinfter provided, upon the b sis of its net income for the
noxt proceding fiscri or colender ycrr c(t the rote provided
for in section 4c.
Soc. 3. The tax refOrred to in sections 1 nd 2 horeof
shll be in lieu of 1 other t'xes end liconses, StttQ, county
nd mlnicio1 unon the banks cnd bnnking ossoci',tions therein
mentioned, except toxes uoon their rc 1 property.
3ec. 4. Every fin.ncei 1 corporotion doing business within
the limits of this State of thyclesses referred to in sub-
Iivision 2 (c) of soction 16 of rticle thirteon of the
constitution of this Stato, sh,1i innu ll py to the St to for
the privile'e of oxercising its corpor to frenehises ithin
this Stto, 2. t x occordin to or mre ured by its net income,
to be computed, in the ma~nner horeinofter provi dod, upon the
ba:sis of its not income for the nex~t proceding; fiscol or
c'olonde'r ycir ot the reto provided for in sectio~n 42.
Each such fin2.nein1 corporetion shall be entitled to an
offsot cgint sad fr nchise t x, in the murnor hereinafter
provided, in tho -naount of t'xes pwid uan its personal
procerty to ny cou.ntM, city nd county, city, town or other
politic1 Sb-ividih of the 1 t te; rovided, ho'cver, that
the t x on such fin-io1 corp-r:tion ofter the 11ourencc of
offset shll nt be l00s th.n per centumr of its net income
for the preceding fisci or c lId r or or less than twenty-
fie b lollrrs.
ILL:
Every mercantile, manufacturing and business corporation doing
business within the limits of this State, of the classes referred
to in subdivision 2 (a) of section 16 of article thirteen of the
constitution of this State, shall annually pay to the State, for
the privilege of exercising its corporate franchises within this
State, a tax according to or measured by its net income, to be com-
puted, in the manner hereinafter provided, at the rate of per
centum upon the basis of its net income for the next preceding
fiscal or calendar year.
In any event, each such corporation shall pay annually to the
State for the said privilege a minimum tax of twenty-five dollars.
Taxes under this section and under sections 1 and 2 of this
act shall accrue on the first day after the close of the "taxable
year" as defined in section 11 hereof.
Sec. 4a. The rate of tax on national banking associations
and other banks and financial corporations mentioned in sections 1,
2 and 4 of this act shall be a percentage equal to the average
percentage of the net income, allocable to this state, of mercantile,
manufacturing and business corporations, taxable hereunder, for
the next preceding calendar year or fiscal years ended during such
calendar year, required to be paid to this state as franchise taxes
according to or measured by such net incom~e, and required to be
paid to this state of its poltical subdivisions as personal pro-
perty taxes during the- preceding calendar year or fiscal years
ended in such oklendar year. The average percentage of the net
income of mercaihtile, manufaoturing and buriness corporations
required to be paid to this state or its political subdivisions in
personal property taxes shall be determined by ascertaining the
ratio which sudh peironal property taxes bear to the net income
of such corporati8 s, allocable to California, increased by the
amount of iidh pehihal property taxes.
rho 'O missi ef shd determine not later than the 31st day
32
0of December of each year the average percentage of net income above
specified, and shall forthwith mail notice of his determination
and the amount of tax payable on the basis of such determination
to all banks and financial corporations affected thereby, but such
determination shall not be considered a deficiency assessment
within the meaning of Section 25.
If it be judicially determined that the rate of ta on any
bank or corporation is higher than is authorized by law such bank
or corporation shall be relieved of liability for any tax imposed
by this act only to the extent of the excess beyond that legally
authorized.
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ADJUJSTNT 07 7AX FOR FISCAL YEAR
CORPORATIONS IT CHANGES LADE IN
STA TUTE
If offsets are abolished, or the rates increased, the
basic date for determining gain or loss changed, or deductions
allowed that were not allowed under the old act, or any other
advantages or disadvantages given to or imposed upon, banks or
corporations, 6n adjustment will have to be made for fiscal year
corporations and the tax increased or decreased accordingly.
The reason for this adjustment is to prevent discrimina-
tion. For example, if the amendments become operative before
March 15, 1933, the date returns are due, and the rates are in-
creased, calendar year corporations vill pay the increased rates
for the privilege of doing business the entire year 1933, whereas
the new rates, unless an adjustment were made, would apply to
fiscal year corpoIrations only for the months of 1933 following the
close of their fiscal years endin-2 in 1933.,
Suppose a corporation with a fiscal year ending lune 30,
1933. Unless an adjustment were made, its tax for the months
January 1 to July 1, 1933, would be at the old rates, whereas a
calendar year corporation would pay a tax for these same months
at the higher rates. On the other hand, if the amendments do not
becomre operative until after Larch 15, 1.933, and the rates are
increased, calendar year corporations would not pay the increased
rates for any part of the year 1933, whereas the new rates, unless
an adjustment were made, would apply to fiscal year corporations,
whose returns tro not due until after the amendments become opera-
tive, for 'the onths of the year 1933 following the close of their
fiscal years. Fi6l example, suppose the rates wore increased by
an amendment OPrtive on August 14, 1933, and a corporation had
a fiscal year endingi Tne 30, 193. Its return would not be due
until SoptOmbedt 15, 1933, cohsequently, unless an adjustment were
made, its tax for the privile1re of doing business for the months from
June 30 to December 31, 1933, would be at the new rates, whereas a
calendar year corporation would pay a tax for these same months at
the lower rates.
Suggted Amendment
It is submitted that the following-, based upon Section 105
of the Federal Revenue Act of 1928, should be added to Section 4:
The tax on any bank oxr corporation for a period begin-
ning in one calendar year (horeinafter in this soction
called "first calendar year") and ending, in the following
calendar year (hereinafter in this section called "second
calendar year") where the law applicable to the computation
of taxos for calendar year banks or corporations for the
second calandar year is different from the law applicable
to computation of taxes for calendar year banks or corpora-
tions for the first calcndar year, shall be the sum of:
(1) the same proportion of a tax for the entire period,
determined under the law aolicable to the first calendar
year and at the rates for sucl year, which the portion of
such period falling within the +irst year is of the entire
period; and (2) the same proportion of a tax for the entire
period, determined under the law applicable to the second
calendar year and at the rates for such year, which the
portion of such period falling within the second calendar
year is of the entire period,
Any tax that has been paid under the law applicable
to the fix'st dalendar year ii in oxcess of the tax im-
posed by this sootion shall be refunded or credited to
the bank or Gorporation as provided in Section 27. Any
tax in addition to that paid under the law applicabl& to
the first daindar year made neoossary by this section shall
be i:rimdiately due Ian payable upon notice and demand from
tIo Cm6issione.bn
Illustrations:
(1) The Amoendments Become Operative as of January1r 1933:
Suppose a corporation with fiscal year ending June 30,
1933. The income earned from July 1, 1931 to June 30, 1932, was
the basis for the tax for the period July 1, 1932 to June 30, 1933.
Suppose that under the law applicable in 1932 the tax on this cor-
poration amounted to 41,000. The proportion of such tax which the
portion of the period falling within 1932 is of the entire period
is 6/12 or 1/2. One-half of 31000 is $500. Suppose that under
the law applicable in 1933, the tax on this corporation would have
been $1500. The proportion of such tax which the portion of the
period falling within 1933 is of the entire period is 6/12 or 1/2.
One-half of -1500 is $750; 500 plus Q-750 equals $1250, the total
tax on this corporation. The corporation, of course, should al-
ready have paid the o1000 due under the old law. In other words,
it will be required to pay an additional amount of *250.
(2) If the Amendments Become Operative After March 15, 1933
and Do fot Apply o *alondar Year Corporations until 1734
Suppose a corporation with a fiscal year ending June 30,
1933. The income earned from July 1, 1932 to June 30, 1933, will
be the basis for the tax for the period from July 1, 1933 to June
30, 1934. Suppose, under the amended law, the tax on this corpora-
tion would arrount to $1500. The proportion of such tax which thce
portion of the period. falling within 1934 is of the entire period
is 6/12 or 1/2, One-half of 41500 is $750. Suppose that under the
law applicablo to delandar year corporations in 1933, the tax on
this corporttion. Would htvVe boon 31000. The proportion of such
tax which the po7tion of the period falling within 1933 is of the
entire period 18 6/2 or 1/2. One-half of 31000 is ,500; $750 plus
$500 equals 1 tha total tax on this corporation. I' the cor-
porati-oi R Parkdy id the tax under the law as amended, it will
be al o di ther r edit ore refund of 250.
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MASSACHUSETTS O BUSINESS TRUSTS
These Associations Are Ko$ Taxable
Under toC'a
The words of Section 4 of the Act "for the privilege of ex-
ercising its corporate franchises" probably prohibit the levying of
the tox upon Massachusetts or business trusts, joint stock associa-
tions and limited partnerships. Section 16 6f Article XIII of the
constitution is responsible for -this provision. That section states
that the tax is on "corporations" and is "for the privilege of exer-
cising their corporate franchises" so that even if the statute
omitted the languago quoted it might be held that the constitutional
section limited the tax to formally created corporations.
These Associations Should Be Taxed
as Corpora tions
There is no reason why business trusts should be exempt
from this tax and perhaps the same is true of joint stock assooi8a
tions and limited partnerships. For most business and financial
purposes, organizations of this kind are indistinguishable from
corporations. The State Board of Equalization in its report for
32
1923-24 stated that business trusts are becoming quite comon
in this state and that aince they come directly into competiticon
with, as well a frequently take the place of, California busines
corporation@ whioh aire required to pay a franchise tax in this sateo
it would be qute proper to put such organiza tions on the same or
similar basis and roquire a business tax from them also. They are
33taxable as corporations under the federal revenue Pct.
This loophole in the lnw should be closed. In view of
the recent dedigi@H of the alifornia Supremo Court in Goldwater v.
32 At p. 94)
33 Hech1t V. (1994)265 U.S. 144
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01tman, holding that members of a business trust may gain the rad-
vantage of immunity from partnership liability t"heretofore aforded
only by incorporation or the formation of limited partnerships) if
the declaration of trust is so drawn as to give shareholdors or
associates no substantial control over the truste, it is quite
likely that the number of such organizations in this state will
greatly increase.
Separate Act Reuired
Can these associations be taxed under the ct by defining
the word "corporation" in such manner as to include them? Congress
has so defined corporations in section 701 of the Federal Revenue
Act of 1928. Congress, however, was not limited by a constitutional
provision similar to section 16 exprossly stating that "corport
tions" were to pay the tax, and that the tax was "for the privilege
of exercising their corporate franchises".
Soction 16, hovever, provides that the Legislature shall
define "corporations". To define "corporations" to include organi-
zations that for most business and financial purposes are indis-
tinguishable from formally created corporations, that on oy the
same priviloges and advantages, that come directly into compeI.io
with and take the place of corporations subject to the tox, could
hardly be saiid to be on abuse of the power granted to define this
term. It would seem thorofore, that the Logislature may include
these organizations in its definition of "corporations." It is
doubtful, hOevr hother this power is sufficient to enable the
Legislature td subjoot thom to the tax under the ct in view of the
language of A@@tion .16 not only that the tax is for the "privilege
of exercisihg thoir o00orLto franchises" but is upon "corporations
subject to be itxod pursunAt to subdivision (d) of this article."
34 (1 5) IO Oal. 40
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It is thus not enough that they ay be considere coz'ora
t nd-they must also ehna been tvxa.le under section 4
would seem hot ssocn ations 6f this kind ope nting ain de.p
mOnt between th Iemibero without any franchises ai r lot 646 0i 01in
po r t a i chis" ' thin the me anig of Sction 16 and ihat
io hv any nchses taxable under 14 (d).
If it were fot the provisions of Article I t
24, a, 1feh state eonstitutdon. providing that tEersy a ct S 1 Ot"
boo b t one sub je c which sub ject shall be expressed inI
Sitit be osible to impose in one and tio Sam
frtetb~obtox on 1bnI and coporatiods pur t o e6
adund th es ved powors of the Lcgislrtur , an excise o
license tax on the associations in question mosured by notin
There an be little doubt theat the state has power independot1
35
Section 16 t tax those nsociations, but inasriuch as such tax
would 'n be pAssed in pursuance of section 16, it probably annot
be included in a statute whoso titlG states that it is passed
under that section, n6r can it have two titles for it would thn
be embracing mor6 t hn one subject.
In vW therefore of the proba ble invalidity of an 9 topmpt
to recoh t8s a~sQoiations under the Bank and Corporation F'ranchise
Tax Act, it ould seemi advisable to onact a sopara to statute sub-
4cting them to the Vix. The separate statute, if the Legislature
desires to tax them bcording to not income, could repeat or tx1cor
porate yroPr00no0 the applicble provisions of the benk and
corpo atio1 rnchiao t x act.
:35Although the California Constitution does not in exprasterms Uthori such a tox, cxipress authority is annQoesbatyin vie o the ell established rule that the conlitltici
is '10iiO rather than a grant of power to the LIAi -turoj and ti W Of the rule that thet body has unl niteddWr With i-w(d to taition oxcept as restricted b the
n6tit tiid itelf' or by the United States ConstitutidnI ro ido 17t' It1 (1891) 92 Cal. 296 Beals v. Amvdor0-tiity Up visOt (1868) 35 01. 624.
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Registrat on of Busies Tu0s Shod 1e ad
ist 1 submitted that it would be de si ale fo the 1lat e
to Provd for th re istration of businessi trusts w*I.th the 1 1,8,Lot
tat d with the ounty clerk of any county in which d
bu1'i~s. Those wo administer the t ax could cbtain the1B
10o'apsoci tions and require returns dislosing thei 1
toh4other infdzmation that ma r be necessa y to d@terri
t1 ts t abshould be Assessed upoir them.'
0ORPORATIONS TAXA13LE UNDER ACT
Tstal provision in puraiance of which e A
S8 e otempa a tax Itaccording to or measured by" net
income on:
) anks, inoluding national banking associationso0ted
its of; this state.
All finanoial, meroantile, manufacti ring and busines
corporations which are;
(a) doingi business within the linit of this state, and
(b) Asit to be taxed pursuant to subdivision (d) of Sec-
tion 14 of Ar'tiole XII.
1twl be observed that the only constitutional reqtir~me
for thet.1iy of' banks is that they be viloatd Wthn the
lihit so a ~This language is repeated in the Act 137sofar as nAtiontl bank Are concerned but is modified with fe -
enpe to §% 4o 1b-ankr Which are described as taxable ifdo
u she limits of this state. 3
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will be further observed that twut6 requirements are in osed
by the ontuti n with efercuce to the taxabi ity of corotons
Th f t of these 1rqireilets, i.e. that of dt)ing busine P
pears tb have 1o tsty all significance because of Vhe bioad
deidf on givn to t erni by the 1931 amendment td the
cUO T ed Te secd-requiremeiiht precludes ext nten o It ac
to publi4c *uti1lities and thsurance companies for the taxati n o',of
p al povisions are mad.e elsewhere in the constitut3on,
of the enun ertion of "financ al, mercantlRe, fpa ~u'ao
tuing a btsiness corpo ations' in the act, the tax i e ere
un"er a ppdie na plicable to all croorations herettf6t
abletunde sect ion,1f Article XIII 6f the conStitut I he,
had bee the inte , tax evqry qorpoation bjE
under section 14 (d, th t purpse could 1idvo been easily exp sed
The fact that certain Iasses of crpratins "subject to be taXed
puruant t ision (d) of secti n14" are enumerated mus be e
garde.as ~vidind an in1tent to exclude all other coroore. es b~
jec to tiaxati n ouruance -f that constitutional provisn 49
To be t bli~ e und. section 14(d) a corporatimnmus~ be po-
ssed of a. frnhis f seasable value, for it must ~e bev
that no e , i on i 1ade of c)poratiris in tha tbe th
aCn ftitutlo in Uth sing P-nC provides that:
'All. franchises, other than those ex-
pres y 7 pav1ded for in this sectimn, shall be
as sPaC4 At Their actual ca sh values * sand.
be tag.ed* * * *each year, and; the taxes(6 t :0 thOteon shall be Ccclusively for the1 en t he state.
The e tc1 fd a lth see are, of course, those of hp jblt
utilities a & Companies subjec;t to spe4ia1 M
unde0 othet Ov ' the 0ear a sotio d er ee to
visians hat 44 alb@dil tadc6
39 e0tion 14, subdivisions (a), (aa) (ab)
40 dL1,J&d4; A dson V. &
T3914) lf WFr T- 1 a1 ,
P f Iiiil41t f
1 Ij4~, 1 p ~ ~ 1~{I If1;itj
Every c''p03ti cor oration, by the very fbct of itd existanc
41i
is;4sssed of cfrdlnOhipo the situ of v4vhich s in hi 0at4
Theo09 tically, at least eh suh cor r tin is "subject to be
taoot prIuant to sublivsion ( 6eo1on 14" cout of its
geaoa 9?1P0Ato f ohio1 i. i-t tobb cor)oration.
0 e1COhoJv~t O o uf odse, thoat thd rcnohi ay hove
I 17 019 0 3quony, in i ts oualI opeQ 't )o t 00
exacban inutomsttQtton,so r o1 aed'paandryp
18 A
aon ra ny hh e QxsVIone
to done ot1er state is npt t a&le here fpr i t gner. o0 porat
frnchta n&teg it attally oln;es in int ato bu4i in:
Califort14P Thorefore, the extent of secticol 14(cd) nppea to be <
fr irly wel4 defined, COP., potentially, inclulos every Comestio pr
porat ion (with the 2exooIkon of any vzhose frbnohises -are 'therwise
OM a
(ogoot aph cp ray to l2oin; no inti'ntrute lui~ oss 1rati dtte )
I K;
H{oWoer, pa now wordqd th At a~ restrictod in it~ ppiei
to ccrtaI~n enut orte L ty a~ of corporati0ns that ar "& nZ bubdinoa
wit1qin the K.t thi~ attet. Appirorrtly, a coriorationwVhish
ty be -.1clni1, H ?norantit or a otuing
Sor loration 1 hin the broder c1cshitictich ofi'tiea
corperc tio1 prtt cal purposes, the Act any to
ip~rwa,; r A; 41 e ,K '
ccran fo tin biin, 9b
cot6 rnt16n of0-0lthnx t 1ion v ll1 onsb~sn$
tiit ls i j I I
Th teiarc ar orrt ion" is va sti, afn be fore a t I
linq uertranti. n i .r in betwoon ?tlusiness an 46I
buB noss" coro di 1 uianc will )robrly be e
q1rlnm 1 &Irri t n
di s I I. I i
Ai 8 8 Ob (190) 18 0f
MG( nin; of the TGrcT n.BSilGSSCO rition
In view of the fact that the wordin:; of the statute incorporat
os thG wor(inj of 3ection 5219, it VoulK secer that juAicial Oeter
nrination of the torn1 ".usiness corporrtion" auseC in that sectio
woulV fix the cdefinition of the torn as used in the California
statute. lowever, since thore has eon no decision upon this point
unwr Section 5219, we must turn to other (lecisions for assistanoe
in (eterninng the naturo of a usinoss corpOrtion 1 WO find nuD-
crous cases supporting the view that any corporation whose purpose
is that of crsonal nterial gain of a pcuniory nature to its
menotors is a business corporatiqn. Some of the principal ones are
sunnrized as folows:
43McLeo V. Lincoln Mical Collo o of Cotner University
"The character of 1a orpor tion is detrrnined fronits articles of incorporatVion an the statute
authorizing its fornAtion. In this case, it is
apparent from ;oth the articles of incorporation
anC the provisions of soction 15, chaptor 16, cor-
piloO Statutes, that this organization is an
oducational and not a '*usiness' or 'trin
corporation for thG Oecuniary profit of its erbers."
44Ureen1ouh v. oarC of Police Co issinors of Twn of Tiverton
"Is it 0rrced within the provisions of 'Class I,-
Business Carporations'? The ofinition of the noun
'
1usiness' according. to Wbstor 's Internat. Diet. is:(3) 'Financial dealing;s; buyinG and sailing; traffic
in general; nercantile transctions.' A corporation
orj nitoc. for such purposes is thGrefore a businOss
corpora tion.
45
Flint v. Stone Tracy Co.
"A 'usiness is that 'which occupics the time, atton-
tion, atr labor of ron for the purpose of livelihood
or profit,
46
p C' f 003 Tr d fCh ioa
"This itthi~tiion is not nintainu for the trgns
6dtf1.L if Us8iness at for >ecuninry -'ain, but airply
to fraulgate an, enforce :ong its r'Io.>iers corroot,
un( hi~h iral principles in the transaction of busi-nossn It is not engage in usiness but only prem
scriot rlu08 for the transaction of usiness.1
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IAt
.0!r ils -ctin: ;usiness for g a
o#lt n iltir ,te purpse 1 ' usi iess cor*Ab
t 1
he~~ rule 1t t1io in ithe r An,,oois a, it soons
clea' t ororation~ hi nre or gni )url for AA A
e t a jpot uri o oo, s o us c
corprt uh riar o icrs g ntn o h t, 1 0.
In i Otit 1 p oscBusinOS 's "
of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .. aipn nios ha 1o,,hch on-hd a rebpi1 r6
Al t
intep io of11t" e .. tTus,.sriusquetin osn-* d
cor rt d r otbf 1 ronot tnx o a th utn
ijol nn0 t h ciils ee10t otdhli
of stab o ny entprotedi n itsia nvst t
th a coAur
ty 05' 4oorpo -inp Aj iti
clnssifiectidn ~s'USI 3s scor ) r,~is ~ duto u~o~I
int'f ttin il.i t to r..i:ao Thus,. se-ri -us questi-io n vs t ro a y A Ac
~rise i~n'i, 1hoA t s to whther hK10-:co~niS rQ ':USindss AA
coro~i S]2)jot t tnxntjlon in 'us~ioof i ts irvi nA
Is tr ' os ±ic)ho0in0c )vunysurs 1 anoi Q n12s,~ -
A o d, 'it0s iAl A A
nn~~~~~~h 11, ntoth yu co. n o)11 r o)p~1
invo~v1n 7) r.) nwos ~oiito wr irt o t a.Ai~
of sockin '.i~1U~ J~JLJ~~J ~ )3c
the cor nt t0 -c rllJi ? 1A icf Aut ecAs ,
ifI
AAAD
t~han is n , Suoatistn that utri any oft1ose
y3 e its stal s in n y sornso 'c ployed? or A A
wO hey put it, workel for the purposo of 'K IA
ait of frofit or ghin it 2ry fair sons ,or tA
Atriy $no:e, revonue, or profit inn true sen 4AAsAA
1ot rot~1iZQ ked.l~ A I49,
See al.so Rs unntlC Invas ch , or in vhi h the A
st~toS t ellA", AA 
eo4to? anC rdinvosten, n no t 
0 1 lti nt If f , rrneth oit
4v~ I~~ 8 F. () 826, 82o.
Fe (a' 102 'Ah
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maintainin- its old investments, hi in naking now
investn:;onts, plaintiff was nly onjoying the fruits
of its ownership, rd* neither thesO old or new in-
vestnr.onts were used to further business opprtunity
or standing...." (Italics added).
"If the )nly su)stanltial. corporate ctivity is the
ownershil) and preservation of real an. -ersonal
property, the receipt of its ordinary incone, which
Irises from the property itself rather than fron
the active use and non;erent of it, and the is
tri1ution of such incor.:e to the stockholders with
only such corporate organization and nctivity as
is necossary thereto, there is not such a Coing
of business as is rment by the Act. While such
activity is 'TusinOss' in a '0erd sOee, a tax upon
such 'usiness wou1 be in su-stance one of the more
owncrship of propGrty, bec-nin5 thus a direct tax..."
If the California courts follow the theory underlyinG these
cases, and other fedoral cses arisin under the Fec'oral Capitol
50'
Stock Act of 1909, that the use of its corptorato 2owers and the
working of its capital to secure a profit is the test of whether a
hol'in- company is a business corporation, the conclusion will be
reached that holding; companies that sir- ly hold stock and collect
the incone therofron are not taxable under the act. On the other
hand, it iany be arGued. that frm)r the organization of these corpora-
tions certain vantages nrise to the r.emThrs thereof, that if no
50 Erery Bird Thyo Real1 00. v U S. (1912) 193 Fed. 242,
250; C0r1 or Lumer Co. v. U.S.7T1927) 34 F (2d) 944;
Zonne V. Minneoolis Syndica.te (1911) 55 L, Ed. 428;
Van Saumbch~ V. Sargnt Lani Co. (1917) 61 L. Ed. 460; U.S.
NTLissing Mines Co 117EEFf 431; Argonaut ConsolT MinCo. V. Anersn 7930) 42 F (2"R) 219., 221;Autonotic Fire IT rrn
Co. of DoilWre V. Bowers (1931) 51 Fed. (C) 118,140TTThbse
cases hol tt ori~rEEons whose activities consist simply
in holding s took and distributing cdivifends therefrom are not
doing 'udIies, TCI these cases are sound it :is difficult to.
see how U:p01ations organize d to do something that is not
iusines@ n u business corporti)ns. It ncy also be argued
that tho oddiions are biding upon the California courts
since tho i 4ilature in ad 9)tin;; the federal classification
of corpefi~t~. 19 ci the terns "tusiness cororations" mnl
"' oint b991n@@@ a8 use in Scotion 5819, has necessarily
adopter th@ Cefinitions of tho ternts este lished by doois-
icfiho 1 thos
lons ef ters as used in Setion 5219. Where aword or x)J i- n has cquirel a judicially settlomaning,
in su' sequ't 10/ji lativoednactront such word or expression
wl *e 0r0th a 5 t .that Oaning in the statute. United
RA  v& Mo±B~fi 1i92) 68 L Ed. 240,244; KeSner v. Uie
sk)ro e_'.b',jf adAa (1904) 4 L, Eid. 114,12(
I-46 ;
in Su tlOvmcnnb
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g'in or 'enofits word erivo' thercfron they woul not -o cre-,toc,
nd that if the mreiNters thereof desire those bcenefits they should
pay the price in the form of a franchise trx exnctOd by the state
for the privilege of having such corporations.
ShouL. H;Ldin" LCoinies be Taxb . Unr Act?
The statute ,s it now rords crc;ates a situation of doubt that
can be settled only by court ocision. It is submitted that the
Act itself shulf 1oefinitely state whether -r not such corporations
are taxable thereun'er, particularly in view of the fact that
whether or not holin copynies are taxable unfer the Act is the
controlling factor in ideternining whether corporations which receive
~ividonds fromi holdin; cormpanics are taxable on thoso 2ividends.
Section 8 (h) illows a .eduction for cividends dcolared out
of incone frorn business cone in this state. If h1linSG comnie..os
are taxable on the theory tha.t they are business corpora.tions doing
busineSS i this state, other corsrtitns are entitle to deduct
ivi'.en's 'ocoeived frov horind covponiGS. If, howecver, holiing
conpnnies are not taxable 'ocnuse they are not 1 'usinecss corporations
ioing business in this state, corportir)ns receivind diviDens from
holfing companies are taxa'le on such iivi'ends.
If holding com~panies ree taxed undor the act, the tax will
,1A practiordilly ontiroly on iv.icons declarol out of oernings
fron: non-Califrnia ?usiness. Since ther corporations which are
taxable under the ot are taxed on dividens received by then, if
such divienda ire heolr& out of earnings frm; non-Cilifornia
business (huthft o ot uch cor;oretins anago in activities
other than tih olding of stock, r ekther they sirnly have t1o
ri. ht to do bih@ aod natu 1fly on " e in no Ctivities other
than the hldfi,; )f St'yok) It is ar 1ua Tble th-a t holdinr conpanies
Should likewise &d i %9- VId a C re out of earnings
from nid-8O74ifomi;i 1JUbin8s.
t&89 $8 i hi O0ip'hies ondor the ct would le
0,it G r, t -iiac .mntjn n-4fWt do{ti,:~ Z o r-1o o
I d,~
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the nnonrent 'y tiorn of their CKlifornic: chnrters. It is Koubt-
ful wihether forei,;n holin% ccongePnies hA7llinr1 stock in this state
woulc b- hold to be &oing intre-state Tusinoss in the stlte ;n
EvOn if they vierO, stock coul. o:csily 1-o- hel. outside the stnte anc
the 2ivifon s distri'-uteC. therefror If the tax cnn ensily be
Pvoi-e.' by bocrin, -- foreign corporItion on. hol.ing stock outside
thG stnto, it woul' soon thnt the taxing of hol.ing odo yniets unCer
the -ot woulC. result in Irivin- such cori'vnies out of the stste.
Thus, the ;roblon with respect to hol .ing can a§nies resolves itself
into a (Ctorr.inrtion of wother Cliforni8 -oes or does not wnnt
holding comapanies.
The Present Definition of "Daini Business" is UnsatisPootory
Thu 1rnblo,, of wchrt cor:rtions c trxblG ud.Or the Act
is further can licated b~y the questimn what constitutes "doing
Ousinss." As previously shown, " Din usinss" is r preroquisite
to t xotle stntus of any corporttion.
WThen the Act wns first passe'. in 1929, ") in; 'usinces" was
iefinohijfl s " .ny trnnsntin or transcoti ns in the course of 4ts
business 'ya n rpor.tion cro te A unnr the lws of this st:ate or
by foreign o ri rti n quolifioC to d r Aing intrastate busi-
ness in this st te."w Ir 1931 thu Act was eon -, by ating to the
oefinition just given the foloig:snd shall include the right
to > usiness through such incorporntion or qurlifiontion."
Ey ven though there art no "trnsnCtions in the course of its
businoss by oarporntion cronted under thu lyis of this stnte or
by a foreign @iporttion qualifio'. to a businoss in this sta&e"
suhch corporc i d1 Mo UnWr the latest dofinitin, by 10ps1tive
fi t, n oing > ins&' if they morely enjiy the "ri:;ht to o usiness."
It is ifficult to uniorsPtndow. h-vin; thu ".ro i t to do" sotruethin
c-ltan sensi ly 0 Rin"that tig
Th6 tn z1r' St I)iis exprle)ly th st fe forinunirrs-h
2(', j-i td i ~~ ~ t4 )T11*) thO stZrto constitutii'n is
it Ji
'It PTV
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0lirito'. to corporations 7oin; 'usiness in this statce. Hence it ap-
pers that that paragraph cDntan1ts the imp)sition of an excise
tax on in; business as acoa rotion. The Le islature as a result
of the acn"iant, h s, in effect, while soeemin:;ly Cofining torn.s,
rvie.o for the inposition on sone cor:)orations, not previously
sub'jectc$. to the tax contomp1oc1te y th o nstitutional section, of
-license tax on the ri-ht to li usiness rather thfhn an excaso t(,x
on the oing of business.
The 1929 ct Can( the 1931 eo nt wore enacted pursuant to
the 2 rovisions -f Section 16 of Article XIII of the stato constitu-
tion. A1thou-h that section, in furtherance of a plan for ch excise
tax on the olin,- of business as a c or)rtion, authorizes tho Leis-
lnture to .ofino various torns, inclu,.ing "King usiness," it is
ou tful whether that >acy, in pursuance of such auth-)rizntion, on
providle constituti)nally for a liconse tx on the ri- to c6 busi-
ness as o 00 r ranti ^n noroly y lofinin the possession of that
rightas "o i ngb'-us iness.
Howeor, it shoul be aoserve; that sublivision (I) of pAra-
graph 2 of 300tim 16 onpowors the L islature to provi(e for taxc-
tion
y vy other cthat auth.rize' in this constitu-
tinh !-f the, or rations, or the franchises,
'Ujoat o) be tnxcii 2ursu,.nt to subivision (a)
of y1ar gah 2 of this soction or su:iivisionH6 of 800tion 14 of this article."~
The VAlity of the 1931 aronnot, assu:ming that it provides
a 'ifforont 0othod of taxing; corporations from' that exprossly set
forth in parydh 2 (ct of Sooti rn 16, onK assunin:; that pa ragraph
2(b) i:pliecif liits the~ Logislature anl rf'kes Sction 18 the c-sle
source of led itiV@ uthoxrity to iniyse taxes on the kinK of
corp orations 7 9'77i to thoruin, till cqond upon:
(1) V d x secorati m hich woul -o txlO Ounfr the
Gmen n", 1, -c.;is n dbt Articlk XIII, .,ectio)n 14-'
ih thi iff'oront noth is 1)r)vi(1c..-y l ) In whon
Conhcuh I- h~*us i 'h±inl-; th It crr:, 4,f t 4(o 01 iL.
1 1~
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(3) Whether this now method is tt')uth-rized in? the State
Constitution.
If the sourco of leislative authority to in ose this tax
is Section 16, the amenmroent a cs re7ar.s foreiig-h corporations fails
to moot the first requirement and as reo rs such corporations it
is therofor unnecessary to consior the other two requirerLnts.
51
The case of People v. Alcska S. S. Co. definitely hel that
foreign corporations qu:lifie to do intrastatG business in this
state but not exorcisin such rig;ht were not txaile under Section
14CI, an, as note(, above, taxaility under Suction 14d is ' con-
Cition recedent to taxa4ility un2Gr Secti)n 16.
Foreign corporations .oing exclusively interstate business
52
in the state are, of course, not su7. joct to a franchise tax. As
to aomestic corporctions the aondment corplios with the first re-
quirement, for the theory of the 1ld franchiso tax as set forth in
the cases seems to support the contention that such cor orations
were taxable under Section 14C although not actually oin,- business.
Assuming that by ch1anging the definition of terms the Logis-
lature is providing by AIw for a new othod of taxin.; corporate
franchises, the question presented by the thirdi requirement is
whether this new method is authorized in the Constitution. What
is meant by "anty other nethod authorized in this constitution?"
Do these words mea -bhat the other metho7 must be expressly set
forth in the constitutgon, or do they refer to any method that :is
constitution619~ The only rmethods expressly authorized in the con-
stitution for the toxntion of corporate franchises which were tax-
able under 8%tioh 14d Oro the methods set forth in Section 16 and
in Section 14d. TPho tax oxpressly set forth in Section 16 is upon
corporations h that nro coin ' business.? The tax provided in
51 (1 61 0,
52 ilh6 tk68 nMnt OC. V. Eassachusetts (1925) 268
0.4d
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Section l4' is a property t.'x an frctisos taxa'1cthereunier must
be taxed at their full cash value.
The tax imposed under the 1931 annont does not appear to
meet either of the con.itions applionBle to tnxes imposek under the
express ter:s of Section 16 or Section 14( ). Unless by the n.ere
levice of definition the Leislarture has metamorphosed the pos-
session of the right to dIo businoss into doin;; Business, the tax is
not confine] to corporations th!-,t are " .in; business." A lidense
imposel Cirectly on the right to Co business, neasureC either by
the net incorme of the owner of the ri ht or ya flat rinimun
charge, cnnnot be regardecd as taxation of th!t riht at "its full
cAsh value." Consequently, if "any other ett';C authorized1 by this
constitution" oans expressly sot forth thorein, the 1931 amendmiient
is of Coutful voli!ity.
If the words "cuthorizeC in this constitution" nean "consti-
tutional" the methoK 0n3l1oyeQ neec not be expressly authorizeK in
the constitution .n, the amentnont is within the routhority of the
legislature, for a license trax on the right to Do business is ap-
parently constitutional, It n y be argue, hovver, that this in-
torpretation would .Thloile superfluous the war s "'authorized in
this constitutiofl" for obviously any nethoK oft taxation nust be
constitutional Yo4eriless of express con(itions so stating. On
the other haK, if -tlwlse wor(ds hadK been *amitteK, paragraph 2(b)
might be con tfuoK ':8 Gran~ting; to the legisl:ature power to impose
without restfidtitx1 y othcr nethoK of t.xation upon the corpora-
tions ontioi, r their frmchis-s, ro rloss f other provis-
ions in the cns4tituiton. It was probably intended to grant to Ah0
1e-is lature a - on-tble T0gr00 of freedon with resoect to the tax
ation of such Maftion subject to the restriction that the
method c adopted 9h6uC Ghfi: with any lirnitations in the constiti-
tion n)"t t fcithn oI 6ti 0d 16. The wor is in question were prob -
bYi 3~c1~ h i,6 eth1 urpsA
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It is submitteC that instGoA Of Cofining the ter. "doinl
bu1siness as incluling the "right t. )o business" thG ct should
be 'rendd to contain a finition of "Ursin busines which rore
rnly conports with legal signific nce )f that torn as dcefiead by
the courts. This woul. olininate much confusion on- uncertainty
now existing as to thG scope of the Aot.
If the Legislature "osires to impose a p25 annual tax on cor-
porations having the right to Jo business in this state but not
actually exercisin; that right, (irect langua nny be used to
effoctuate such a tax. While swo questian as to imflliGci linitetion
on the power to i1 )ose this tax mny arise froni the language of
Section 16, the better viovn seens to e tht the power has not been.
in ire& ani that the lanuage of paragraph 2(b) of that section is
intented r rly to make clear that the eth§; for t xing corpor"-
tions as provi.at in paragraph 2() was not necessarily exclusive.
There does not appear to tc any osiro t: exact more than
the rininur tax fron inactive corporntions. hen the definition of
t.oing businoss was revised with the apparent result of making
such corporations teaxble, Section 1 oif the Act was aronced to
prevent imposition of a greter tx on them than the inimum. How-
ever, such d~rpor'ations aro not protecteK fr;rin tax of more than
$25 in all da000 for~ reasons statel in the discussion of Section 13
boaw. MordiV47, Thlre still rentins the question of the trxability
of holding a r~oratirons which should. be dofinitely settled for
reasons acantly stated6
As appoif Crit the earlier (iscussion, any attenpt to tx
holO'ing cot pabid@ in thG full -fount o  their net incone arising
fron out - of - 1 ill oventually prove futile. On the
other han&, sior.d VP diatntago arues from the continued exis-
tence of those & do It saccs only fair that they should
contri tc Sorcthing to P a6te ffr the enjoyment of that privil-
4 . 8 8 8kl18o if h0l ind catmanies from the category of
i
business corporations, and their taxation at the $25 minimum would
appear a reasonable solution.
In providing for a $25 annual license tax on inactive and
holding corporations, it might be advisable to exclude from the.
terms of the Act religious, charitable, social fraternal and civo
organiz8tions, Such corporations are not regarded commonly'as pos
sessing general corporate franchises of assessable value, and thus
have not been required to pay franchise taxes to the state under
14(d). With this exclusion the scope of the tax under the Act
would be substantially identical with the scope of corporate fran-
chise taxation under 14(d) which is in apparent conformity with the
intent of the constitution.
Suggested Amendments
A2~lthe following to Section 4:
Every corporation subject to be taxed pursuant to
subdivision( d) of Section 14 of article thirteen of
the constitution of this state, and not otherwise taxed
in pursuatce of this section, shall pay annually to the
state a tax of twenty-%five dollars in lieu of the taX
on its general corporate franchise under the provisions
of said subdivision (d).
TIhe provisions of this section shall not apply to
corporationbM organized to operate as public utilities
or insurance comlpanies, subject to special in lieu
taxation under artiole thirteen of the constitution
of thin te if such corporations engage in no other
businebg1 hot to corporations organized for religious,
charitabib, 001i81, fraternal or civic purposes if
their oeg iiiationL or activities result in no finan-
cial or patisfly ga-in or profit to the stockholders
cial o o- h 6V A 5 2r
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Any corporation organized to hold the stoo or bonds
of any other corporation or corporations, and not trading
in such stock or bonds or other securities held, And en-
gaging in no other activities than the repeipt and dis..
b rpeme't of dividehc4g from such stock or intrep
bo a e oadide ed inaic
mtu Iinot
t ~doi.ng b 4es[ in bi sto ~or1e
Add the following to the definition of "corporatin n
Section 5:
And every corporation subject to be taxed pa uuv
Section 'j4 hereof. .
Sub titute th following for the definition of "dc4i1l
business ain Section 5:
The term "doing business," as herein used, eens
actively engaging in any transaction for the purpose of
fin@01ial or pecuniary gain or profit.
/alljqu
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CLUS IONS fROM GRO"S INCOMi
Soction 6:
Recoipts Cfrom Life Insurance
The Cliforni coct should follow the federal nct in mvking
ron exception for the deduction of ,-mounts received under a life ina
surance contr-ct p:id by reson of the d.0cth of the insured vrhere
the beneficier is a t22nsforoo of the policy for n v.lu,.ble con-
Siderrtion.
The Cliforni st:.tute should lso h1ve Cprovision thr if
emounts pcid by reson of the de.th of the irnsured crc held by the
insuror under ,-n grooment to Dpaiy interest, interest pamnts should
be included in gross income.
Add to section 6, p rcrnph (a):
but if such 'mounts rre 1hold by the insurer under an
-grooment to pry intorost thoronn, the interest pyments
shc-lI be included in Gross incoan e.
A8dd to Soction 6, perQreph (b):
In th- 0e 0 of trcnsfer for a v:1uablce consideration
by signmet or otherviso , o k-life insurvnce, endorient,
or ?.nntity tontract or any interest therein, only the a-ctual
v:alue of such co1sira-tionf a2nd tho cmaount of the premii~n
2nd othat umri subsequently po id by the transferee shall be
excludid~ from grs income under p rr reph (r) of this
sootion.
The c~t ~ : t  i ~ P ~ iic ro is on for s.tock divi*de,,nds or sub-
scription rights- Theb tefott xhl e I)r t hc fuder~ ;ct.
53 F C',d . v 6ct ac19~ ec.''fMls Sf Dpsi nd
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It is unceritain hether they are taxable under the California act.
Section 6 of the statute includes aNong the iteus that must be in-
cludced in gross income1 "except os hercinafter otherwise provided...
-j dividends received on stocks." The exception refers to divi-
ends declared out of earnings from California business (see section
Oh) and h-.. no bearing upon the present question.
Section 16 of Article XIII of the cpnstitution and section 4
of the act contemaplate a trx neC.sured by "onet incomie." California
courts might follow the opinion of the United St. tes Supreme Court
in Eisier v. Macomber 5 4 , that stock dividends for the purpose of
income taxation are capital and not income and thus not :ithin the
contelmpclation of the constitutional section or statute. Although
this is believed to be the better view the California courts might
follow the contrary rule of Trefry v. Putnam5 5 . This problem
should be definitely settled by the statute and not left to con-
jectur e.
iguipting Dividends
sA omehct similar question, due to the sk'e ambiguity of the
statute and its failure specifi cally to cover the point, may arise
in the cse of dividends which represent a distribution of capital,
e. g. "liquidating1 dividens cd dividends from depreciation and
depletion reserves. ?.owever, there shouldi not be the same doubt
on this oroblo1n tegardless of ;;hether stock dividends are oir mre
not "income"t for shrel.y a return of capital,adniitted to be such, is
not income. The statute, however, should set at rest all doubts
on questions of this kdid.
ed ariondment:
Add to isetion 0:
Stodk dividord or subscription rights; but gain may
be derived oif 10§ Astacincd by tae shareholders from the
sale of such stodk- o the sale of such rights. The
#6-t :tin dIie or los t:ined from the sale of
s s to r rit o the a 1l of the stock or rights in
(l9~Q~2520i
respect to which the stock or rights are issued or the
sale of the stock acquired with such rights shall be
determined as provided in section 19.
See discussion of section 19 below for treatment of liquidat-
ing dividends.
Section 8:
DEDUCTIONS FRO< GROSS INCOME
Salaries
The act provides that from gross income there may be deducted
a reasonable allowance for salaries or other compensation for nersonal
service actually rendered. Difficulty has been experienced in deter-
mining what constitutes a "reasonable allowance". A number of closely
held corporations have avoided taxes by distributing all or practi-
cally all Of the profits to officers in the form of salaries or addi-
tional compensation. It is conceivable that many more corporations
may follow a similar procedure in the future.
The problem could be more adequately taken care of than at Tres-
ent, by an &mendment based largely upon section 814, subdivision 10,
of the New York Oorporate Franchise Tax law as amended in 1930.56
Suggestd amendment:
Amend subdlvi ion 8 (a) to read a~s follows:
(a) All the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or
incurria4 dufing the taxable year in carrying on business,
including a6reasonable allowance for salaries or other
compensatif t Or peronal services actually rendered, and.
rentals or othdr pay ente required to be made as a con-
dition to at use or osession for businqss pur-
56 f k~ ±' ii Y8114i~O p 153
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poses of th roperty to Ihich tho t x cyer has nit t7ken
or is not t2kin: title, or in which it Ii no equity; ro-
vided however that the t x impvoed under this 1ct shell
not be loss thon it would be by oplyin the tox r.te to
boso found by usinI the foliaOinr formule: From the
suvl of the entire nedt income nd sl. ries rnd other com-
Dens tion paid. to 11 1cotd or appointed officers, nd/
or :'ny stockholder owcnin:e in excess oif five nor centumn of
the issued ca pitc~l stock of the corporot ion deduct as a
spocific exeni-tionl the suim of 5000 and any net loss for
the reported yeazr; fromi the sunt so found, an oxe mtion of
seventy per c entua thereof sholi be grcanted and the re-
rmoinder sh 11 be used a the bsi 51o f the tox.
FrdorOn1 lncomeo Tnx
It is question:ble whether deduction should be tllowed from
gross income for feder'1 eori.nc txes. It is difficult to see why
the fact that the foder-:1 Oovermlent Uso t: xe-s such net income
should induce the.tate, before lvinc its own tbx, to deduct the
cmiount of the -. dorl t x from the tr x b so. Incmle t xos of other
st tes re not 110 ed s t deduction. hy should the federcl in-
come t~x be itudt differently? If the federal jovernmient traxed
rel proterty old it be noocesry or desirbie to deduct the
shount of the he si7t-b from the valut of sich pr operty for the
purpo sos of ste'te tition? Slhould the at .te mnake on ollo;:ence for
the vLounft of the fdorZl t x on sls of . soline before imposing
its own j soline talf
It is submVitt d thbt t cre 1s o10 rule of le that requirs the
legisl ture to ftk@ oA 11it Iw0 or deduct ion for federal taxes be-
fore it rv levy it~ iM t~ o t sub ect t lIt is 2lso taxed by the
federl overrndbn . t vl4 tm thwt the leo.ers of the state and
nrtion in ed.r 8 t ion of incoo from business carrie~d
on in the stei rb edo6i 19v6, th-t both sess their taxes
illii'l
itl
O
rccording to the so,-Ie t soro, cnd th't it lies si ly >ithin the
discretion of cithr whetier deduction shuld be lloed for the
other's t xes.
Frcnchise T-xes Of Other Sttcis
Under the present orin g of subdivision (c) fr nchisC taxes
of otier st tes mmured by net incomue :re probubiy deductible.
Thcat sub.ivision rovides t t toxes on income or rofits )Oid or
vcrued within the t' xble y1e r i:.mrosed by the uthority of any
st te, etc.,-re not deductible. The theory of fr.nchise txes
maic:sured by net incoie, and this is particul rly true of the
Clifornio trx, is th.t the subject tcaxed is the corQorcte frenchise
end not the incomie or prof its b hlhiclthe t: x is mo.sured. I1or
thv t reoson such taxes do not coje ,ithin the wording of section
8 (c). It is subimitted th t there is no g£reater reason for .llowing
a deduction fo r su'ch taxes thcn if they aere imposed in ncme direct-
ly ion net income.
Su Sed 1(--sted m 1end-ents
The logiel ture coul rC.1ve the doi-tion for federal income
t' xes by inserting the f%4looing Ptr Setion 8 (c) 4) "the
governmaent of the United St tes or" and by oiitting the specific
rovisions of 8 (c relating~ to the :jacunt of deduction ollovioble.
The stetiate couit. easily be c>h±nged to close the loophole per-
mitting deduct ions~ of frnchise t-.xes maecsured by income by in-
sertinp: in subidivision ac betw;een the ~ords "on" and "incom~e" the
words, oCori to or 0sured by".
pe e ciotion
Subdivision (f) of oction 8 no rerds -s follovis:
Exhustion, if ntd toer tand obsolesc ence of property to
be llo;ed PiU {hd bosis provided in sections 113 cnd 114
of that cert in -6t of the Congress of the United Stcates
known as the ' Vlie16 Act of 108" hichis hereby referred to
ond iTco'ppyr: tod with the .Mone force and ffect as though
Mi11se rf th hreh or upn the bosis provided in Section
I.-8
5 6'j
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An embiguity -rises from the use of the v3ord "is :in this sub-
section. Accordin; to strict renetic 1 construction the whole
Revenue Act of 1928 is incorpoorated in the C liforni st tute.
Obviously this -s not the intention of the legislature, to if it
were, I-ny of the orovisions f the Clifornia :ct would be rendered
morningless or superfluous 'nd others would conflict w.ith the pro
visions of the feder 1 'ct, The ie;isl.ture undoubtedly intended
to incorpor te only sections 113 and 114 of the federal Nct. To
mke the grammer of the section conform to thAt intcltion the
word "is" should be changed to "re".
A further problem crises -hether sections 113 .nd 114 are in-
corporated only for the purpose of determining. the allowance for ex-
hr-ustion, vye dr ntdIter and obsolescence or for all purposes covered
by these sections. Section-113 sets forth the federal scheme for
determining the gain or loss from the sale or other disposition of
property. This scheme is not consistent entirely with the plan set
forth in sections 19 to 21 in the CliforniaLact for deterining
such goin or 1oa. If' both plans are incorporated in the statute a
hne lessly confused situation results. The act should provide that
these sectiond of the federal not are incorpor 'ted only for the
pur~pose of the subsection.
Sugoated amend aent:
Amend S@0titt 8 (f) to read as follow:s:
(f) Exhatid1i0h, We arnd tear and obsolescence of property
to be allod 4upon the basis provided in Sections 113 and
114 of that etA ct of the Cocgress of the United States
known as th @1 hct of 192811 -hich .re for the purposes
of this sub = tioP h rob/ referred to and incorporated T-ith
the sc1e 6 ife t as though fully set forth erein,
or uor t i b I ovid&e ii Sectio 19 her of;
0-- 6 Ad 88ttit it the cse of property acquired pur-
n 8 itof the kind montioned in Section 21here-
jji'P 11
of, the basis shall be as provided in that section.
Deletion Of oil ,eiis
The act clearly discriminates against oil and gas companies
since they are to on> cor orations clearly deprived of the
opportunity of basing derletion deductions on .Tonury 1, 1928 values.
It may be contended that this discriminntion amounts to a denial of
equal protection of the laws. In view, hov ever, of the extensive
power of the state to classif various calling's, trades and business-
es for purposes of taxation it is very unlikely that such contention
will be unheld.
A more serious objection, perhaps, may be raised by oil and gas
cormainies whose tax accrued prior to February 27, 1931, the
effective d:ate of the unmendrent. Section 4 of the act provides
that taxes accrue under the act on the first day after the close of
the taxable year. Corporations whose tax accrued prior to
February 27, 1931, computed their tax under the provisions of the
stctute which allol:!ed a deduction for depletion based on January 1,
1928 values. The tax on such corporation, it may be argued, became
a determined and accrued liability before the ariendment became
effective ind the statute cannot be a )plied retroactively to change
it. It i~ utbmitted, however, that the retroactivity is more
caparent thtn teal. The tcax is not atx :on thei incomae earned by
such cornorations dutrin2 the taxable year prior to February 27, 1931,
but is a tax oh the privilege of doing business during the succeeding
taxable years i oter vwords, the privilege taxed is a present and
continuing il the munt of the tcx being measured by the
transactioni i n riOr period. The tax iiposed in 1931 is not a
retroactive tx tbut a tax for the current taxble year. It is
difficult to sbeh oit What bacsis a taxpayet can claim that, regardless
of legislatii idti6ft Current taxes must be fifured on the same
basis on which yC1 t x@ hav e been assessed, or in fact on what
grOdu d e en Oo8 1 m, if th rates of current taxes were increased
or it; iideee, addt l taxe ;ier inpsed during the some year
dii t~ ~ bbti
!A 1
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OAlthough it is believed that the 1931 undment regarding oil
2nd gas vells is vclid it is difficult to see the justificrtion for
the discriaintion against these co-manies. In other N.ords why
should not the sme orovision -pply to all corporotions texobio
under the nct? ApplyinG the provision to All toxable corpor tions
r.scs no nore or cdifferent ler 1 )r oble ms from tiose raised in the
cese of oil nd grs comcnies. This pro)i1em ill be f irly
adequately taken core of it either of the su Festions ma-de blo;
undcr the discussion of Section 19 rega-rding 01 chnge in the bcasis
of determinin2 dep)letion and <ain or loss on sale or exchanre of
property is adopted.
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Section 12:
CHANGE OF ACCOUNTING, PERIOD
The Franchise Tax Coramissioner probvbly has authority to permit
changes from one taxable year to another but the question is by no
mieans froe fron doubt. It is submitted that the statute should
settle the doubt and provide for returns for a period of less than'
twelve months resulting from r change of Iccounting period.
Sugested Amen(Inent
Ad, the following to Section 12:
(2) If a taxpayer changes his accounting period from fiscal
year to calendar year, fron calendar year to fiscal year,
or from one fiscal year to another, the not income, shall,
with the approval of the Commissioner be computed on the
basis of such new accuunting period, subject to the follow-
ing provisions.
(b) If a taxpayer,.with the approval of the Commissioner,
changes the basis of cor.puting not income from fiscal
year to dalendor year a suparate roturn shall be rrado
for the period betwoon the close of the last fiscal
year f'or which return was nrde an the following
December 31, If the change is frorn calendar year to
fisockyear separate return shall be made for the
period bctWoonl the 01ose of the last ocalendar year for
vhich ftU±h WA tado and. the date (esignated as the
beginning df the fis1t'l year. If the change is from
one fibl y aro to another fiscal yaor a separate return
shall b amd fbr the period botween the close of the
forner fiscl p~r tand the late designated as the begin-
ning of thC i fi8;'Al year.
(c Where a separvt@ ie n T mace under paragraph (b)
on a888unt dt a Shange in the accounting period then
t1he t1 shll be ad puted n the basis of the
I , J
period for which separatG return is maCe. The
uec date of the separate return for such period
is the fiftenth day of the third month follow-
ing the close of that period.
(%) If a separate return is made under paragraph
(b) on account of a change in the accounting period,
the not income,.computed on the basis of the period
for which separate return is made, shall be placed
on an annual basis by multiplying the amount there-
of by twelve and dividing by the number of months
incluled in the period for which separato return
is made. The Comnissioner shall compute the amount
of a tax on the income placed on such annual basis,
and shall allow the offset provided for in Section
26 from such tax. TC tax duo under this section
(which shall not be subject to offset) shall be
such part of the tax (loss the offset allowed)
Computod on such annual basis as the number of
Months in such period is of twelve months.
Illustration:
Suppos A Corporation reporting on a fiscal year basis, its
fiscal year ehdinlg JTuno 50, wishes, in the latter part of 1933, to
change its accediiting period from a fiscal to a calendar year basis,
If the Comn iggifoer approves, A will, after December 31, 1933, no
longer re-port 6h a fiscal year basis but will thereafter report on
a calondar yeart basis As a fiscal year corporation, it vWill have
been required t oPilo a return within two months and fifteen days
after June 30, 193 1the -loso of its last fiscal year, showing its
net income for th@ priod from Juno 30, 1932, to and including
June 30, 1933, Ef *ill bO rbquir& to pay a tax compute'd on the
basis o -&h frt in&& I the privilegeof dqing business from
J6Iic8 8 8 ~ +6 ~ diniu~g June 30, 1934 A a calendar year
corporation it will be required to file a return within two months
and.fifton days after Decomber 31, 1934, i. e. March 15, 1935,
showing the not income for 1934, and to pay a tax computed on such
not income for the privilege of Loing business during the year 1935.
If it were not for the separate return required by the suggested
amendments, then neither as a fiscal year corporation nor as a cal-
endar year corporation would A be required to file a return covering
the six months period between the close of its last fiscal year and
the beginning of its calendar year, i. e. the period between June
30, 1933 to and including D.comber 31, 1933. Likewise, it woulC not
be required to pay a tax for the privilege of doing business durin1
the six months period from Juno 30, 1934 to and including December
31, 1934.
However, under subdivision (b) of the proposed amendment, A
will be required to file a return covering the period between the
close of its last fiscal year (June 30, 1933) and the beginning of
its calonIar yeat (January 1, 1934). Under subdivision (C) this
return will be dU@ on the fifteenth day of the third month following
the close of the period for which the return is made i.e. March 15,
1934). The net Th~otIk for this period as disclosed by the return
will be used as the basis for computing a tax under subdivision (d).
This tax may be rogardqd as a tax for the privilege of doing busi-
ness during the slk rtonth p0riod from June 30, 1934 to and including
December 31, 1934#
It would s@@iM that th- tax for this period should be half the
amount of what the t5 - tid M buon for twelve months if a change
nAsaccounting pod hd not boon effoo. The only feasible
way of determining what A@ tax would have been for a twelve month
period is to place ddtho t in@ i the peri covered by thetseparate
return on an annual badiiL (jV m'p byt t 71 6 vc and divide by
the numbr o# mn in th P d V covered bthe separate return,
in ti4 ,1 sa -th) an n nomute a taxon such income,
i r
Provision for d.oing this is made in sublivision (.). Under this
provision, if A in its separate return reported a net income of
$20,000 then $40,000 will be used for determining the amount of
a tax for a twelve month period (12 times $20,000 equals $240,000.
This sum divide. by six equals $40,000). our per cent of $40,000
is $1,600. Now suppose A is entitled to an offset of $400 on ac-
count of real and personal property taxes paid during the period
covered by the separate return. $400 from $1,600 leaves $1,200.
To this must be added four per cent of the offset, (Section 26)
resulting in a total of $1,216, which represents the amount of a
tax which would have been due if compute on a twelve month income,
The tax for the period from June 30, 1934 to and including December
31, 1934 should be one-half of the above amount or $608, since there
are but six months in this period. This is the amount of the tax
which will be due under subdivision (d) since the tax, less the off-
set allowed, computed on the basis of the income for the period cov-
ered by the seperate return after such income has been placed on an
annual basis is $1,216 and since there are six months in the period
covered by tho soparate return.
It is to be hoted that if the tax had been computed on the
basis of the income disclosed -by the separate return without placing
such incom1e on an annual basis, the tax after allowance of offset,
would have amoUntod to but $416 (4%o of $20,000 equals $800, less
$400, the amount of the offset, equals $400, plus 4fo of the offset
equals $41~6) oif whaterably less than one half of the amount of
a tax for a tw~iVO nlO th period.
The peri d 6tered by the separate return can be regarded as
a taxable year Withit the definition of that term set foZ'th 1
Section 11. The tax disclosed by the return will be subject to
revision by th @iooiioner and will be payable in instpllments
as in the case f0 oJh r taik6 providod for in the Act, the first
instt1jf& i hih i ll be0u it the time the return is due,
1110
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on the fifteenth day of the third nonth following the close
of the period for which the separate return is m'.Ae, and the second
installmont six months later. The tax will become delinquent and
penalties will attach for non-payment of it the saue as in the case
of other taxes provided for in the Act.
COMMENCING CORPORATIONS, .CORPORATE
REORGANIZATIONS, DISSOLUTIONS, WITH-
DRAWALS, CESSATION OF BUSINESS.
Section 13:
Corporations Whose First 'Taxable Year is a Period of Less
than Twelve Months Are Not Properly Provided For
The treatment of a corporation that commences to do business
after the effective date of the statute an' chooses as its first
taxable year a period less than twelve months (which will often be
the case as most corporations keep their books either on a calendar
year basis or on the basis of a fiscal yer ending June 30, and few
corporations com.ence business on either January 1, or July 1) is
differe.nt under the 1931 amen ment from under the provisions of the
1929 act.
Under the 1929 provisions of the nct the tax for the succeeCn
taxable year was bas&d upon the same not incomo on which the tax for
the first taogt year was based, or in other ords the tax for the
entire succeeding year of such a corporation was figured upon the
income of only par~t of a year.
Under thto statute as amecn'e in 1931, thG tax for the fraction-
al port of the yoor is ~corpute( in the same co-nner as formerly but
"the net income to be used as the measure of the tax for the second
taxable year shnll be in the scr1 e proportion to the net income for
the first taxable yea-r as the number of nonths in the second taxable
year bears to th@ hhber of rmonths covered by the return for the
first taxable Ydf but in o W ase may the tern "doing business" as
defined in the Ed b@ @@§5 sNtrud as to enable a corporct.ion to
pay a les o d hdn th Minimut tax of $25.00, nor shall a period
duri 8ch + 6 ~pht owers have not boon exercised be coh-
~ 4 4 ~ ~ ~ ~
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sic'.ered~ so2 brse for the computtion of thu trx.
In other wors, tlO tSx for the Succoo ing you is bseC.
partly upon fictitious income, i. o. upon en stir to of what the
incO. for the wholo yor woul; have been covputod upon the nassump-
tion thit the incomr.e for och of the rer:2iring corrosponr'ing frao
tions of the your woulC.have boon the suno rCs the incorme for the
fraction of the ycar in which the corporntion 2ctutlly 1. i businosa
For exanple, supp so tint during the first trnblu year the corporn-
tion Al business frr: October 1, to Deco bar 31, or one qu rter of
S. yenr nK that its not incone for this perio. w s 500I. The osti-
ctoC- incone for four qurtors, or the whole year, is four tiros
4500 or 42)000 which is the bcse upon which the ta.x for the second
taxabio yor is coimputod.
It is obvious that this rnothol arny irk unftirly upon those
corporations whose incoe is largoly ssoned1. Supp.)so tha-t in
the exanple given the lIst quartor is or in rily the only portion
of the yc r in which incoue is ern oL. An -rbitr.ry assurmption
that the corpoPrtion woul. have corno rs uch inco-i,-in onch of
the other throo qu .rters soons clourly unjust ificG.
The constitutionl provision in pursu hc of which the &ct
was passed 2UthoriZs 2 tax 2ccording to th tnet incOre" It is
'.ubtful whether fictitious inono is "not incono" within the
rooning 
-t the c nstitution 1 provisirn. Furtheurnare, to tnx some
corporrtions ecooI~ifl, to rnatual not incomeG h2 others by ficti~
tious not inoili, it rnight be cotro., r iSGS very serious
question s to dnial of equral protction of the l Hw. ovcver,
sinco this res igts fr0n the U100ti )lby the corporation -f its
first tax .ato 9 I theh twelve i nths, the contention
docs not h .vf .dui f
A-on- the pcA frigreph f S t 1 t rea' as fnllows:
"A Oi S 66Y ratii Whi.h c)o GS to business with-
it~ of thi tto aftthoffoctivO c tO Of this
not shlil prop y the Aniun tax herounder which propyrent
ust be co befre the bank or c rporation files with the
Socretary of St- te its articles of incorportiOn or -uly
certified copy thereof os the crso r:,y be. Upon the filin
of its t'ax return within tw)o ontis on fiften cays after
thc close .f its first txble year its tax for that yeavr
shrll be 2njusto' upon the basis of the not incorne roceived
during that tax'ble year, crodit being llwed for the
propay.ent of the vinituv tnx, Said return shall also, in
1arncO with sctions 23 t 26 inclusivO be the bciasis
for the tax of sit bank or corpo-rktion fr its second tnx-
ble year, if its first trx ble err is a period of tWlv
onths. In cvory case in which the first taxablG yer of
bank or corporati n constitutes a periol of loss than
twelveoonths sni bn or c orp ratin *inshall pay as a pre-
paynont of the t x for its socoL taxable year an a.ount
equal to the tax (a:fte the o ffot '11lowanOG has been com~-
puteG& for its first taxK~:lO yeCr, the SPEG to be duo and
py v ble at the s2 C tir es anc in the so: a nnner as if
that ariount were the entire a: nt of its tax, (after the
offset allovtceo has boon~ com:pute) for tl~ t year; and upon
the filing of its tax return tvao a nths n fifteen days
after the clos0 of its second yper it shall pay a tax for
said year b0 o. of 8 it nt in000 rOeCiveO during that
your, allottgi otsfrsit for theo propay nt; but in no
p ltnt shall the tax for thi ssn tnxable year be less
than the unt not subjoct to offset, of the prepayrent
for that yofft or th rturn fr its second taxable year
shall 213:o, in tddfOtin4 With sootims 23 to 26 inclusive
be the basis f iY the ti iff s'.id bank or cx)rprati)n for
its third tLthbi yery
Illustr "'t
supos~e 0 pdfatid 8~ enes to do business in this stat
July1;tgor tna00ln rr68
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taxable year On. ing Docerbor 31. It pays the rinir.mn tax upon the
cannoncouent -f business an,- on March 15, 1933, files a return re-
porting its incore for the periot July 1, -Docorib1 31, 1932. Sup-
pose the tax ounto. to $500 rn the basis of its not incoCG for
that pcrio.; it will bc given a cro it for th prop yont of the
2s 1inianUr trx anh will pay $475 for e privilego of having cbne
businoss froma July 1 - Doo. 3; 1 1932. The sun of $500 will be Oue
as a prepnyrent of the tax for the secon tkxable yor and will be
payable in instaln1ts. (tc., i. 0, 250 on March 15, 1933 and
$250 on Sept. 15, 1933, just as if tuIIt Vre the total tax for that
year. Suppose that the return for tc secon: taxable year dis-
closes a tax liability of $1000; a cro it f $500.00, or the anunt
-f the propayont, will be given, n, 500 will then be due and
payble. The return for the secon taxable yar will also be the
basis for the third taxable year, in other words $1000 will be the
tax for the third taxable yoar.
If the corporation chooses a tvrolve vint}is period for its
first tnxable yeor, the incore returned fir such period will be
the basis for the t' x for b 'th its first nK seem'n taxable yoars.
Refufrt if rx o Diss 1uti n r thraal
Thestatute r1h very liberal in thG t. o ir paragraph of Section
13 in allowin a outihen in the tax in ases whore the corporation
withdraws frrm t1in.g before thsend of its fiscal year. The tax
is ipaso fo~ the privilgo of doin7 usiness during a particular
trxabhle yea' Sh(d ts Pot on not incorne but "nesured by not incone."
The corporation 98~ i tax for the privilego of doing business for
a twelve onth porti.K The faot that it dOes not sOe fit to Oxer
cis0 its privilg- r the full peri< is not of itself sufficient
justification to a'pition the tax nd give a refund for the period
the privilege is not A
Furthernore it i t u noed that no refund was allvwed under
the franmhj-t &fn tO954 ix'p'ed Artidle XII Section 14 (d) in
itf
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cCse the corporAtion withdrew from nusinoss after the first MondaSy
in Mcarch of rany your. Likeise, corporntins ta-xablo on their gross
receipts or gross preiums are iven no reffunu if they withcdraw froi
business after the tax Octo, nor >cs a taxpayer got refund of
property taxes when he nov his parsonity it of tho sate shortly
after the tnx dato. It is 'iffiult t' sco why difforont result
shoul aobtin in the o o f 11. Sti ns t xible In(ler the Brnk ot
Corpor tio-n Frnchise T- Ict.
SgetolAl e tm
If the logisl8ture easiro to ov cthis liboral provisirn
the following could be insertod in the plco 4f the third pargrph
of Sectibn 13:
Taxes lGvie,' uner this noct a ll not be subject
to ,bto.cnt or refund bccuse f the cesstion of
the business or corpora te existence of an-y bank or
corpor ti on.
If the provision for roduction in the tx in cnses whore a
bannk or corporftion issolvcs or w-it'rla fror: the stato curing
any yorr anK the pr;vision for offsct t xcs in sections 3, 4
and 26 re 11%y o, -L in, a ch'nge s 1 bG r a in the
notha Kof dotor tihinL; th; t'x li'ability a th onths prior to
dissolution or withdrawral.
Under the present provisions f the At it would seoon that
n bank or a c'rpora4 tion dissolving 'nr withdrawing r'uring a~ year
woull be entitl& to the full offset provi od in sections 3, 4 cna
26 fron its tot f5 the mnths preceding such dissolution or with-
dr{'wrl, notwithdttunding the foot tit only a portion of the not
income for the pt Vidtui yer 3 is u So C in o puting Si( tax.
This result dlA1o fro:; the langua go of section 26 which
provides:
"Offset fr 1o5d1 4.et6 A corporation subject to the
ta x hr ,P idivfd f6 ihI reOlvo 8,n offset against
s8d th, EIjadt to bht livbitotichs provided in section
-40-
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Tr r ~'~ fpr r~1and person41 ptopertr taxes pid upn
Property'to ani couoty, city and o6unty, city, toWn
hr politial ubdivison of t1e State during the
lbl ea. Cve y ank a baxkng association subject
tothe tat herein provided for sh.11 eive an offset
n a t I! said taX subject to the Ximrhit tions provide4 in3hereof for taxes pa ipon ith real proper
axab year to any bounty, city and 0o nty
cit' 1"t own or 6ber political subdivision of the 8toe
ti o be obsprved that the offset is allowed ,gia he
ad tthe section under which the tax s mputo
in thiop 4! f abak or carporalton wh ch dissolve so r withdrawq
du an Yearthe' proided for in the Act is the t4,-p;o
ided for in the thir paagraph of Section 13.
The full offset is undoubtedly allowed ag~ainst the "t~'pro-
vi~~d~orin~etiona 12 and 4, and, as no exception ismd for a
p T al 0 set from the tax provided for in section 1, t full
offset granted by Section 26 must be allowed from this "tadx also.
The follow0! geample will illustrate how the present syt
qeratea Suppe a orporation has a net irncome duringrn ta-
able year of *100,00and dissolvesa six months af ter the b1 se of
said taxable yr the tax for the six months prior to dissolutio
is computed by '2sking one half of $10Q,0o, thaot is *50,000 and
multiplying is xont by 4, the amount thus obtained being #2,000.
Suppose further that the corporation has an offet allowance of
*1 500 for real '1nd personal property taxes paid in the preceding
year. Te ful Th t of such allowance under the terms of the act
is offset from ~h 2,00 calculated above. The result is that th
corporation's tax onr half a year is but *500 plus of the offse
(last paragraph o>f ection 26) or $560 whereas if it had exercised
its corporate frahi6 6during the entire year, its tax would have
been *2,500 plus 40 dthe of feet, $100,000 x 4%o or $4,000 less
$1,500 plus 4% thekod 67 $2,960. Thus, for exercising its or-
porate franchise fa half a ayear, the corporation pays aproximate*"
ly only 1/5 of th o noi a d paid had it exercised its
frkdfd8fii the 6fitii"b $i
IMi
It woul seen resonable th!.t for tho r onths prior to dissali
tion or withdrvwal, a bank or corp rntion shoul ixy a tax t least
in: ua aount not less thfn that proportion of the tk x it woul hove
paid had oitexercised its franchise during the entire year which the
number of 1.onths prior to dissolution or vithdrawal bears to the en-
tire year. To moct this conditicon the corporati-n in the oxamrple
above would have haO to pay one half of $2,560 or 1,288 rather than
$560.
Su gested Ac nd ont
If the suggstions horet-lfre r.e ith regar. to the trot-
nont of' banks and corporations that dissolve )r withdra Curing any
year aro not followed the third paragraph of section 13 shoul be
Eonde 6 to reC. as foll-rns:
Any bank or corpor tion which is iseclvc and any foreign
corporation which withdraws frorn the State duringr any year
shall pay a trx herounor for the >nthsf its fiscal year
which preco such dissolution or withdrn val, .cordng to
or mosured by such proportionate part of the not income
of the recoing taxablo year rs ti number of Conths of
the year prir to such dissolutiOc.or withdrawl bears to
the nu~~btr of 'nths of the procodinp taxable year. Pro-
vided howev2 that in the ocase of any bank or corporation
which is 80i0170v, or which with rvs fron the state dur-
ing any ye 7 th0- offet fror: the tfx for the months prior
to such didsaluti n~ or withdrawxal shall not exceed that
proportionr f the offsot co e unrer sGocti')n 26 which
the nuber f t <nthsprir tsuch (iss-lution or
withdrawAl bo nu to tht rbr of Lnths of the proccOdin
taxr)ie year rI T0y event, Ach such corporation shall
pay t mini. c offset of '25 for such
perio d.
1 i t 1
Corporate Reorganizations, Consolidations and Mergers
The present provisions of section 13 relating to the computa-
tion of the taxes of banks or corporations which dissolve or with-
draw from the state or which commence to do business in the state
make no exception in the case of corporate reorganizations, consoli-
dations 'or mergers. Hence, simply because of a change in the corpor-
ate structure by which a business is operated, the taxes due the state
for the privilege of operating that business in a corporate form
will vary in amount from what they would have been had such change not
occurred.
For example, suppose "A", a corporation reporting on a calendar
year basis, operates a business which yields a net income of, 500,000
in 1932, and a net income of $200,000 in 1933, half, or $10Q,000, of
which is produced in the last six months of 1933. Its tax for the
year 1933 computed at the rate of 4o of the net income for the year
1932 will be $20,000. Its tax for the year 1934 computed at the same
rate on the basis of the net income for the year 1933 will be 48,000.
Its total tax for the years 1933 and 1934 will be $28,000.
Now suppose a reorganization occurs in 1933 pursuant to which
"A" dissolves or withdraws from the state, and "Bl" corporation is
organized and takes over the business on June 30, 1933. "A's" tax
for the first six months of the year 1933, computed at the rate of
4% of that proportibn of the "net income of the preceding taxable
year as the hum~ber of.months of the year prior to> such dissolution
or withdraW l1 b@Ara to the entire preceding taxable year" will be
$109000. If 8: reports on a calendar year basis, its tax for its
first taxable y@4, ike,, the last six months of 1933, computed at
the rate of 4% Of the not income for said year, i.e., 81001000,
will be $4,000t It tax for its second taxable year, i.e., 1934,
computed at ih k 0Of 4% of '#net income" which is in t1eie "same
proportir 1 ao t1i idt 16rn for the first taxable year as the
100MI 1 O4k*~f i I 1 i E,)i I
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number of months in the second taxable year 
bears to the number of
months covered by the return for the first 
taxable year" will be
$8,000. Thus the total tax for the years 1933 
and 1934 will be but
$22,000 as cmpared to 428,000. the amount it would 
have been, had
a reorganization not been offected in 1933.
Now suppose the business yields a net income of 
$200,000 in
the year 1932, and a net income of $500,000- in the year 
1933,
half or $250,000 of which is produced in the last si:- months 
of
1933. If 'A" :is not reorganized, its tax will 
be $8,000 for the
year 1933, and $20,000 for the year 1934, or a 
total of $28,000
for the two years, If, however, a reorganization 
similar to the
one mentioned in the above example occurs, "Ais 
tax for the first
six months of 1933 will be $4,000, "B"s tax for the last 
six
months of 1933 will be $10,000, and for the year 1934 will 
be
$20,000. In other words, the tax for the two years 
1933 and 1934
will be $34,000 or $6,000 greater than it would have been 
had no
reorganizati)n occurred.
In ca 8 OfT a 8onsolidation of two or more cornorations pur-
suant to whith the consildatin corporations dissolve 
or withdraw
from the gtitE~ and & new consolidated corporation 
comes into exis-
tence, the t~(Os of the consolidating corporations for 
the months
of the year prior to disolutionl or withdrawal will 
be computed in
the same mannhZf & the tax of a corporation which dissolves 
or
withdraws frinM the stt purs3uant to a reorganization is 
computed
for the roth Of the year prior to dissolution or withdrawal.
Likewise, the wastk of the consolidated corporation for its first
and second td.bi years will be com uted in the same manner as
the taxes of a ca paration which comes into existence pursuant to
a reorganizati~hs .f g utod for its first and second taxable
years. Hencea si.i)i variation i txes will result in case 
of
a L,-e{&t- a #I tetilt iranse of a reorganization.
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Where a corporotion orgos wvith rn oxisting corporation n
thcroupon dissolvos or withlrews fro the state, its tax for the
ronths of the venr prior to iissolutin or withdr wIl will be
ro suroC by a p4rti n only )f the not inconeo f the preceding tax-
able ycar. The blnce of the not incone for the precoC.ing year,
an. the entire not incone for the months of the yor prior ti dis-
solution -r withdrwal will not 1 usa( -s s nonsuro of any fran
chiso tax. The surviving corporation's tax for the taxcale year
in wich the norger occurs will be me0sur only by the not incone
of the taxable year preceding the year in hich the omrger occurs,
which obviously will not include ny of thG not inome of the bus-
noss of the erged corporation. Its tax for the taxable year suc-
coOding the year in which the mrer occurs will be neasuroC by the
net income of the yeOr in which the marger occurs, including the
net incore of the business of the ncrged corporation for such year
which is earned subsequont to the norger. But oven if the merger
had not Doccurred, this inco-o vduld havO been usOe I s a measure Of
a tax eithar.on the surviving corporati n or on the mrgod corporc-
tion. Conadquently, whenever a regor occurs, the taxes duo the
state will be less, boocuse of the merger, than they would have been
ha the nerger not occurrod.
Su-j oteo Anondrnont
It is tnt:itted tat the taXGs duG thu state for the privilege
of operating 'usineoss under corporato forn shmuld not vary because
of c change by wty of reorganization, cnsolidation, or nerger in
the corporate ftructuro by which that business is Oerated., but
should be loh@e-t by the Sane income hodka reorganization, consoli-
(ation or nor g iot ocurrod. If the recorxnenction hGretofore
nOde to the offe&U that t xo levi d under the act should not be
subject to abt -rt 7ofunc because of the cossafion of business
or corporato Gci 6t't oP any bInk or corporation during any tnxable
year is faldi6, thia "'tost can b effected by nrding to the
f I f o t o- 1Y ,('l ng t h
seconl 7aragrph of Section 13, wletler a.r not it is rended as hero-
tofore recorron d, thc followin: provision:
This pararaph shall not apply t) a bank or corpor-
tion wich caoncos to do . usin(ss in this state pursucnt
to a rcorganization or pursuant to a c)nsoliantion of two
or more banks or corporations,
and >y inserting the followin.; ',etwoon the secon ane third ppr
graphs of Section 13.
Whrer a >nnk or r)orporati)n confhafnces to do business
in this state pursuant to a reorganization of a bank or
corporatin it shall py no tax for its first taxable yoar,
ut its tax for its second t xe"10 year shall be coiputed
upon the >nsis of its not incornc for its first taxable year,
and the not inconeo of the roorganized bank or corporation
for the vnths )f the taxa1lO yOr rior to the reorganiza-
tion. Every such bank or corporation in its return filed
for its first taxable yoar shall specify all such facts
with rospoet to the reorganized bank or corporation for
the ranths of its taxable year prior to the reorganization
as the coruasionor .y require in order to carry out the
provisior@ Mf this paragra)h The term 'roorganization'
ras heroin~ useOd sh1ll includo (1) transfer by a corpora-
tion of all a7 part of its casets to another corporation
if inersdirtply after the transfer the trasferor or its
stockhol e @ of toth ro in control of the croration to
which the ads§otthire transferred; r (2 a recapitalizf-
tirn; or (3 i7 chan in idontity, for- or placo of
organizrti-:n, hiWeveor offoteCd.
Where bnlc h k rportion c nncos to do busi-
noss in this sft i Unnt to a onsoliation of two
or nore banks )c a ations, it shall pry no tax for its
first tffa'ie V ft its ta for its second taxable year
i Al
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shall be conpute upon thc '*asis of its not inconc for its
first taxa' 10 yoar an( the not income of the consoliated
Tanks or corporations for the nonths of their taxable yours
prior to the consoliaNtion. Every such bank or corp)a ation
in its return filed for its first taxable year shall specify
all such facts with respect to the consolidated banks or
corporations for the oL)nths of their taxable years prior
to the consoliaNtion ,s thc. c i-mssionormy require in
order to carry out tho provisions of this pornr;raph.
Where a Tank or cor orati on, or two or noro banks or
corpora tions, rcrge with another ank -r corporation, the
tax of the surviving ank or corportion for its tcmale
yGot-ar succeCin7P its ta l yea1O r in 1hich the ncrGer occurs
shall The computo -upn the Tasis of its not income for its
proc oing. texa1le your anO1 the n t income of the raor o
banks or corporetions for the nonths of their t xble
years prior to thG norGer. Every such survivinG bank or
c or pornation in its return for its taxth year in which
the mergor oburs, shall specify all such facts with
espoct to the red banks or corporutions for the nonths
of their tdX1 ble yonrs prior to the rgrer as the corris-
sioner mcy roquiro in order to carry out the provisions of
this paragra~ph,
In order to Tnsuro that the sanc amount of offset will be Cl-
lowed in the case of~ a 700o nizati on, consolidation or merr GT s
would hove been ai u0W if a renranizrticn, consolidation r merger
had not occurre, thb rfilloing provision shoul, Th 'optcd if off-
sets re linitel a ft 5 hin i rporations.
The to b th& Pe no ta x'le year of a bank or cor-
pDration doindgn inc in this stato pursuant to a ropagen-
iz-tion or c n,1, t1 hd the tax of surviving bank or
II r
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corporation in case of a merger for its first taxable year
succeeding the merger, shall, in addition to any other off-
set allowed by this Act, be subject to offset in the amount
of real and personal property taxes paid by such of the reor-
ganized, consolidated, or merged banks or corporations
as are financial corporations upon their property to any
county, city and county, city, town or other political
subdivision of the state during the taxable year in which
the reorganization, consolidation or merger occurred; pro-
vided, however, that the offset herein provided for shall
be allowed subject to the conditions and limitations set
forth in sections three, four and twenty-six of this act.
Instead of the above provision, the following provision
should be adopted if offsets are not limited to financial corporaa
tions:
The tax for the second taxable year of a bank or cor-
poratidn doing business in this state pursuant to a reor-
ganization or consolidation, and the tax of a surviving
bank or corporation in case of a merger for its first
taxable year succeeding the merger, shall, in addition
to any other offect allowed by this act, be subject to
offset in the amount of real and personal property taxes
paid by c4th~of the reorganized, consolidated, or: merged
banks if~ 00r0ations, as the case may be, upon its prop-
erty tO &Rhy u0nty, city and county, city, town or other.
poitid4 sbdivision of the state during the taxable
year ii WhI1 th@ 6etorganization, consolidation or merger
occurred pf@idd4, however, that the offset herein pro-
vided fo± f§M4.1 &clowed subject to the conditions and
limitatidfig + forth in sections' three, four and twenty-
Explanation:
The following examples may be helpful in understanding how the
above recommendation would operate, provided, of course, that the
recommendation heretofore made with respect to the abatement or
refund of taxes in case or the cessation of business or corporate
existence of any bank or corporation during any taxable year is
adopted.
(1) Suppose "A" Corporation reporting on a calendar year basis
has $500,000 net income for 1932 and Q200,000 net income for 1933,
half or $100,000 of which is earned in the first six months of 1933.
Its tax for 1933 calculated on the basis of its net income for 1932
will be $20,000. Its tax for 1934 computed on the basis of its net
income for 1933 will be $8,000. Now suppose a reorganization occurs
on June 30, 1933, pursuant to which "X" corporation is organized and
all of the assets of "A" are transferred to "X". Even though "A"
ceases doing business in the state or dissolves or withdraws from the
state during the year 1933 its tax for 1933 will not be subject to
abatement or refund. Consequently its tax for 1933 will be $20,000.
"X' will not paYtiny tax for its first taxable year, but its tax for
its second tSXfb1 yOar, the year 1934, if it reports on a calendar
year basis, will be measured by its net income for the first taxable
year, $100,000, rnd also by the $100,000 net income of "A" for the
months of the year 1933 prior to the reorganization. Its tax for
the year 1934 00o uoitetd will be $8,000. Thus the taxes of the. two
corporations it the two years 1933 and 1934 will be $28,000, the
amount "A"'s tka would have been had the reorganization not occur-
red.
(2) Su "d§e B' GOrporation reporting on a calendgr year basis,
has a net ine6oiih 6f 00,000 for 1932, and a net income of $400,000
for 1933, half 0. Mf which is earned during the, first six
months of 19358 X~ for 1933 will be $8,000, (4% of $200,000
thb ±ih6888 8i8i95a8 Fduig 19.&) 61 ftr 1934 will be $16,000 (4% of
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!400, 00) the income earned during 1933. Suppose "A" in example 1
above, consolidates with "B" on June 30, 1933, forming "Y" Corpora-
tion, and thereupon A and B dissolve or withdraw from the state prior
to the close of tho year 1933. The taxes of "A" and "B" for the year
1933 will be the same as they would have been had the consolidation
not occurred, i.e., $20,000 and .82000 respectively, or a total of
$28 000. "Y" will pay no tax for its first taxable year, but itS
tax for its second taxable year, the year 1934, if it reports on a
calendar year basis, will be measured by its not income for the
first taxable year in the amount of 9300,000 (100,000 from "At"s
business for the last six months of 1933 and p200,000 from "B"'s
business for the last six months of 1933) and also by the $100,000
not income of "A" and the $2C00,000 not income of "B" for the months
of the year 1933 prior to the consolidation or $600,000 in all.
Thus, its taxes for the year 1934 will be $24,000. The total of
the taxes of the three corporations for the two years 1933 and 1934
will be $52,000. The taxes of "A" and "B" for the two years also
would have been $52,000 if the consolidation had not occurred.
($28,000, A's taxes plus $24,000, B's taxes).
(3) Suppose "A" merges into "B" on June 30, 1933 instead of
consolidating with "B" and thereupon dissolves pr withdraws from the
state prior to the close of the year 1933. "A"' t s tax for the year
1933 will be $20,000, and "B"'s tax for the year 1933 will be $8,000.
"B"'s tax fif the year 1934 will be mcasured by its net income for
the preceding year which will amount to $500,000 ($10O0,000 of which
is attributable to the business of "A" for the last six months of
the year 1933, Sad $400,000 of' which represents the amount of net
income "JB" would hav earned during the year 1933 had the merger not
occurred) and lso rby the Q1OC,000 not income of "A" for the months
of the year 1999 priot to tho merger. As so mensured, its tax for
the year 1954 W1 iMut to $24,000. Thus the taxes of the two
corporatifis for the to yenri 1933 and 1934 will amount to $52)000,
JI8O-
which is the same amount they would haVe been had the merger not c-
curred.
If the recommondation heretofore made with respect to the
abatement or refund of taxes in case of the cessation of business
or corporate existencw of any bank or corporation during any tax-
able year is not followed, then the following should be added to the
first sentence of the third paragraph of section 13:
Provided, however, that the taxes levied under this
Act shall not be subject to abatement or refund because
of the cessation of business or corporate existence of
any bank or corporation pursuant to a reorganization,
consolidation, or merger.
Tax on Resumtion of Operations
The fourth paragraph of Section 13 provides that if any bank
or corporation discontinues actual operations within thce state in
any year and thereafter has no not income but does not dissolve or
withdraw from the state, it shall in the succeeding year and there-
after until dissolution, withdrawal or resumption of.operations pay
an annual taX to the stato of $25.
ApparentlyD it was the purpose of this paragraph to mollify the
effect of the statutory definition of "doing business" as amended in
1931, to inclde the "right to do business". Prior to the 1931
amendment to th@ definition of doing business, if a bank or corpora-
tion discontinued actual operations in any year and did not resume
operations therebfter, it paid no tax for the year succeeding such
discontinuance, 7gardless of whether it dissolved or withdrew from
the state, and 41088 of whether it realized a net income in the
year in which it tinued operations, for the reason that as it
did not do businesd 6iini g sauh succeeding yor, it was no longer
taxable under the s fM emple, suppose a corporationedid
business from Ja mary 14 1 to N!ovember 31, 1929, and then dis-
continu66 tdi atlati,' 6P9bo6 fuTther that during this period,
-81-
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it received, let us say, a not income of ,100000. No return of
this income was required.
Since the 1931 amendment defining doing business to include
the right to do business, a corporation that discontinues business
during a year and does not dissolve during that year remains subject
to the Act and is required to file a return for that year and for all
succeeding years until it is dissolved. For example, a c.orporation
engages in business transactions from January 1, 1932 to November 31,
1932, at which time it discontinues actual operations. During this
period it receives $100OCO net income. If the corporation does not
dissolve during the year 1932, it must make a return in 1933 of the
$100,000 earned during the year 1932, and, unless a different result
is required by the fourth paragraph of section 13, it will have to
pay a tax for the year 1933 based on the 100,000 earned during the
year 1932 for the privilege of "doing business" in the statutory
sense during the year 1933 even though its place of business is
closed down, (11 of its employees discharged, and no business
transactions of tany kind entered into.
Apparently, it was the purpose of the fourth paragraph of
Section 13 to roquir@ only a 25 tax from this kind of bank or
corporation and td OXerpt it from t tax computed on the basis of
the net income 'e@ iVed during the year 1932. If this was the pur-
pose of the provision, that purpose is not adequately provided for
in view of th@ lanuge used. To obtain the benefit of the exemp-
tion certain conidions are prescribed: (1) The bank or corpora-
tion must discontihu@ Operations; (2) it must thereafter have no
not income; (3) it lubt not dissolve or rithdraw from the state.
In other word 9 is ftwr ,61h discontinuance, it receives some net
income no matter hoW &#in1l the arount thereof may be, or if it dis-
solves in the year o@@ing such discontinuance of operptions, a
tax based on the pre@dfhg yer's Income must be paid. It is diffi-
cult td8 f e 6d8 v7 t pte'ance of these facts should sub-
I I
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ject the bank or corporation to a greater tax than would be exaoted
if no net income were thereafter received, or if it did not dis-
solve or withdraw.
Although it is probable that the fourth paragraph of Section
13 was designed to require simply $ 25 tax from banks or corpora-
tions for the year succeeding the ye'ar in which they discontinue
cotual operations rather than a tax monsured by the not income of
the preceding year, it has the effect of requiring a $25 tax from
bunks or corporations for each of the years intervening between the
year in which they discontinue actual operations and the year in
which they either dissolve or withdraw from the state or resume
operations. Insofar as this paragraph operates to require a $25
tax in cases where a bank or corporation does not have any net income
it is subject to various objections.
As applied to foreign corporations this provision is of doubt-
ful constitutionality. The case of People v. Alaska Pcific S.:S.
57
Co., held that a foreign corporation not doing business here was
not subject to taxation on its corporate franchise under subdi-
vision (d) of seotion 14 of Article XIII of the Constitution,
although it had the right to do business here. Taxability under
subdivision (d.) of Sdotion 14 is a condition necessary to taxabil~
ity under secti~ti 10 Of Article XIII of the Constitution. It is
true that under the 1$31 amendment to the definition of doing
business, a corporation~ having the right to do business in this
state is to be d@flaidered as doing business here, but it is ques-
tionable whether th Lgislature can avoid the effect of the rule
of People .brjfic . under the guise of defining
terms.
As applied td bink@ this provision is probably not constitu-
tional because it i7i pt8itunoo of the constitutional provision
57 (19~20) ±162CU;I
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(Section 16 of Article XIII of the state constitution) under which
the act was passed which makes no provision for a minimum tax with
regard to banks but which contemplates a tax on banks according to
or measured by net income. A minimum tax when there is no net in-
come obviously would not be measured by not income. Furthermore,
as applied to national banks it is probably unconstitutional for a
similar reason because not in pursuance of the provisions of Section
5219 of the Revised Statutes of the United States that such banks may
be taxed "according to or measured by their not income".
It may be argued that although this provision is unconstitu-
tional with respect to national banks it is valid Cs regards state
banks under paragraph 1 (b) of Section 16 of Article XIII which gives
the legislature power to provide for a tax on banks in lieu of a tax
measured by net income. The answor to this argumont, however, is
contained in the proviso to paragraph 1 (b) that "such form of tax-
ation shLa.ll apply to all banks located within the limits of this
statol". In other words, a minimum tax to be valid under paragraph
1 (b) must apply to all banks in the state. It cannot apply to
national banks in view of the restrictions in Scotion 5219, conse-
quently it cannot apply to state banks.
Furthermore~ it should be observed thict if a bank continues
operations and has some not income, although not in an amount suffi-
cient to give PI180 to a tax of $25, the paragraph of section 13
here discussed Would itot be applicable for the reason that it ap-
plies only if the bank or corporation "discontinues atual opera-
tion" and "ther ±fte7 has no net income". It is rather difficult
to explain why a bhk that discontinues )porations and has no not
income should pay a gredtor tax than a bank that continues opera-
tions and has ridt inPdbffo
Insofar as dtat0 0Corporations are concerned, it would
seem that this paiaf grph of Gotion 13 is superfluous since cor-
porations dre sb t timu tx of "25 per year under
_dd d (I ihl-AMP1,Vix 5 pe ye-lr nde
1 d4. 'J!
Section 4 of the Act.
Furthermoro, if a corporation resumes operations in some sub-
sequent year, its tax for the year in which it resumes operations
will be but $25 (unless,.of course, despite the fact that it did
no business during the preceding year it received a net income in
the preceding your in in amount sufficient to give rise to a greater
tax that $25). Thus, a corporation which discontinues operations in
one year and which resumes perations after an interval of an entire
taxable year or more, will be required to pay a tax of but $25 for
the year in which it resumes operations nlthough it may earn a large
not income during such year and although it paid no tax measured by
the income for the year in which it discontinued operations. For
example, suppose ?All corporation, reporting on a calendr year basis,
errns a net income of #100,000 in 1932 and discontinues operations
on November 1, 1932, but does not dissolve or withdraw from the
sttAte. Under the fourth paragraph of Section 13, its tax for 1933
will be $26, provided it does not have any net income during 1933
and provided it does not dissolve or withdraw from the state and
does not resume operations during 1933. Suppose "A" resumes opera-
tions on January 1, 1934 and earns a net income during 1934 of
$100O,000. Under the present provisions of the Act, "A"'s tax for
1934 is to be meas~ured by its niot incom~e for 1933. Sin~ce ??A? had
no net ihoomre ini 1933, the provision in Section 4 for a minimum
tax will apply GHn !A's tax for 1934 will be but .$25. It is to
be noticed that if tA$ had commenced doing business in this state
for the first'tifle in 1954 instead of resumine' operations, its tax for
its first taxable yaoft would have been mesured by the income earned
during such Ybh J(b 1d paragraph ,f Section 13) and as-so measured
would have and.04 (4k of 100,0).
It is suge stod that whoP a corporation discontinues operation
in one year and is not tho wu c-eding year subjected to a tax
85-
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measured by the income of the year in which it discontinued operae
tions, its tax for the year in which it resumes operations should
be mensured by the net income of the year in which it discontinued
operations.
Sgested Amendment
If the amendment to the definition of "doing business", sug-
gested above, is adopted, substitute the following for the fourth
paragraph of Section 13:
When a bankor corporation discontinues busi-
ness during any fiscal or calendar year, as the
case may be, and does not dissolve or withdraw
from the state during that year and does not re-
sume doing business during the succeeding fiscal
or calendar year its tax for the year in which it
resumes doing business shall be computed upon the
basis of the net income for the year in which it
discontinued doing business. Said tax shall be
immediately due and payable when said bank or
corporation resumes doing business.
If the present definition of "doinv business" is retained,
amend the fourth paragraph of section 13 to read as follows:
Vhon a bank or corporation discontinues opera-
tions during atny fiscal )r calendar year, as the case
may be, did does not dissolve or withdraw from the
state during That year andi does not resume opera-
tions U ing the sucoeding fiscal or calendar
year, it~ tx for the succeeding fiscal or colen-
dar year ahall not Oxced the subi of twenty-five-
dollars. n tU bmak or corporation resumes
operati it hll pay a tax, in addition to any
other tdB I e'xkd Under this act for the year in
SU- e r-t ± 0suhd dp-Utioh computed on the basis
- II
it~i
of the net incone for the year in which it dis-
continued operations. Skid tax shall be in:med-
iately due and payable when said bank or
corporation resumes operations.
ag& i
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Scotion 14.
CONSOLIDATED RETURNS
The Consolidated Returns Provision is Ambiuous and
Prba Invalid.
The apparent purpose of permitting consolidated returns is to
tax as a business unit what in reality is a business unit. The
California. statute, however, is seriously defootive in not clearly
providing for the computation of the tax in case consolidated re-
turns are filed.
Sections 1, 2 and 4 of the act specifically provide that
"every" bank and "every" taxable corporation shall pay a ta x ac-
cording to or measured by "its" not income. Section 13 sets forth
the method of computing the tax on corporations commencing to do
business in the state after the c-ffoctive date of the act and
choosing as a taxable yor a period loss than twolve months,
Section 14 provides that in the case of a bank or corporation which
is a member of the affiliated group for a fractional part of the
year the consolidated return shall include the income of such bank
or corporation for such part of the yor is it is a member of the
affiliated group.
If a corporation commences business as a memnber of the offili-
ated group in~d a1so commences business during a frcotional part of
the taxable year of the group will it escape taxation for its first
taxable year? Will 1ts tax be conputed according to Section 13I
without regntrd to the net income of the a ffilia ted group or will
that section be Supirboded and the new corporation's income and loss-
es be merged Th the Tinonr add losses of the old members of the
group including 1@@SO incurrod before the now member joined the
group and its tft i Pl it@ first taxable year incorporated in the
tax on the group a a Unit with the result that in some i stances
it will pt r inn ae.6 d fthe rinimum although it realized
a co1_lebi6 i0"h64.e dirift its first taxable year whereas in
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other instances it will pay tax considerably in excess of the mini-
mum although it sustained a loss during its first taxable year?
Will losses incurrod by somec of the corporations before the now
corporation joined the group offset the income of the new reraber?
Section 14 simple permits the filing of consolidaed returns
but omits to provide for computing the tax when such returns are
filed. Such failure, it may be argued, leves Sections 1, 2, 4
and 13 in full forco and effoct so that although consolidated
returns are filed the tnx is nevertheless to be conputed upon the
net income of each corporation in compliance with those sections.
In other words by failing t: provide that the tax shall be comput-
ed upon the consolidated not income of the group the provisions
for consolidated returns is rendered meaningless and it would seem
the property tax offsets and losses of .no corporation may not
offset the not income or reduce the tax on the other corporations.
It may be oontendod that the words "consolidated roturns" #s
used in Section 14 noeessarily involvo consolidating the net in-
come and taxing sch thoteo as a unit as if the affiliated group
were a sing1 d Opdefrtion. Sone support for this contention may
be found in Se t0b 2 of the nct which states that,
" h i orisolidated return has been made under
Section 14 hereof the offset allowable against
the tx liability of the consolidated group meayinold sid roperty taxes paid&during said
pcriod by all corporations which cre included
in tho ~OtLAlidated group subject to the limita-
tions Of'Sttion 4 hereof."
But if this cou#t#t1ifnis sound other difficulties must be met.
Upon whom is th6 V- 84i MM When consolidated returns are
filed? Is it S igiit the parent corporation, against
each corporation i 01o@tion to the not incone properly-assign-
able to each, is thc ta 6p itionid among the corporntions as
directed by the paroni f7t irA  l tey may agree among
themselves or nre the tv6or- fy liable for the tax assess-
ed uponu to gidF? 8e&tlo x2 1, 2, 4- and. 1, erhaps afford the
only1 fra-- is o *e etustinn~i
nn e'ti
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Is the parent corporation the -nly one liable for the tax and
is it the only one that may be sued, does the lion apply only to its
property and is it the only onc subject to the suspension provision
of Section 32? The nt fails specifically to answor these ques-
tions.
Even if it be doter.,ined that the statuto authorizes the com"
putation of the tax on the consolidated not income of the group,
thereby permitting the losses and property tax offsets of one cor-
poration to offset the net income and reduce the tax of other cor-
porations a very serious constitutional question must be met. The
constitutional section i4 pursuanco of which the act was passed
makes no provision for consolidated returns but provides that taxable
corporations shall be taxed according to or measured by "their net
incone." Corporations that are allowed to offset their net income
by the losses of other corporations -re obviously not being taxed
according to "their net income." If it be held that the statute
does not impose the tax set forth in the constitutional section
the problem will then arise whether levying such a tax is providing
by law for another method of taxing franchises "nuthorized in this
constitution" Aording to paragraph 2b of Section 16 or is within
the legislative authority independently of that section.
The Cong lidated Reoturns Provision is Probbly Invalid as
Aple to Nationul Banks
If Section 14 permits nffiliated groups to be taxed as if they
were a singl@ Corporation an interesting problem is presented by
the 1931 amfAdtant to that section withdrrwing the right of banks
to file c consolidated return wvith non-banking corporcte members of
the affiliatidf ThO effect of the amendment is to prevent banks
from writing off dgiihat their not income the losses of their hon-
banking corprit@ ,i 00iatos from eliminating intercompany profits
through consolid oit@ 0 urns, and from reducing thoir taxes by the
offsBts SE Thi~ th es paid by such associates.
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Section 5219 of the United States Revised Statutes provides
that the rate of tax ont national banks "shall not be hfghor than
the rate assessed upon other financicl corporations nor higher
than the highest of the rates assessed by the taxing state upon
mercantile, manufacturing and business corporations doing business
within its limits."
The word "rate" cs used in Section 5219 under the share method
of taxation authorized thereby has been held to apply not only to
the arithmetical measure or percentage of tax but also the basis of
assessment, discrimination as to either being n violation of that
section. There is no reason to doubt that the sanm interpretation
will be given the word "rate" as used in the income tax methods
authorized by that section. Inasmuch as not only other financial
corporations but in fact all taxable corporations other that banks
are allowed deductins and offsets not allowed national banks,
there seems to be a clear violation of the conditions of the federal
statute.
Section 5219 0lso presents another question if the consolidat-
ed returns proviaidh is interpreted to permit losses of members of
the banking gof 4 to offst income of other members and to permit the
real property tt offsts of members to reduce the tax on other mem-
bors, Section 5219 tAutthrizes a tax on national banks according to
or measured by "their" net income. If national banks are permitted
to offset their niot inconeo by losses of other banks, national or
state, or to redidoe their tax by the real property tax offsets of
other banks a 1au0iblo argumont can be mdo that they are not being
taxed according to r t'0tauo by "thoir" net income and that the
provisions of 8tin 9B19 are bein violated.
I 'OyC.1% 0 )solidnated "Re tur nsE
The act iell d frifthisc tcX on theprivilege of §oing
business as a borpof64i o Gorporations may avoid entire-
ly or gf&%i- f8U ethir frahiso if they are permit-
4I
ted to offset losses an2 deductions of other corporations. This
privilege consequently reduces to) a gront extent the revenue which
would othorwise be obtained under the qct. Consolidated returns
may perhaps be justified under a direct net income tax but it is
difficult to see their place under a franchise tax imposed for the
privilege of doing business as a corporation. The consolidatod re-
turns provision encourages the multiplication of corporations and
the segrogation or separate incorporotion of ctivities which would
nornally be crriod on as branches of on concern. If a corporation
or the group in control thereof wish to avil themselves of the
privilege of incorporating the various opartments of their busi-
ness why should they not pay the price for such privilege?
Corporations Comnencing Business as
Moembers of a onsoliated G
Notithstanding the provision for a consolidated return, iV
would seem that Section 13 should be followed insofar as it relates
to the computation of the tax for the first taxcble year of a cor-
poration cormencing. to do business in the state after the effective
date of the actinasnuch as the tax for the first taxable year is
to be computed upon the basis of the income earned during that year,
whereas 011 the other taxes provided for in the act are to be comn
puted upon the btui of a proceding year's income. But if Section
13 is to be foll0Wed in computing the tax for the first taxable
year, why should it hbt be followed in computing the tax for the
second taxable yoau? F'urthermore, if the net income of an affil-
iated group as shown by fl consolidatod return can be disregarded
in one instande flc the tax of one of the rembers of the group
computed in cdando with other provisions of the act, it would
seem that the sdhe po odtr should be followed in all instances.
Sgo ated Anondment
If the Legib16tU? sires to Continue to allow the privilege
of filn e o tec. returno iti8 recormended that the follwing,
* O
for purposes of clarity an- definiteness, be added to Section 14:
If a consolidated return is mO.o subject to the pro-
visions of this section the tax imposed under this act
shall be corputed as a unit upon the consoliCated net
income of the group. Except as hereinafter provided
the parent corporation and each subsidiary, a member
of the group during any part of a consolidated period
shall be severally liable for the tax (including any
deficiency in respect thereof) computed upon the con-
solidanted net income of the group. If a subsidiary by
reason of a bonn fide sale of stock for fair value has
ceased to be a member of the affiliated group its lia-
bility shall remain unchanged, except that if such
cessation occurred prior to the date upon which any such
deficiency is assessed such deficiency in the cnse of
such former subsidiary shall be reduced to an amount
equal to such part as may be allocable to it upon the
basis of the consoliated not income properly assign-
able to it. In no case, howover, shall any denand for
the paymont of tny deficiency be meo, or any proceed-
ing in oburt for the collection thereof be begun against
such former subsidiary prior to the determination by the
commissioner that the amount of the deficiency cannot
be collaoted1 from the parent corporation and the corpora-
tions (1if Chy remaining members of the affiliated group.
Wher@ dtniombor of an affiliategroup filing a con-
solidated rbturni i a bank or corporation com-nencing to
do businci 1in thit state for the first time after the
effective aVte of this atot, its tax for its first and
second taxr810 Oars shall be compujted vwithout regard
to this sectioLn but iii acordance with the provisions
btof S t4.P1534thi ~t
44~
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The comissioner shall proscribe such regulations as
he may &eor necessary in order that the tax liability of
an affiliated group of corporations .±aking a consolidated
return and of Goch corporation in the group during, before
and after the poriod of affiliation nay be dotermined, com-
pute, assessed, collected, and adjusted in such minner as
clearly to reflect the incone and to provent avoidance of
tax liability.
Corporations Owned by "Same Interests"
Corporations are allowed to make consolidte" returns in cases
that would not be allowed under the federal act, nonely, in, cases in
which "Nt least ninety-five per centum of the stock of each of the
banks in the banking group, or of each of the corporations in the
corporate group is owned by the same interests or by the sMe stock-
holders." The former federal revenue acts contained a provision
corresponding to the one just quoted but so many difficult and com-
plicated problemrs arose thoreunor that beginning with the taxable
year 1929 it vls abolishod. If it was t,,o' coriplicated for the
federal governmnt it is probably to. complicated for California
and should be dabished in this state. The fewer the departures from
the federal prdatide the fewer are the adjustments that have to be
made in the admittion ref the state tax.
ugese Anendnt
Repeal the f 11owing~ sentence toward the close of the second
paragraph of' S~ii 14:
"or if at at ntinety-five per centum of the stock of
och cif tfh anks in the banking group, or of each of
the corpafation in the corporate group is owned by
the slb In@fots o'r by the sar. e stockholers.
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Section 19: BASIS INR DETLR TIRNGl OR LOGS OR
SALE OR EXC :71LHO 'V"0" OPRTY
Under Section 19 the basis of pro:erty cquired on or after
Janurry 1, 1928, is the cost .r inventory value thereof, and the
basis of property acquired prior to JanuCry 1, 1928, and disposed of
therecfter is the fair rarkcet vrlue as of January 1, 1928.
Inclusion Of Items As Gr.in Where There Has Been 'ro Gain
itsti problem is prosented by the Cliforni t^tute
n ns. siX h1Ac-'the 1icinlcost oi-,f the proprty lsde-
pr eobi ^ ti 1hetu 11 sut iner, ;before Tnay,12, s e~e'th
its anucry 1, 1928, value and gre ter th.n the sellin price, b
the Jcnuar'- 1, 1928, vlue is less than the selling price. The
difference between the January 1, 1928, v.lue and the selling price
represents a in for tha.t ncriod, although on the transpotion as a
vihole there is no c.in but in foct a loss. To include this
difference betvieen the January 1, 1928, lue and the seiling price
in the tax base cs gin or income Jhenas amatter of fct no gain
or incorie v;as realized on the investient see:as unjust. Section 16
of irticle XIII, in pursuance of .-hich the statute was passed, and
Section 4 op the 8tttute, contemplAte c tax measured by "net income".
These COntitution~al and statutory provisions nmay be inter-
oreted to mnod.ify S3ction 19 cf the statute and orevent the inclusion.
of iterms in the measur of the tax vwhich really do not represent
incomne. TIG Supz'ae'Court of the ~nited St~tes was confronted vith
subst-ntially in identical oroblema aris:ing under the Federal Revenue
Act of 191G Thot not contained a provision corresponding to Section
19 !f the CIl ii act, to the effect thrt the b, sis for the de-
termin tion of' . in o~ loss o roperty acquired before March 1,
1913, u) "the fPairmf ket price or vlue of such Drocerty as of
hrch first, ni U=M1red and thirteen". In Goodrich v. Edwards 5 8
the taxpcyer cqUit ,rp0rt in 1912, havina 0vlue o 291,6 0.
58 (10 1)2 U95i 25
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Its arch 1, 1913, value w as 148 ,635.50. It .s sold in 1916 for
.,269,346.25, obviously at a loss to its oner. The court held that
clthourh the selling pric 
-:s greater thcn the arch 1, 1913, value
there uns no trxble gin to the taxpayer. After stcating that the
act rovided that net incoe should include "%£ins, profits and
income," and after quoting the definition of "income" aproved by
:the c urt in1Eilconber- 
-the gin derive o ptca
fro Vo~ox~ fo~ ~th~ co6binec, roviddd it be und r1t1oqd to
inclu ep rof'its gined th rWuh sale or conversion of co 1 c8e1s'
the court declared:
"It is thus very plain th.t the st tute imposes the in-co'le tax on the roceeds of the srle of personal propertyto the extent ;nly th t gins are derived therefrom bythe vendor, arnd we therefore gree ith the solicitor
gencrl that since no gin -us realized on this investrnentby the plaintiff in orror no tx should huve been ussessed
Ded1tV8n Alloed AsZoss Wlhen There lies Been No toss
Just is the statute, using es it does without exception Janu-
cry v 1, 1928, os the b)sic date, raises a cuestion reardin t i
clusion of items as tins when there has eatually b en no gain, so
also it raises a Qucation regsrding the deduction of losses when there
has actually beeP no loss. If the sellind Drice was less than the
hnuery 1, 19er valu but eq ual to or greater than the cost, the
difference betith the knu ry 1, r928, v:1ue and the selling price
would rerelittit I ggs for that period, but on the transaction as a
bhole ther Woid be no loss, and in fct t if the selling price were
gre ter than 40si ftteo 
.ul bctuellen be a gain, which eccrued,
he ever, riiZ1 t tinutry 1, 1928. Thc Sire: e Court of the United
St t-es ws clop 9cAsted ith this problem. In United Sttes v.
IlrJnnoryyTIi- 6 nr briught, prir t arch 1, 191, certain
59 (1920) 25 19, gO7
60 21sh v. B-131r91) 25 .S. 536, in 71hich the sale priceCxCQdebd b6tia e tdi~nd to 1(J113 v:lue, but the 1913 v luees - n,-the 6't, but the court rov;d of a tax only
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corporate stock for less than $95,175. Its market value on March
1, 1913, was $116 325 and he sold it in 1919 for $95,175, that is,
for more than cost. Flannery died in March 1920, and his execu-
tors in returning his income for the year 1919 deducted as a loss
the difference between the sale price and the March 1, 1913, value.
The Supreme Court upheld the commissioner of internal revenue in
disallowing the loss claimed. The 1918 Federal Revenue Act,
which h k0 palXble hatos t is tuktion) contained substantily
the sam by be cu e asthi 1916 act quoted above. the
course of its opinion t]e court said: i
It is clear, in the first place, that
the provisions of the act in reference to the ains
derived and the losses sustained from the sale of
property acqiired before March 1, 1913, were correla-
tive and that whatever effect was intended to be given
to the market value of property on that date in deter-
mining taxable gains, a corresponding effect was in-
tended to be given to such market value in determining
deductible losses. This conclusion is unavoidable
under the specific language of Section 202 (a) estab-
lishing one and the same basis for ascertaining both
gains and losses."
And further on, after referring to Goodrich v. Edwards and Walsh v.
Brewster, the court continued:
"So we think it should be held that the Act of 1918 im-
posed a tax and allowed a deduction to the extent only
that a aotual gain was derived or an actual loss sus-
tained from the investment, and the provision in reference
to the market value on March 1, 1913, was applicable only
where there was such an actual gain or loss, that is, that
this provision was merely a limitation upon the amount of
the MOtUal1 gainl or loss that would otherwise have~ been
taxable or deductible."
These ases seem to stand for the proposition that if there
is a gain aftr february 28, 1913, it will be taxable only to 'the
extent that 'it 0eprents actual gain over the whole transaction;
and if there it;A 10@ after February 28, 1913, that portion
thereof whidh p9dtents aotual loss over the whole transaction
will be deductiblie
If Califr4 h@uld follow these cases in interpreting the
basic date p8viioh &f ih@ O&lif6ria statute the results reached
woid b iit but 1the6P1ain rheaiing of section 19 of the statute
w8u8d b9 at8d fa So f'ar as that eotion is concerned nothing is said
dtntigiii i l
cbout ctuc l ins r ctu.l losses nd it is r uble whether the
court sh-uld cdd such orocots to the st tute, prticul rly in view
of the theory th2.t the stctuto 
-nd constitutionl section do not pur-
port to imtpose a tx on ccturl net incrano but .iYse . tox on cor-
pnr'r.to frnchises "maesurcd by" the not income of fixed cc.unting
periods.o2  If C lifornio follows the case jiust cited, and on itom
rceresents noet '!inoo Lie \iihln thim flixrA c Ount ing pe~ ia t .1b1
iC71d.. s Er6id 6l of htbr, or n t thirQ!, wc 6O c.1
l13Ss rt h Qrt I mn on im rri o ~ rnc in ~t~ bo,
true there shbuld be no groct object ion t Stimiartin g n o. 1oss
on the s:1e of capitrl on the basis f fixed period (Tanuary 1,
1928, to cbte of slo) egrdless of -cturla g.in or cotucl loss.83
It is submitted th!t if the Jcnuary 1, 1928, batsic d:to is ro-
toinea, the frirest rule in this situ!tion, from the st fndpoint of
both the st!-te "nd the t-xwo-r, would provido tht if there is a
g7in ftcr Jnua.ry 1, 1928 the t x.bilituj of th-At g in will be
liriited to the porti-n, of the gin which r Tros-nts ct-ul ga.in
ccruing to the t'x, , r ov-r the whole trrnsctimn beginning with
the purchose of the proxUrty; n if th re is loss after JTnuary
1, 1928, th:at partion of such loss will b. deductible which
r-rsents ctuol los z sust inid oven the hi los tr nscction.
Sugste riaenlhet nug.r yi, 1 9 28 b' i.c doeis nsottined :-
Amond 804{t 9to rend as follows:
"Fo the ptrio se of oscortr'iniin5 the gin derived or
loss sust.iinoa from the sle or other dispOsition of property
roll, peroiri1 on mtixA, 0. cuired on or oftor Januciry 1,
1928, the bcbi1s thtll be the cst thereof, or th e inventoried
VYlue if tht hIVontory is mdo in ccordinco with this tot.
In the c-s. of poperty acquir'd prior to Tnuory 1, 1908,
62 (Se0 B v. ourd& Qt. (I931 282 U.S. 359, 363
6I3c %he Dk nd Corpor tion Fnnchise ThxX- I11 , lifrni Crp tion Lt. s, p. 730,
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and dissed. of thcrc-ftr thc b-sis sh11 be the f:ir
m rkct vr.lue thereIf s of s-.id tc. rovied, however,
(1) thnat if its c-ost is gra ter th-.n such bc.sis, the in
if cny, to be includcd in gross incocac sh 11 be the oxcess
of the riiamunt r&lized thorofrom over the cyst thoroof;
(2) if the cost is less thc.n such bcsis the deductible
xce the cst over h te
Omit the SOCod p r- rph 0 Sction 19 S tha ituatip: &ovez4
thoreby is taken cre af n the Cdditionc 1 mendment to Secti6n 1
discussed below.
11ustrot ion:
Tr.xcble gn or deductib loss
Vclue Undor prosent
Jcnucry 1 Selling Act, construed Ptopo ed
Cost 19rice itercly AMUtent
1. $10,000 15,000 §20,000 5,000 grin $ 5,000 gcAin
2. 10,000 5,000 3,000 2,000 loss 2,000 loss
3. 10,000 30,000 20,000 10,000 oss neither
4. 10,000 3,000 5,000 2,000 gcin Noither
5. 10,000 5,000 20,000 15,000 grin 10,000 grin
6. 10,000 15,000 5,000 10,000 loss 5,000 loss
D00 sir11tO Or.nu1 ry 1, a1928As B sic Drte
In vriew if~ the Goodt are t depression in propoerty vcalues a.
serious questit rrises wthct or Jrnuinry 1, 1928 c-s a ba'sic drtc
should be r tcintd in the act. If ~;ins rcoruo frrm now on to
pr operty coquiredeby n corpor-tion before T'.nu ry 1, 1928, and thtt
or operty is sutbsequently sold and such go 'in rovllized it will not be
trxed by the 't unlss the selling price excods the Jnnumry 1,
1928 vcluc o SWh '-r96t rV Toh stGte il1 never obtain tNx on
such g-ins if tht 13 bsic d to is. rt-ined And if Janunry 1,
1928 vmlues rei nt 0 p~Ok ~hich will not rgin be reached. h
wins mccrue nftef i vy 1928 nd 'are relized -nd there has
'ctually been a ki o th0 hole tmnsoction, that is, if the
selling ori6e Th ccfyB6t- of the pro.perty, why should not the
Sti 1- n~Th
oil
For ex21mlel, SUPPSe A Co;rportion pureh sd rport in 1920,
for $100 000, nd th1t its v lue on J, nuary 1, 1926 s 200 000,
-nd th-.t its vl1e ,n 1nu9ry 1, 32 us 100000. Supp se,
further, th t B Corp.r tio-n rurch sed idrtic .l prcerty on nu:,ry
1, 1932 f.-r 100 000. Assum th .t the ' r rty in each so :rises
in v-ic in 1935 t, 200 000. If the present b sic d.-te is rct incd
n b1t erpor ion 914 their pr7Orty in 1935, B C -)on
will b t n in 10,0Q0, ul0besh Corperc.ton L
no t-x t in hic bit rclizo . tis difficd1 to
thc fa.ct th t A purch sed its pr -perty pri r to J nuary 1, 1 28
shouvld justify the differ& ce in tr(>2tflnt ocrdd the at cor
r tins. Theu principF 1 rcfn fr emploYing b sic d.te is t
orcvent the t xotion of ins or the deducti- n fr losses tht
occurred prior t: the menct tnt of thct-xing ct. .ow(ver, therc
there has tu.lly boon in over th wh le trnsa ctin nd th
grsrin * ccurr d ftGr the anotftnt of the t. xins ot, it is submitted
that there is n- rason xth: such in hen ree.ized sh iuld not be
t,-xed. Such cins ould be rcched by ch.hging the bcsic date to
Ja-nu- ry 1 92
Doirjbilit Ofl Jinnurv 1, 1932 As B3sic D to
If the b' to dato is ch nged to JTnu ry 1, 1932, 2nd gains
2ocruing thor ftr - r t~xod, on 'rgum~ent in y be m do thc't con ul-
desiroble di5t~ riFittt Gouinst cort in or~ 'r ti ns would crise.
C rp r: tirns that did not sell suchi or pot until nofter the rnx
d to buc'ni effOtive, L r exaple, Tuly, 1932, a uold be subject to
tx on such ;is t ut attrati no th t sad such prpertybefre
the nv dite c- , 1 D 6b1r 131 1931, 'a uld n t be t.xod
thorn. In bt0 70id 1 ; n lizu or r ti-ns th1t h ld such
prperty until f i thc nt de? The -,obscr to this question mny
be thrt the J9 ,i 193 ,t 1h ub h v , boon b:ndoneod earlier
ond if sadl c ri rti@ r 6 A tx th t pcrh ps s'ould hcve been
in cw~ ird tlik$ +hRt i8 ro r s n 11 thor c roor tions sh uld
d-100
likewise be relieved from such tax. This argument against a new
basic date proves too much. It would aply to any change in a
statute that inc eased the burden upon those affected by it, and
accord ingly no loophole in a taxing statute should ever be closed for
to close it will always discriminate against those who were not alert
enough or able to take advantage of it,
Of course, if there is a gair4 from now,, on in property values
ard :ac ro eal4zes 1ch in that fact alone isnot
su fic'ient J:4tihct0ioiffor taxing it. t only st he e
gain after January 1, 1 32, but there must also be a gain over the
whole transaction, the selling price riust also exceed the cost. In
other words, the problem raised by Goodrich v. Edwards discussed above
mLust be provided for if any change is made in the basic date.
Elim:ination Of Basic Date
It is believed, however, that the state should, if possible,
avoid empilo -ing any basic date. An adequate deteraination of :roperty
values as of a certain date, particularlT vhen that determination
must be made several years after such date, is virtually impossible
without the expenditure of tre.Mendous sums of morney in miiaking an
effective check upon the values as fixed by the taxpayer. It is
suggested that the basis should be cost less depreciation actually
sustained. If WUh basis were used, the administration of the act
would be greatly, imrrlified and the opportunity for evading taxation
by means of exco 1v9 evaluations that are difficult to discredit,
would be eliminated. Trhe taxpayer would be taxed only xwhen it has
actually made a gaIn and would be allowed deductions for losses when
there have actuallV boon losses.
ot only dos the Desent act entail all the shortcomings, rom
the standpoint of in efreative administration thereof, but has, it
is believed, adopted h unhtortuneAte basic date, a date whel property
vblues wexe at their6a
It hul bt t if the basis is changed as here
su e twil hat in the case of Property acquired
101--
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prior to the effective date of the act, the state will be taxihg
gains which arose prior to that date or will be allowing a deduction
for losses which occurred prior thereto. The deduction for losses
accurring 'rior to the effective date of the act will be allowed
only in the case of property the cost of which was greater than its
1928 value and greater than the price for which it is sold. IT
gains which accrued prior to the effective date of the act are taxed,
it soems ona1e't1lt dedvtc ionsehoud be 4a owed
occurri p-ir theeo
It'1isaz uable thot bas whi 3 ach c ed prior to the otjn
of the act constitute capital64 and that an attempt to tax sich
gains as income in the year in which realized would be unconstitution"O
al. However, it has been held that since the gains are not realized
until after the effective date of the act they constitute income in
the year of realizationb5 . Furthermore, it is to be notead that
probably moet of the gains accruing to property prior to the
enactment of the act have been wiped out by depreciation in property
values occurring since 1928. Consequently even though it were deter-
mined that gainh sooUing prior to the effective date of the act
could not be ineitided linthe base as incomae, such determination
would not materi~1ly ffoot the-operation of the act. All gains
accruing after the p888age of the act would nevertheless be taxed if
the selling prioe Ro eded the cost.
~ A ndmient IfJnay1, 1932 Is
A~1~4As A Baic Date
"For the of acertaining the gain derived or
loss sustain ff f VhA 9916 Or other disposition of
property, rej 1 ot Mixed, aciired on or after
January 1, l ithe s shall be the cost thereof, or
the inventoro i th i ator is made in accord-
ance with this &6to
64-040
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"In the case of property acquired prior to January
1, 1932, and disposed of thereafter, the basis shall be
the fair market value thereof as of said date; provided,
however, (1) that if the cost is greater than such basis,
the gain, if any, to be included in gross income shall be the
excess of the amount realized therefrom over the cost
e'eyf; (2) if its qpst is less than such basis; the de-
T , shall bd the ecbss of the cost over
te ealli thr efrom.
S et Aendrt If Basis I Changed To Cost
Less Deoreciatioli
"For the purpose of ascertaining the gain derived
or loss sustained from the sale or Qther disposition of
property, real, personal or mixed, the basis shall be
the.cost thereof or the inventoried value if the in.
ventory is made in accordance with this act.
"The basis shall be diminished by the amaiount of
exhaustion, wear and tear, obsolescence and depletion
actually sustained in respect to such property sub-
sequx6nt to the acquisition thereof."
Il libi~t at Io Ovas8 The suested Alternatives
W~h Te 2re sent Basis:
Taxable Gain Or LossCost less Jah. 1, Jan. 1, Pres- 1932 Cost lessdepre- 192 1932 Selling .Qnt Basic depreciation
ciat.19 value Price Basis date as basis
1. 1l0,000 2O000 10,000 ~20,000 neither 910,000 10l,000
2. 10,000 1,000 15,000 15,000 Neither Heither 5,000i
3. 10,000 5,000 5000 5,000 .either :either 5  ain
loss
Ina iion For Gins Losses n
1) Thd & WnTht td b ycomnared with the basis for the purpose
of ascertaining aih O-og is not defined. Of course this figure
must be te i6i086n-tr Iev bt suih a fundalental fact should be
statiaa n h t
(2) No provision is made for adjustmaents on account of expend-
itures properly chargeable to capital account which in fairness to
corporations should be allowed.
(3) There is no provision for the diminution in the basis of
stock on account of capital distributions.
Suggested Amendment:
It is suggested that the following provision, based upon
Sections 11 a 1 O the federal act should be addd to h ee
of th -mi.ients to Sectipn 19 sulpritted above i aopt
on OT ~ rin'or loss s ws
provided in this section the gain from the sale or other
disposition of property shall be the excess of the amount
realized therefrom over the basis herein provided and the
loss shall be the excess of stich basis over the anount
realized.
(b) Adjustment of basis In computing the aiount of
gain or loss under subsection (a)--
1 Proper adjustmaent shall be made for any expend-
iture, eDeipt, loss or other item, properly chargeable to
capital Aodount, and
(2) The basis (if fair market price or value as
of January 1, 1928, or? January 1, 1932, if that date is
* adopted) shall be dimaiqished by the amaount of the deductions
for exhaustion, wear and tear, obsolescence and depletion
which have sine January 1, 1928 (or January 1, 1932) been
allowabl Th 7@8pect of such property under this act.
C) A l Zed -- The amount realized from the
sale or 6th@ di 1ition of pro-erty shall be the-sum of
any money re-@igv plug the fair market price or value of
the prooertyn money) received.
(d) A j Cot gOIri" loss -- In the case of a sale
or e8he h 6e  kte tthiOh the gain or loss deter-
04
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mined under this section shall be recognized shall be
determined under the provisions of Sectgion 2o
(e) Installment sales .othing in this section
shall be construed to prevnt (in the case of property
sold under contract providin for payietnts in install-
eints) the inclusion in gross income of that portion of
any instal ment p of repres ntin gain or profit in tie
eaxr th~ p4ch sub ~aydIt 1s re oi ved
uted i1 comrplete lQuidation of or porat ion shall b
treated as in full payme'nt in exchango for the stock, and
amounts distributed in partial licquidation of a corporation
shall be treated as in part or full payment in exchange for
the stock. The gain or loss to the distributee rosulting
from such exchangI shall be determined under this Section
but shall be reco nized only to the oxtent provided in
Section 20.
( n Other distributions from capital -- If any distri-
bution snot in partia or comlete liquidation) made by a
corporatiOn to its shareholders is not out of earnings or
profits, th h the amount o f such distribution shall be
applicd agdi~t anrd rcduce the basis of the stock and 'if in
excess of uch btsis, such excess shall be included in gross
income bi th ai manner as a ain from the sale or ex-
change of troperty. The provisions of this subsection shall
also apply to dijtributions from depletion reserves based on
the discovetY valU of miies.
BASIS hLz R O GAIN v0 LOSS OR EXCHANGE OR
Section 21CUMk_D_
;,-rX!;osAmubiguous
Section 21 ott6dinho proorty is exchanged for other
propert t r tiI a8in8 or 1-to is odgnhited under the preceding
sectioii0 thd f8o96F ~ e'iv hail be treated as taking the placeIL th plac
of the property cxchancd thorefor. Under the preceding section
(Section 20 the entire amount of gain or loss resulting from an
exchange is recognized with the exceptions provided for in Section
112 of the Federal Revcnue Act of 1928.
One of the exceptions nrovided for in Section 112 applies to
the situation where property is transferred to a corporation in
return or stock Qf the porporation and iIrvaediately thereafte the
tza n s~O'r oris i nt4otTOCorporat ion,.,,o ain o. osreut
ing fx'Qm the, tog exc!14nge isrteo i~ under the ~f deral: ct. 1 1 The
same is true xdnder the tate Act by virtue of Section 20. o
sequently7, under Section 21 of the State ,act the property transferred
to the corporation is to bo treated as acquiring the same basis as
the stock exchanged therefor. This provision is ambiguous for the
reason that it is difficult to understand howe stock of a corporation
prior to its being issued for the first time can be regarded as
having any basis. Even if it can be regarded as having a basis,
considerable doubt exists as to what the basis should be inasmuch as
it miQght be the par value, the fair market value, or the value of
the property obtained in exchange for it.
Certain Gain 1Tot Taxed
Furthermnore, it is to be noted that this section literally con-
strued is applicab1~ only W en no g:ain or loss is recognized under
the preceding se~tlon. ence, when an exchange occurs and gain
resulting frdta the @Xehange is recognized under the preceding
section, the ba~id of th@ property received will be the basis pro-
vided for in Sectioh 19 Of the Aet hich is the cost of the property.
The result of thi i that When some of the gain, but not the entire
gain, resulting frdtM 6 dhtinge is recognized under the Preceding
section, the balan@ d the gain which is not recognized at the time
of the exchange will n8e7 be reoognized. For example, sqppose "X",
a corporation, exchanges prod6tirT@ Property Which cost ,50,000 and
whibtI fts ii 88 to 0000,Q for like property worth
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:70,00 and o3o000 in cash. Under s3ection 112 of the "ederal
Reve nue Act, and consequently under Section 2'O of the State kct,
rain to "X" only in the amount of .. 30,000 will be recognized. If
'9" subseuently sells the roperty roccived for ,70,000 no further
ain will be recognized under the State. Act since the basis of the
proDerty is the cost thereof, i.e., '070,000. Consequently, ain
onl in the amount of ., 0,00 is recognized althoui ain in the
amoaunt of l50,00Q up raIzod by "X1  0 f 1! the transaction.
1 0 Cortin Difoene u te
It is o bc- notcod that Sct ioa- l13 of i h !ffederd1 Rbv huo ACt
contains dotailed orovisions rcgarding t>- basis of property re-
ceived -ursuanj.t to an exch with rosp(ect to which either no Gain
or loss or with reseCt to which soe, but not thec entire amount of
g.i I rcsultin. from t e Oxchange, is reco(;nized under Section 112 of
that Act. Tn incorporating tCe provisions of the fedoral act relat-
in.; to this problem, the legislature failWd to incorporate all the
relovw nt provision.s of that act necessary cdequately to meet the
probleI. Inascauch as Section 20 of the State Act provides that
gain or loss rcsultin, from an exchange is to be recognized only
to the cxt nt it would be rocognized un or Section 112 of the
Federal venUe Lot it s e s re.asonable and necessary that solac of
the provision~ ht 100 t of >action 113 of thle Federal Revenue iact
relatin' to the basis of the po 0 rty received pursuant to an ex-
change with resiect to Which the prowisionrs of '3ection 112 of the
Fedorel iRovenue ,Act are aipliceble should be incorporated into the
St te Act.
However, Vtoit oP differLio fromri that contained in Section
113 of the Fed J.I " &hould be maI 1ecting the basis of rop-
erty transferred t6 d 6 porat ion in exchange for stock, or in ex-
change for stock Ed Mney 01 2roerty ot or than stock, where the
transferor inaudia rfd1 the eOhann0 is in coitrol of the
cor)xatidrr:
Ior
Section 113 (a) (8) provides that in such a transfer the
pro-erty transferred shall retain the same basis it had in the
hands of the transferor (with certt:1in adjustments on account of any
,ain or loss to the transferor which was recognized at the time of
the exchange). Since Section 113 (a) (6) provides that the basis of
the property received by the transferor shall acquire the same basis
as the pro erty burrendered (with adjustments on account of any g.in
or lo s to V ~ns;,,eror it wh, chas i recognizdattet rc ?of h
property transferred and thc property rcceived shall hver the san
basis, namely, the basis that thc proerty transferred had in the
hands of the transferor.
Because of this rule, double taxation will result in certain
instances, and double deductions for loss will be permitted in other
instances. For example, su pose "An Corporation, transfers property
which has a basis of *.50 ,000 and which has increased in value to
1J00,000 to "B" Corporation in exchancge for 9100O,000 of2 stock of
"B e Corporation and imrediately thereafter is in control of "B"
Corporation. The gain resulting to "A" is not recognized. X:ence,
under Section 113 (a) (6) the prooerty received by "A"' acquires a
basis of 50,0o the basis of the"property transferred. The
property transfehrrod, in accordance with Section 113 (a) (8) retains
the basis it had, i.e. ,50,00O. If "B" sells the property trans-
ferred for 100,oo it will be taxed on a gain of ,50o,0o. If "A"
sells the stock, received by it in exchange for the property trans-
ferred, for 14OOOO, it also vill be taxed on a gain of ,50 000.
Thus, 100,000 1 tax 4althou'he aain of but ,50000 was realized
from the tranditib~a
Suppose dh th other hand that the roperty transferred had a
basis of 4100,000 d4 ArWa transferred to "B" in exchanger for
;r50,000 of "B"'s stdik If "3" sells the property for 50 ,000, it
will be a11 b48 duc d a o10s of BO1500O0. If "A" sells the stock
10-
received by it in exchanre for the 'roorty transferrod, for
50 ,000, it also will be allowed to ded ct 50,000 as a loss. Thus,
dedi-ctions totalling .100,000 vill be aelloid although a loss of
but '50,000 was sustained from the transaction.
Instead of providing, as is qrovided in Section 113 of the
Federal hevenue Act, that the basis of the pronerty transferred shall
be th sae s in the :ands of tie traisferoa it would sea betr
to provide that the basis o0 the roperty transferred should be he
value of the pro eZty at the time of the transfer. lInd thi p
vision, if the pro-erty tra::sferred is sold by the transferee to' an
amount equal to the value of the oropertv at the time of the transfer
neithor gain nor loss will aesuit to the transferee. Consequently,
there will be no double taxation, nor will double deductions for loss
be permitted, reardless of the amount fori which the stock received
by the transferor is sold.
,owever, an objection to such a p'rovision can be made on the
Grounds that it will permit deductions for loss when loss has not in
fact been sustained. For exapiole, suppose property which cost
50,000 is trandforred when it has increased in value to l100,000.
If the trans Lfn All the pro#rty for <50,000, a deduction of
~50,000 will b@ ailowOd althou h over the entire transaction~ no loss
has been sustaihMQ. This objection can be mewt by providing that
whenever the basisf the property in the hands of the transferor is
less than the Vailue of' the tro~erty at time of the transfer, the
basis of the prorperty transferred for all purposes other than deter-
m",ining gain to the transforeu shall be the same as in the hands of
the transferor. Thus, if the .ropertv transferred is sold by the
transferce4 for ag o.iuch or more than it cost the transferor, no
deduction for loss Uill be allowed.
If this it 1 ado, then a further modification
should be inad& t8 i5ki@ 68; (of the situation v.here property is trans-
fe r +8 r c689- fi o in enhange for stock of the corporation,
ahd P5 ib6 69 p 6.yt i addition to stock, for otherwise the
transferee in some instances, may not be allowed to deduct the full
amount of loss which is actually sustained. !,'or example, suppose
property having a basis of 50,000 is transferred to a corporation
in exchange for stock of the transferee and for money and property
other than stock in the amount of 60,0.00. If the property trans-
ferred is sold by the transferee for ,50,000 no loss will be
allowed if the basis is the same as in the hands of the transferpr
altho uh tq transferoe receives from the property less then thq
value ofh money an proety it ctuly surrQndered exchaxioe
for the prooerty.
It would seem that the basis ofe the property transferred for all
p'r poses other than for the determination of gain should be the basis
of the prooerty in the hands of the transferor increased by the
amount of money and the value of the property other than stock iven
in exchange thereof. obviously, haveven, the basis so computed
should not exceed the value at the time of transfer of the property
transferred.*
A sia vle way of effooting; this result would be to provide that
if the basis in the hands of the transferor is less than the value
of the stock iven in exchange for the roperty transferred, the
basis for all purposes other than detertining gain, shall be the
same as in the ihends of the transferor increased by the amount of
money and the vlue of roperty other than stock given in exchange
therefor.
If the above solution is followed, itvwill be necessary to de-
fine the teri "basi in the hands of the transferor". The term can
be defined to etP the basisI provided for in Section 19 of the Act.
It will also b@ i i@@8r7' to define the term "control". Section 112
of the Federal 'ieV4nuM Aot contains a definition of the tem as used
in said Sectio- n@ ach as the above solution anolies only to ex-
changes covered 3 6 e6tid 112, It would seem prorer to define the
term 8cat±1 a hing the 8000 as it is defined to mean in that
-111N
section of the Fedoral lct.
Su ge s t ed kne an d:,e nt:
Amend Section 21 to read as follows:
When property is exchan ed ;:or other property and
no gain or loss, or some gain but not the entire amount
of ai n, is recognized under the precodin se ction, the
.! orty rceived, except as hereinafter pro
id d 1 be ; rI ied in accordance with t r-
iin Section 113 of the Federal Revenue Act of 19
which are hereby referred to and incorpoZated for the pur
pose of this section with the same force and effect as
though fully set forth herein.
When propoerty is transferred to a bank or corpora-
tion of the classes taxable under this ict, in exchange
for stock of such b'nk or corooration, or in exchan6e for
stock and money or pro-erty other than stock, and inedi-
ately thereaftor the transferor is in control of such bank
or corporation, tho besis of the pro 3crty transferred shall
be the fei 17 Mntarket value thereof at the time of the transfer
except thait If the basis in the 1hsnd; of the transferor of
the property transferred is loss thahn the fair market value,
at the time of the transfer of the dtock of such bank or
corporatioh Fivtn in exchange therefor, then the basis of
the pro90%ty ittfrred shall be, for all purposes other
than derinn gain resultin(. to such bank or corporation
from the MhEbpqutnt disposition of the pro)Perty transferred,
the same as the btSia in the hands of the transferor in-
creased byt th@ Araount of moniey and the fair mtarket value of
prerty oth thi tock of such bank or corporation given
in exchangd thrOtor
The A'e a b18 i n the hands of the transferor" as
Sid U.sod id befb dcfined to moa the basis provided for
in SetIn 19 hereof.
The term 'control" as herein used is hereby defind
to mean the same as the term is defined to mean in Section
112 of the Federal Revenue Act of 1928.
Section : INSTALLM14 T PAYMENTS
If the method for computing the rate of tax on banks and fi-
nancial corporations as above proposed, is adopted, it is suggestd
that at the time of filing their returns, banks and financial r-
let
abuinea o ati ons, & Ad t hst Wh( b)1nee
of he tax be cue ter the commi oner has ade the calcu3t
necessary to determine the rate on banks and financial corporations.
Sggeted Amendment:
Amend Section 23 to read as follows
Sec. 23. On or before the fifteenth day o the hird
month following the close of the taxable year, as defined
in Seotion 11 hereof there shall be due and payable, from
every national banking association, every other bank 6r fi-
nanotial corporation of the classes mentioned in section 1
2 hd 4 of this act as a first installment of the tax on
suoh banks and financial corporations, a percentage of their
net iflCome as di scosoed by the return, which is equal to that
p0KO adof the net income of manufacturing, mercantile
and busines corporations which is required to be paid to
the sate a.afranchise tax according to or measured by
net iloolrne
0:rbaore the fifteenth day following the mailing
of *3 o 00the Commissioner's determination of the pverI
age P@tg0 of not income of manufacturing, meroantile
axd tIr§ otporations required to be paid to the state
or it§ i &L gubdivisions in franchise, or personal
8pe-,t 0 ro irded in Geotion 4 (a) of this act,
8r E6 e f5 th fiftOent h day of the ninth month
6 i6 g h 11~ of' the iaxable daI
hehe t ,xah10,e41,4~
If h
from every such banking association, bank and finan-
cial corporation, as a second installment of the tax on
such banks and finncial corporations, a percentage of
their net incomve as disclosed by the return which is equal
to the percentage of the net incoie of manufacturing, mer-
cantile and business corporations required to be Daid to
ti0~ state or its litioal subdivisions as per-
ona prort. etermed b e Cointissloxner.
'th QaXet herein novi ed for holl be applied to uoI
second installment.
In the case of manufacturing, mercantile &nd business
corporations one half the amount of tax disclosed by the
return shall be due and payable, as a first installment
of the tax on such corporotions, on or before the fifteenth
day of the third month follo\7ing the close of the taxable
year as defined in Section 11 thereof. The balance of the
tax shall be due a1nd payable, as a second installment, on
or before the fifteenth day of the ninth month following
the close of the taxable year. A teX imp0osed by this act
or any installmen~t thereof mpy~ be paid at the election of
the tax'ayer, prior to the date prescribed for its payment.
Whoi@ an extension of time for filing returns has been
granted byj tfiecomiWssioner under th~e )rovisions of Section
15 of thisact0, the first installment shall be paid prior to
the expiration of such eJxtension.
PI th@ fift installment of the tax is not paid on or
before it duo date or the due da-te as extended by the com-
mission@7 0t hall be delinquent and a penalty of fifteen
per centu- @dd@ theroto# f the second installment is not
paid at th tih@ It i due and payable, it shall be delinquent
and af 19 pd? htum added thereto. At the time
6t tie the seoond installment an additional
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penalty of five per centum shall be added to the first
installmaent unless that instflarllent has theretofore been
paid.
All taxes and interest iiposed under this act must
be -aid to the comnissioner at Sacramento in the form of
remittances payable to the Treasurer of the State of
11i4onia and he shall transmit said payments daily to
teStaite T sr, riheTr ea smr
11 monels received by the State Treasurer sha be
dep osited by himri in a e.ecia1 fund in the State treasury to
be designated the bank and cor:oration franchise tax fund,
and moneys in said fund shall, upon the order of the State
Controller, be transferred into the general fund of the
State, or drawn therefrom for the purpose of refunding to
taxpayers hereunder.
Section 25: DEICIENCY ASSESS7LENTS
One year limitation on additional assessm:.ents is entirely too
short. It rendOrs practically impossible the making of adjustments
on the audit of the federal return and thus enables the taxpayer to
escene the :Dayn1t of taxes rightfully due the state which the
corissioner ohld not reasonably be expected to assess within one
year. The lim'itation is two years in the. federal act (Federal
Revenue Act of1 19;, ct. 275a) butt should be somew~hat longer in
the state act to oermiit adjustmnents on the audit of the federal
return.
For further 7 po90 amendments to Section 25, see discussion
under SectionO below.
Section 26 0 FTTIO y T
If offsets f- g 1il 1 l and ersonal property taxes, except
personal ropert p id by finnbcial corporations, are
abolihied as if e4td 68W thi8 soction should be amended so as to
be 10 oS toft1 dfskt of personal property taxes paid by
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financial corporations.
Suggested Amnendent
Substitute the following for the present provisions
of Section 26:
A financial corporation subject to the tax herein pro-
vided for shall receive an offset against said tax, sub-
ject to thelimitations provided in Section 4 hereof, for
personal property taxes naid upon its prooerty to any
county, city and county, city, town or other poolitical
subdivision of the state during: the taxable year. At the
time of payment of the first installnent of tax under the
provisions of Section 23 of this act, each taxpayer claim-
ing an offset against the tax shall submit to the com-
missioner evidence in such form as he shall -rescribe in
support of such claims.
(Where a consolidated return has been made under
Section 14 hereof the offset allowable against the tax
liability of the consolidated group may include said
per sorial proerty taxes paid durin., said period by all
financial corporations which are included in the con-
solidated group, subject .to the limitations of Section
4 hereogd)66
If a finapoial corporation in paying the tax pro-
vided ifot in this act desires to claim an offset in the
comathi~n of~ its tax, the rate provided in Section 4
herof ± finianOial corporations shall be applied to such
offset d the dnmount so computed shall be added to and in-
cluded ifd th@ ttx of such corporation.
If all off@t§ re abolished, includinCg the offset of personal
property tate# ~id by financial corporations, this section as it
now reads 88h6Ud ' fes@al
o6. an hthsi be addedif provision for consolidated
r4thh6 eld
rb~txhl§n~bl r pd i 4
Whether offsets are or are not abolished, or whether they are
abolished only to the extent suggested, there is one change in the
interests of fairness to the state and to corporations generally
that should be ade. If a corporation is allowed an offset for real
or personal property taxes against the franchise tax and subsequent-
ly a local subdivision makes a refund of real or personal property
taxes to such corporation, and if it is too late, in view of the,
period of limitations, for the co.rimassioner to assess a deficiency
to recover the offset allowed on account of such refunded real or
personal pro'perty taxes, such corporation escapes a tax that in
equity and justice it should pay, and enjoys a benefit not enjoyed
by other corporations taxable under the act. If offsets are abol-
ished, an amendment should nevertheless be adopted providing for the
recoveryT of offsets )revio1_sly Allowed on such refunded taxes.
Supested Aiendment
Substitute the following for Section 26 if all offsets are
abolished, and ad" it to Soction 26 if all offsets are not abolished
regardless of whether or not it is amended as above suggested:
If any real or personal roperty taxes are at any time
refunded to any bank or corporation taxable under this act,
and said bank or corporation has been allowed an offset for
such taxO against any tax imposed under this act, said
bank or cor'poration shall report that f'act to the comn-
missioner an~d shall joy atax (not subject to offset)87 in
an amounlt equivalent to any offset which has been allowed
against tiVy tAx at any time imposed under this act on
account Of 88%h refunded real or personal pro-erty taxes.
Section 27 R17 UN T) 8
The one y"' PI'fi~d ih Which to file a refund claim is un-
reasone'bly shof.* 5it a th@ period in the c se of the assessment
67~ ih i S:tit S to b6e-ihserted if offsets retained.
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of deficiencies should be extended to allow the state to obtain the
tbenefit of the federal audit so that Deriod should be extended to
allow corporations to obtain the benefit of such audit.
Provision should be made: requiring refund claimas to be filed
in duplicate so that the Comnmissioner may retain one copy for his
files, and forward another copy to the Board of Control if the claim
is approved, so that the Board iay know the nature of and grounds for
filing the claim.
Neither this section nor .any other section of the Act authorizes
the crediting of an 6ver payment of taxes on any taxes which are due
under the Act but w.hich have not bejen paid. It seerms reasonable
that an overpayment should not be refunded until the taxpayer's tax
liability to the state under the Aict has been discharc-ed in full.
uggested Ajendmrent
These su.ggcs-tions coild be carried into effect by amending the
first and second paragraphs of Section 27 to read as follows.
If iii the opinion of the coiissioner, or said board,
as the 0-80 may be, a tax has been coimiputed in a manner con-
trary to lw or has been erroneously computed by reason of
a clerical mistake on the part of the comissioner or said
board, such faOt shall be set forth in the records of the
coinssioner,~ and the anount of the illegal levy shall be
credited in~ any taxes then due from the taxpayer under this
Act, and the btisnco shall be refunded to the taxpayer or
its suci@@@0 it.Aroigh roorg;anization, merger, or consolidation,
or to stockhOldoirs upon dissolution.
if ht1 tX o ponal ty has been paid imore than once,
or has be@h @O Ou ly or illegally collected, or has been
erroneously f illeg1Ay Comuhted, the comiissioner shall
certify to th@ stite board of control the amount collected
in exCoss of wh t W 1OL111, due, from whom it was. gollect-
ed, or by whom aid ft d-prov.d y that board, the
same shall be credited on any taxes then due from the taxpayer
under this act and the balance shall be refunded to the taxpayer,
but ni such credit or refund shall be made in the case of over-
payments made before June 1, 1932, unless duplicate Qopies of a
claim for refund are filed by the taxpayer with the commissioner
within one year from the date of overpayment, and in the case of
overpayments made on or after June 1, 1932 unless duplicate
copies of a claim for refund are filed within three years from
the date of overpayment. Every claim for refund must be in
writing under oath and must state the specific grounds upon
which the claim is found."
Interest on Overpayments:
If the Act is amended to allow the crediting of overpayments
on taxes due thereunder, the provisions for the allowance of interest
on overpayments should be amended to allow interest on overpayments
which are credited on taxes due under the Act as well as on overpay"M
ments which are refunded, as the taxpayer is deprived of the use of
his money in both instances.
The Federal Revenue Act provides for the allowance of interest
on credits (Section 614), but limits interest to the period between
which
the date of the overpayment and the date on which the taxes against/
the credit is allowed became due. In support of following the Fed-
eral provision, it may be argued that after the taxes against which
the credit is a110wedbecame due, the taxpayer owes the state an
amount at least equal to the amount of the credit, and consequently
the state should not be required to pay interest on the credit thereo-
after. But Unfder Section 24 of the Act, interest will accrue at
the rate of otie pt oeint per month on the amount the taxpayer owes
the state, HOe, it would seem fair for the state to allow the
taxpayer interdbt 6h the amount it owes the taxpayer from the date of
the overpayment up tO th@ date the overpayment is credited on taXes
due the t#.
ttd ti thd proviSiont for allowance of ilaterest
on 0 8 6bhouid &i be amended to prevdnt the allowance of
id eayrfent ",wh 10hbare made 4ue to & zro:9 1t1e~
on the part of the taxayer. bhore the overe)y1ntent is cae because
of a mistake on the part of th e commissioner, it is fair and proper
that tie taxpyer should be allowed interest on the overpayment, but
it does not seemaf air or proper that the t xpa1er should obtain
interest on an overayrent which was mde because of his own mistake
or error.
Recover r Of "efunds Erroneously: ,ade
It would seelm some 'rovision should be made in thle Act for the
recovery of refunds erroneously-made. Ijt is (uite possible that a
refund may be made which information suibsequently obtained, frOM the
federal audit or otherwise, will sho should not have been made.
Tnless provision is mcde for the recovery of such erroneous refunds,
they will be lost to the state. It is suggested that the period
within which actions can be instituted to recover an erroneous refund
should be three years from the date the refund was made so as to
allow the co :missioner armale time in which to determine whether or
not the refund was pronerly made. Provision should also be made for
the recovery of credits erroneousl> allowted. Even without some such
provision, -it is probcble that the state could bring an action under
Section 3l, trovided the time for brin ins such action has nbt
elapsed, to recover thA txs against which the erroneous credit was
applied on the th oty that the allowance of such a credit did not
effect a payment of tho toxes and consequentl; that they are still
due and collectibles BuMt the period within which actions can be
brought to colle-bt dlinquent taxes commences to run from the date
the taxes were du, Credits Will always be allowed a~ains t taxes
already due. Co hquently, it may very well happen that a credit will
be allowed which inthrisaitioni hortly thereafter obtained will show
to have been erronetisly al-owed, but the state will be powerless to
collect the taxes agth Which the credit was applied because the
Doriod within whih &rf 'tion can be brought to collect thom will
have elap&d. 8 8it hndy ab b, avoided by providing for the
haveela'sea h 8' canin 0 6. vid1
recovery of erroneously allowed credits within three years from the
time the credits were allowed. Such provision will also have the
advantr; of placing erroneously allow(ed credits on the some basis
as erroneously allowed refunds.
Sugested Amendments
These sug6estions could be carried into effect by amending
Section 27 as indicated below:
Amend the third par .graph of Section 27 to read as follows:
Interest shall be allowed and Paid upon any over-
payment of any tax, if the overpayment was not made because
of an error or mistake on t. nart of the taxpayer, at the
rate of six per centum per annum as follows:
(1) In the case of ac. edit, from the date of the
overpaymont to a dcte precedinC the d'te of the allow-
ance of the credit by not mo e than thirty days, such
date to be deteriined by the co imissioner. Any interest
allowed on any credit shall first be credited on any taxes
then due from the taxpayer under this Act.
(2) In the case of a refund, from the date of the
overpaymeflt to a dcte proceding. the date of the refund
warrant by i.6t Word thn thirty days, such date to be
determined by the Commrissioner.
Add th@ fOlloing~rv to Section 27:
Any te±fun or an~y portion thereof which is erron-
eously m d@, anld any credit or any portion thereof which
is erroneoti81y 0110Ood, may be recovered, together with
interest at the rto of six percentum per annum from the
date the refutid iS@ made or the credit allo!.ed, in an
action broug:ht bif thG controller of the state in a court
of com~etent jP:i§S tion in the county of Sacralento in
the name of th p9eope of the State of California, an
such actions sa b Ththe county of Sacramento
unless the court with the consent of the attorney
general order a chane of plce of rial 8  The
attorney general must pro secite such action, end the
provisions of the Coide of Civil Procedure, relating to
service of su..mons, ple dings, proofs, trials, and anecls
are applicable to the proceedines herein provided for.
Appoal To State Board Of Equalization From
Comrissionor's Denial Of Claim For Refund
Under theO present provisions of the act, if the commissioner
denies or disallo.s a c l:im for refund of any tax, the taxpayer's
only remedy is to bring an ction in the Superior Court. It is sub;
mitted that there is just as much reason for alloiing an appealto
the State Board of Equalization from the commi issioner's action in.
denying or disallowing a claim for rsefund as there is for alloving
such an aopeal from the commissioner's action in overruling a tax-
paOer's protest to a proposed deficiency assessiont.
Sug ested AnIendmel;nt
Insert the follo in. bet;4een the second and third paragraphs
of Section 2t1
If th d lmisnionr disallous any claim for re-
fund, he shall notify the taxpayer accordingly.
Within thirty dayst tfter the mailing of such notice, or
if the commiioner does not act upon any cl'im for a re-
fund ;Wivthin six mroniths f:rom the time the claim
is filedi, then :lthin thirty days alter the oxpiration of
said si onth6 the otassi nor's cotion upon the claim
shall be P1n01 Unita within such thirty day period the
tax-a<er :L.%1 in riting from the action ocf the com-
missioneft th tV board of equalization. The appeal
must be a #4A rtMailGd to the state board of equali-
68 TI S rvision i 3xpld in in to iscussio,
on S45ee 3, b16tl
12
4.
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zation at Sacramento, and a copy of the apocal ad-
dressed and mailed at the soae time to the com-
missioner at Sacraiento. Said board shall hear and
determine the same and thereafter shall forthwith
notify the taxpayer and the cornmissionerv of its deter-'
mination. If the board sustains the commissioner, the
corrmissioner's action in disallowing the claim shall
thereupon be CinaL.
I ~
I
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Section 29:
LIEN OF TAX
The Lien Provisions of the Constitution
and TEe STt e create a veUConfused
anF UdeJrablcFSituWaion.
It was apparently intended by the constitutional section that
the new tax should accrue upon a fixed date which, if in accord with
the general tax system set up in the constitutional article of which
it is a part, would bd the first Monday in March of that year. Ap-
parently with this in mind the framers of the constitutional section
provided that "Said taxes shall become a lien upon the first Monday
of Mrch of 1929 and of each year thereafter," thus establishing a
lien date in accord with the lien date of that other taxes provided
for by Article III, O;ne of the outstanding charcoteristics of the
tax system set up by Article XIII is the fact that the accrual of
the tax and the attachment of its lien are coincident. Ts, under
that article, the fixing of the tax obligation on the subject of
the tax and the oreation of the tax lien must be regarded as occur-
ing sir.iultaneously, although, of course, the amount of the tax may
not be ascertained until lator, in which cse there is P relation
69
back to the date When the tax first accrued.and became a lien.
Tie attachment of th@ lien at the dote of the accrual of the tcx is
an essential fGature if 8 s008n tax systor, for it is somewhat
burdensome on tahyr to have the lien attach before any tax has
accrued, and unWi@o for the state to have the lion attach at a
date after the tax hes cerued.
Notwithstanding~ these baic propositions, the BEnk and Cor-
poration Franchi@@ 9,i A 7t provides in section 11 for an accrual
69 Estate of BackbS0t'J (195) OB 081. App. 265.
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dato which shall be "the first daCto fter the close of the taxable
year", and defines ttaxcble year" as the o"Clendar year or the
fiscal year . . . upon the basis of which the not income is comput-
ed." As a result, instead of providing for one accrual day, the
act establishes January 1 as the accrual date for oclendor year
corporations and the first day of any of thu other eleven months as
the date for fiscal year corporations. By reason of the constitu-
tional provision, the ot could not provide that the lien should
attach at the varying date of accrupl, and instead was forced to
provide for a single fixed lien date. The provision is found in
Section 29 of the act:
"The taxes levied under this act shall constitute
alien upon all property of the taxpayer, which lien
shall attach on the first Monday of onch year. Every
tax herein provided for has the effect of a judgment
against the taxpayer and every lien has the effect of
a judaent duly lovied against all property of the
delinquent . .
The language of this section is ambiguous. If the tax is to
be a lien on the first Monday in March the provision that every
tax has the effoot of a judgment is superfluous if it means no
more than that every tax is to hve the effect of a lien. The pro-
vision that ev477y tax is to have the effect of a judgment might be
read as providing tht vory tax should have the effect of alien
upon accrul; howeverv this interpretation is precluded by reason
of the constitutiogil ftipulation that the lion attach on the first
Monday in March.
Setion 29 Opprti isly, therefore, provides that the lien shall
only attach on th$fi Pt 4 Monday in March. Since taxes corue before
and after the lion 4 , it i partinent to ask, on what March does
the lion attach if the t$ hdUbso after the first Monday in March?
Does the lien re18 @ bbk to th preceding March, or must the attach-
ment of the lion e dl yod anill the Mach f 0llwing? The provis-
ion must operate in 6 4fi@ &t o5f other and the act leaves this
important question in dt
jij
Insofar as the language of the adt is concerned, the view
that the lien relates bock to the precoding March is as tenable as
the view that the lion attaches the March following. Objections
may be node to either view. If the lien is considered as attaching
on the March Following the accrual an undesirable situation results,
for it means that after a corporation becomes liable for the tax a
period intervenes before the lien will attach. The corporation may
sell its property within that period free fror any lion for the tax
due against it. For example, suppose fiscal year corporation
ended its taxable year on June 30, 1931; on the next day its tax for
the next fiscl year accrued; however, the lien for that tax will
not attach until the following 14rch, i. e, March 1932. Thus, the
corporation has a period within which it may sell its property free
of alien for the accrued taxes. Such procedure is fundaentally
contrary to sound tax policy.
The other possibility is to have the lien relate back to the
prior March. For example, if a corporation's tcxable year ended
June 30, 1931, its tax c0rued )n July 1, 1931, and the lien for
the tax attached on March 4, 1931, four onths before the tax c-
crued. Thus, if- th o lin always related bck to the preceding
March, the -bjectiah thv.t the tnx might be avoided could not be
raised. H-owever5 the Of±fe0t of such procedure upon the securing
of a clear norketible title fromi a corporation selling its proper-
ty wouild be OxtreMely imaportant, for a purchaser night find his
property sub joct ti'a lion f'or taxes subsequently accruing againt
the corporation, of' whi.dh he could have no knowledge without ex-
amining the ncodting syston of the corporation in question. A
purchaser in April might X~utquontly find that a lien had attached
the month before fU i ,rning against the corporation, per-
haps as late as Deci6sf-6d6, 1 ing his purchase.
From the foregoingi 4 VidIoe t that the lion provisions of
the act create a si c-tibdi odf dtibt Vith a cheoie between undesit'-
able alternatives.
E'MA~J1~A Do t e TaxAcre
7 t A4 4chcoruess
e n C 
elbLLey'ri-
fixed liedato a workable provision onlr if the acal
da te is o186ofixed. Phe situation created by the statute coa oAly
be rerediecl satifactorilY by a change ot the lien provision in
Sectin 16 r XIII state constitu4tion, allowing the lien to
attach on he ge th crues. Changing the article to pro
vide for a qnJforfl 0ccrus. date coinciCent wi h the fir$t Monday n
Ma,'ch, is not feasible if the corporation is allowed tQ imaIC' regrl
on the hasisf 6Qt xable yiars as defined in section 11. Atie
a4'2 returnq to be made on the saro basis would be extronrel oo
vehient, both to the corporation ond the Commissioner cnd wou2d
greatly corplicate the drinistration of the tax.
Althd11 h the probiei cannot adeque tely be solved vithoiut con-
stitutional amendment much cn be done to rer-ove the present situa
tion of doubt and confusion. Title insuranceo conpanies, purchaserp
of propqrty and other persons decling rith corporations should be
able to ieaCn d0finitely 'or.i the statute the time that the lien
attaohes Oven though the definite time therein set forth might not
be the most desirAble time viewed from the standpoint of a legisla-
ture not impeded by constitutional limitations.
~nt Ufnoex tainty ShoulK Be Removed
Under th~ present act there is little Jifficulty insofar as
calendar year d rporattions aire concerned except theat the lien does
not attach until the third month after the tax accrues. In other
words such cof)070tions hdwo a two month period in which to dispose
of their propexfty rroo a 0100r f the lien. As regrs fiscal
year corporati .. Who taxes ccrue after the first Monday in
March, a choie it bt rb- d between the first Monday in March be-
fore the tax actifu if th first Mrnday in March following the
accruel of the P Mr It is subritted that to settle the qupstion
one way or the other i b to than to leave it in its present
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state of uncertainty.
Lion Shoul Attach on First Mona in
MeFh EFahof yei Vhich Tax Accrues
The state n"ust cho:)se betw1enl11Win a0phole which ay
be used to escape payrient of the tax on the one hand, and n the
other hand, burdoning corportions with a somewhat promature lien.i
It is believed that the interosts of the state outweigh the incon-
venionce to the taxpayer (particularly in view of the fact that the
corporation voluntarily chooses a txable year \thrt closos.nfter
the first Monday in March) and that the lion should attach on the
first Monday in March of the calendar yer in which the tax ec-
crues.
It may be urged in objection to such a choice of lien dttes
that the lien will attach befor any taxes c due. uThat situation
is not now in California for sinilar objection can be made to
rost of the lions for taxes in this state. In the case of local
70
taxes the lion attaches in March, whereas the tax ray not be cor-
71
putedL until the following September. In the cause of other state
taxes, e.g. taxes in gross recoipts an gross pro:ius the taxes
72
may not be conputed until July. This system has been sustained as
it has been held tiNt "in this state the tino when taxes shall ot-
tach as a lien upon property is fixed by statu~te cs of a certain
day in the yL~r, ruki when the anount is ascortained it relates back75
to the time so fxd
A more pi~iU6fobjection nay be made by corporations comeno-
ing business in the state after the first Monday in March and whose
first taxable year enc14 in the sane colenrar year in which they
cor.mence business. Tho lien on the property of such corporations,
70 Cal. Pol dCodt dotiana 3717, 3718.
71 Cal. Pol Cod a 3714
72 Cal. Pl C1 '
73 Estate of Ba k&-t (109Z) 63 1App. 265.
under a provision making the lien attach on the first Mon-,y in
March of the year in which the tax accrues, would attach before the
corporation ha. any property or was even in existence.
Exception for Certain or;nci; Co 2 rations
The following language from the; case of ast Bay Municipal
74
Utlity District v. Garrison has n important bearing on the prob-
lem:
"In order, therefore, for the lion of taxes to be
legally irnpose upon property as of the first Monay in
March of a-ny pnrticular year it is essential to the
fixation of such tax lien up-n such property rs of sai
lte not only that the property itself should be in Gx-
istence at the tino of the attlchnent of such lion but also
that there sh.Dl. be at such time an existing obligation
to pay the particular tax which the lien thus inposed is
to secure. Otherwise the lion would have no foundation
upon which to rest and would, by the irposition of an
oncunibrancte having no obligation to support it, amount to
the taking to the extent of such nouncubrcnce of the prop-
erty of the citizen without ue process of law.'
In the light of this case it woul. seem that an exception
would have to be made for corporations commencing business in the
state after the first Monday in March an) whose first taxable year
ends in the srme calendar yrr in which theyr commence business.
Except for the lien for the minimum tax of :25 dua on the commence-
ment of busines it iB not likoly that there will be many instances
in which the exception will operate. All but 8 of the corporations
taxableo unor the act h0 business on a calendar ye5 r basis, The
first taxable yoau of' concencing corporations that elect a calender
year basis will 01080 Doorber 31 an the tax for such period will
ccrue January 1 ofth6 fllowing year, under the provision suggest-
ed, the lion thoofort wisll ttooh the follorwing March. It is quite
likely also that th0 first taxable, year o' rny fiscal year corpora-
tions will en in the o1t nhuar yer follo his that in which they
corrience businos~o
74 (1923) 191 CaIs 6 01 2 113.
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SuggstoAmn 4nt
The suggcstins horo C coul be carrie out by omen ding'the
first sontence )1 Soction 29 to rc follows:
Tl taxes lovic, unlor this act shall constitute a lion
upon *11 proporty cf the taxpayor hich lion shall attach
on the first Monday in -18rch of the year in which tho taxe
accruo: provided, howver, that in the case of a bank or
corporation comorncing to do busihtss in this state for
the first timre after the effotive date of this act, the
licn of thG taxes for the first nds6cr.n,,taxablGyears
of such bank or corporation shall attach on the first
Monday in March subsequent to the time the bank or coro
paration commencC to (!o businoss.
Section 30:
RCO V2BY OF OVERPA Y11ENTS
Over~pryornts Should First Be Crecited A inst T"xes De
Section 30 provides that a taxpayer m )y bring an action against
the state treasurer to recover an ovurpayn'iont of any tax. Provision
is ade authorizing the court in any such action to render judgment
in favor of tho plaintiff, but the section is deficient in not pro-
vidin§ for the paymesnt of the judgment. It shuld u be provided that
the judgrent shoul first be croeiter agte icnst any taxes due under
the Act, as Wns uggoted in the case f overpaymonts under the
provisions abotion 27, and the balance refunded to the taxpayer.
SuC ,asecAmonr.ients
Anedri the irSt line of the sco nd paragraph of Section 30
to rOd cs foll o 
Whun t olair; for refund has been filed, etc.
A(d. t3 the third paragraph of Section 30, the following:
Th@ anwianit of the judIgment shall first be credited on
any PBXca di00 fro the plaintiff under this act, and the
balanc@ ct Pih Judgtont shall be refunded to the olcintiff
or its s@ thtugh r organization, merger, or con-
solidatio; c toi it stocokholders upon dissolution.
Amend the i~t pa4raraph of ScOtio. n 30 to rca as follows
I , J j14 o8 df A 6oft ften'tored for any over-
8K h ±h e t any t ibpse by this aCt,
IIIf
*
O
interest shrll be allowo at the reto of six percontun
per annu upon the aiount of the ovorpayment, from the
dnte of the payorcnt or collection thereof to a date
proceding the date of the refund warrant or the dato
of allowance of credit n account of such judgment by
not raore than thirty days, such dto to be deterninec
by the cori:ssioner.
Appeal From State Board of Equlization to su1prere Court
If the coi.nissironer overrules a taxprayer s protest to a pro-
posed ceficiency assessent, the taxpayer 11cy either appeal to the
qtCte Board of' Equalization, or he may pay the tax and bring an
action in the Superior Court for the recovery of the nar.)unt paid.
If the taxpayer appoals to the B -amr and the B ;rd SUStins the
Cormissioner, thu taxpayer may then pay the tax and bring an action
in the Superior Court to recover the same. If the Board reverscs
the Comissioner, the Comissioner many likewise brinI an action in
the Suprior Court to determino the taxpayor's liability. If an
action is brought in the Suporior Court, either by tlie Cummissionor
or the taxpayer, aftor an appenl has been taken to the B.)rd, the
action is tried (o0800. Thus the hearings, finCdinrs, and deter-
mination of' the Bard tro renderod moaningicss. After an appeal
to the Board, th Biuation is substantially the sane as if an ap-
peal had ncycr boon taken to the Board. In other words, the ques-
tion of the taxpayor's liability for adeficiency assassment is not
cavanced one step towtrd a~ f'inal @otorrtlination by an appoal to and
a hearing and det0mi~nndian by, the Board.
Instad of ###Yiing for the bringing of a new action in the
Superior Court aft' Gi 6 pp01 to and dterrination by the Board,
it is suggested th f I w ID be better to provic for the- taking
of an appeal, eiV~f~i by th~ tOaisioner or the taxpayer, directly
to. tho Supreme Couf h:om tht 804d's decision. Providing for such
a procedure ul fi 6 7 gVt ome real significance to the Board's
0' g v(;,'qcyqu r n ce tD-lho Boc d "
action in aOppels from the Commiionor, but would have 
the advant-
ago of savin: oth to the state an 
the taxpaYer the timo and ex-
ponse incident to the trial of an 
action n the Superior Court and
would tend to reduce corgEstatin in the 
Superior Courts. The
adoption of such a provisionT n.ight 
be objecto to on the grounds
that it would give too large a discretion 
or authority to an V,d
iinistrati bord since the Boar<'s'& action would 
be final subject
only to a reviw by the Supreme court However, 
it i4 to be noted
that the authority of the bocrd with respect 
to appealsafror.m the
Cormissioner would be no greater then 
is the authority of the
RailroCd Commission or the Industrial Accident 
Commission with resm
pect to ,xatters over which they have 
jurisdiction.
FurthernorO, if' any bank or cortiol 
subjoct to the cct
should at any time prefer that the question 
of its liability for a
propose deficncyi Y assessment not be 
finally determined by the
Bord subject olly to a review by to Suprome 
Court, it could avoid
such a contincenoy by not appacling to the 
B- rd, and in lieu there-
of, coulC py thin t ane bring , n actin in the Supurior 
Court to
recover thG Sig It to be HoO that the 
suggested proce.ure
is similar to th pie0ur proviCea for in 
the Fodoral Revenue Act.
With respect to t& ficioneOy neosot under 
that act, a tcxpaiyor may
either appeal to the Board of Ta Apals frorn 
whose decision an ap-
peal lies diredtlY to the Carocuit Cmurt or Appeols, 
or he may pay
the assessment ind b~rig tn action in te 
District Court to recover
the sameI.
If this sEltifn is f11OWe , n if the 
suggesti2n above
Made OrspectilE 4v tr h oard CromBP the action 
of the coin-
missioner in di§hIdWP &lgii for refund is also followo, 
pro-
vision shoulA 44 P44e foir ppoals to the Suprene Court 
from the
decision of tha BStL iP cases jvolving claims for 
refuncd as
a S P1 oShes in civinC defidncy assess;onts.
clocisjon o
ljii
sesto n. A  ant
The above suggestions can be carrie into effect by making
the following chainges in tho Act:
Amen the third paragraph of Section 25 to read
as follows:
If no such protust is so filoe the amount of the
tax shall be final upon tle expiration of sAid sixty-
day period. If a protest is so filcd it shall 
be the
duty of the commissioner -to recornsiC-or the comput%-
tion and levy of the tx complainen of, nn if the
taxpayer has so requusted in its protost it shall 
be
the duty of the commissioner to grant said texpayer,
or its authorizeK representatives, n oral hearing.
After consieration of the protest nd the evidonce
a .Guca1 in the event of such oral hearing, the con-
nissioner's action upon the protest shall be final
upon the expiration of thirty Thys fron the date when
he mils to the taxpayor notice of his action, unless
within that thirty-day perioC. the taxpayer appeals in
writing frori the oction of the com1iissionir to the
State BOai+ of Equalization. The appeal nust be address
ed and mailot to the State Board of Equalization at
Scrrion1to, and a copy of the appeal adiressedl and
nailed tit the anno tino to the corpissionier at
Sacranoento~ Sail' board shall hoar anO deterrmine the
same and theoofter shall forthwiith notify the tax-
payer and the coits5sioner of its deteriifnctiOn, and
the reas@iHE th orofor, vhich shall be final upon the
xpirati f sixty days frori the tiryo of such deter-
minationf ils within such sixty-day period the
commissi hll tpply to the supreac court of the
13!-
*O
sta te for a vrit of certiora.ri or review for the 
pur-
pose of having the lawfulness: f the 
oecision of the
Stato BorJ off Equalization inquire into 
nO eter-
nineC.
A C the following to the first paragraph of 
Scotion
30:
an provi.&, firther, that no such action 
shall be
to r Vcver any QficicnCy SSGSSCnt, or 
any part
thetQe i the !1ai oh s at any ti- peal.e to 
the
$;t 8zrra of 'Q1 i etion ft th9 action of the 
dn
rissioner in overrilli the taxp yer's protest to 
th
conn ssiofners aproposal of the sai G eficiLCY 
sse ss
nont.
AK& the followilg to the secon paragraph of $ection
30:
provie.ed, that no nction shill be fil& 
if the t'x-
payer has appeale to the State Board of 
Equalization from
the action of the colnniioSinor viith respect to 
any claim
75
for a (crolit or) refuni.
A( the folloWing between the third an fourth par-
graphs of Setion 30:
Within Sixty &nys after the :1eturninltion of the
State 800Z'. of EqualizatiLl of any appeol froma 
the
action~ of~ the coamrissioner oither the comoissioner 
or
the appell~Pt an~y apply to the suprerie court of 
the
state for e vwrit of ocrtio)rar or review for the pur-
pose of haviig the lawfulness .f the ccision or rder
75 Wy ti penthsis to be a eK if the su stiof
regding Gra-iting of overpaynonts on-taxes 
Cue
unk- tho at is follOWed.
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of the b)ar. inquire int an (ctornino . Such writ
shall be mde roturnaleV not Inte' than thirty days
after the do of the issuance thereof, an' shall
direct the board to certify its record in the 
case
to the court. On the return ny, the causo 
shall be
heard by the suprone court, unless for a good 
reason
shown the sco be c-mtinued. No new oC)r aditional
evi.onco .ay be introjuced in the suprene court, but
the cause shall be hour& on the roo-r. of 
the board
as cortific& to by it. The review sh.11 not 
eo ex-
tended further thin to ector4.inc whether the 
boar
has regularly pursued its authority, including a
cetorninctiOn1 of whether the cision or order 
under
review violates any provisioni of the constitution~ 
of
te Unite Statos or of the State of (>lif'rni&. The
finin s al colnclulsi')fls of the hardc tn questions of
fact shall be final an' shall not be sub:ject to review,
The board ani each party to the proecinigs 
before
the :oaUnte shall have the right to appear inA the 
review
proceedig. IUhon the hGaring, the supre0ie 
court shall
entor Judginant oithier rffirain or setting aside the
order or 1ooition f) the boart. The provisins of the
Cot o t 1G- f P ri courCe f this stato relating to the
write of reviewr sall, so fr as applicable anc. no
in oniliot with the provisions 0 this cot, apply to
proceediniV institute in the suprom clurt 
under the
Pr v i-h f this sotion.
Soat .. it
COLL:ECTIOT OF TAX
S vi th t reti )n8 for the callootion of delin-
-d ( in ti county of Scranrento. But
135~
unless some contrary provisio )is me (, the faat will be able 76
to secure 0 chango of placo of trial to thie county of its residence.
Why provi'.e for cannoncing actions in Srrcr nt' C unty if the place
of' trial of actions can be chan Go at any tiLe? I is to be notioce
that in 1931 S.tion 3668 (c .f the P litical C AL was anonded to
provi~o that the place of trial of actions for the colletion of
other r"linquent state taxes could not ho c.n..n fron Scramento
C.o unty except with the consont of the court an' the attorney
77
general. It is sutgostcd that asinilar alon(i.lnt should be rale
to this section.
Su ostoC alon
A.mond the first sentenco of' Soct1ion to read as follows:
"At any tino within one year after the delinquency
of any tax, or any instrll'ont thereof, the controller
of the statc ncy bring ai action in a court of' comrpetent
jurisdiction in th county f 3 jItefl) to in the none of
the poople of the S ate f' C liF rni. to collect the
Anount delinquent, t LOthor with penlties, anI such
actions shall be trio in the county f S cranento
unloss the court, with the cnsent -f the attorney
f-nornly order a chan&e of plcoo of trial."
The one eif prio of li itation cntained in this sootion
is ontircly tao shor~t f' it imposcs a unrousonrlc burden upon
the Controllor aid Attor'ney Genercl, who l::st yeur alone had to
institute approxt1iatuiy 5,000 suits. It is suggested that the
porio' for the asssht of' deficiency taxes, refund of' taxes,
an' c ollcoti n of' tai~ 0 h Ahold be uniform.
Provision U ,p s far uning a lloction of Tax
Thc act as it - s provides tly t the t:x has the effct
of ju.rlnont ag-ifi th& 4pyer. In viec of this provision, it
woul'. s-nq unreason i t fovito th state to brin.; an ction to
cllect the tax an, t g et 1in 1thar .ju gont a ninst the tax-
p'yor. Furthor r to eqSirsu6 action nee loosly Telays and
~ P~ch~ (i)82 GlDec 529 664.
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incrcases thu cost f collectin olAinluket t X'.s. It is SU c ted
tht the ct sh)u1. contain a prvision p ttorned ifter SGOtin
321 of the politico1 co"o, per itting th cotrollr to scizo and
sell ny personal propcrty, or if thdre is t sufficient porsonal
property, to scizo n soll -ny re1l prorty of the delinquont tck
p yGcE
4anry time~ vwt ill which 821 action o~n be beught to
col1ebt aniy eli iquant tax ns provi ca' in the preoecingparrgraph, the C ntroller ,y colloot the tax, together
with pon;lties, by soizuro anc' s:ale of cny personGl prop-
orty owvned' by the bank or corporati n agrinst whom: the
tax ius assessed, or if sufficient personml property can-not e founK, thon the Controller i31y collect the tax by
seiZure ac'. SelO of th10 right to the possession off, clairato, or right to the possession of ln
Sctinn 33:
REVIVOR OF CORPORTIONTS
All ThXOS Due) Shoul B~e Pai( Before Corp rat on Reinstated
Unier the Goct Es it now roofs, asuspnode corporation rmny
to revived y poying only tou tx, intrest an. penalties for non-
payrant of whic1 it Ws ~suspen e , if sucl pyv0 unt is nG (purin
the yoor in ihdic ;uponsionr occurrei, ithu h th tx for the
year in which it wrs SUspCe ol: yk luc nm un Pip. It is sub
raitto& that ho corporrtion shul a u reinstate that h s not paid
up all taxes Cdu th the not.
Secrs r Inu33
If~
For oar~po, ~plni~ rpAt nic us1vec in 1931
m itust ~b~t Ye'hc.I-'-'z-hich, t.efor in
f I t-o- n plus iv c h rio n iI I ~'''f
it, lI,
v une fr nILch so tx for t
1931 auted to It 106, II 1 the pyraont of the tax fo i i
wa~s supprloo is not na.c until 193, to1 carp3r2t ion will bc e
quied top( the tox fior e which it was suspenOe ($25)* plus
interest ane pen Itio thqroon (approprnatoly 8.43), plu" t o
the anoht h qan penaltice Cruo the state f or tlG
payin 1 4 oun of tac pth intut at . por a4
1930) plug (t .o the or ount of trx anm pnltesh
1931) or a oa f proximately $1397,25.
Iti~surato~ that o fairer r et t'W, ini casoearl
roco an 1 the yeCr in which susponion 6
I
wou' IA~ rps lIty of twice the nrbut for whid1
pcratinw; eL0.a it is bolievoO that penal tios sho 1 b<
me2suredc by th to2 f~'the *non-paymenCrt of which suspensi on coQ9ui
red, and not by a~nn in havin; no relation thereto.
__ ated_ Anenanont
me~nc the1±t pa r eph of Socti n 33 to real as follows:
oni hich
Any :~ptiJ v~ichhas suffrod the suspension
or f)rfitu~t~~~v&~xfurin the prGOOing SGctionl may?
be ~elieo~ to 0P~ri p yrient If the tax anr. tpie
nnpaybout of which1 the sua
pensibn eor'oituro c currod together with all otheZ
taxesg interest .n. penalties due under
the noI Meedi o Curin the taxale ye in
which the s e4 -or forfoiture ceourrea, or upon
pxytient f aunts thgothor with an arunt
dqual to th& dft4 orJthe ta x anK penalties for t e
chid f which , oni n r forfaiture o-
t.ili nr)do onaV yr'other than stchiI
I IIII 141
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your, enO upon the. issumace by tho contro llar of v cer-
tificto o f revivor. Applicrtion for such cortifiocto
on bJhlf of any -orstic corporati n which hcs suf-
fero such suspensi -n ny oe y ny stockhol.or or
crecitor or by ano Ljority of the survivinj trustoos or
iroctors therof; appictin fr such cortificnto nny
C~ 0y 0y ~ ~gn carpr 'tir hich hCs s tffet,
sice l rfe1ituro :r.y u y stockh 1i or or crcditoJ
therco ix
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